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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THERMO'PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF AIR FROM 0 TO 300 K1
`i,. A. Hall
References together with an abbreviated abstract are presented for
mechanical, thermodynamic, and transport properties *) of air from 0
to 300 K published up to December 1968. A total of 610 articles have
been indexed. Each article has been reviewed and coded with regard to
properties studied, type of article (i.e., experimental, theoretical,
etc.), and method 9f presentation of data. The temperature and
pressure ranges for each property under consideration are also given.
An index has been prepared according to property with four sub-categories:
solid, liquid, gas up to 200 K, and gas above 200 K.
density, P-V-T data, compressibility factor, expansivity, compressi-
bity, equation of state, vapor pressure, melting pressure, latent
heats, critical points, normal boiling temperature, specific heat,
velocity of sound, Joule-Thomson coefficients, entropy, enthalpy,
internal energy, Gibbs function, Helmholtz function, thermal
conductivity, viscosity, Prandtl number, diffusion coefficients,
surface tension, dielectric constant, refractive index
Key words: air; bibliography; equation of"state; -1,'owtemperature;
mechanical properties; thermodynamic properties; -transport properties
1. INTRODUCTION	 i
The Compilation Unit of the Cryogenic Data'Center has i1 6^ ;lts mission the
critical evali.iation of quantitative information -from the world's literature
related to the thermophysical properties of materials at cryogenic temperatures
and preparation of charts and tables of data for the entire temperature and
.pressure range. At the outset of 'the study of a particular material, copies of
the documents concerned with the properties are obtained and reviewed. As the
task of document accumulation continues, a concentrated effort is made to
complete a systematic and thorough literature search on the selected topic and
an annotated bibliography is prepared. This bibliography on the properties of
air is the fourth such bibliography  prepared on the properties of a cryogenic
fluid.
1 This stud was supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Contract No. R-06-006-046.
2 Other materials for which similar bibliographies have been prepared are
oxygen, argon, and methane.
Primarily, our search was for articles dealing with properties studied in
the temperature range 0 to 300 K. Thirteen articles on properties of oxygen-
nitrogen mixtures have been included, some presenting values in temperature
ranges where experimental air data are missing. A group of 28 documents
dealing with thermophysical properties of air at extremely high temperatures
(>1000 K) have been referenced in the Appendix. These documents came to our
attention during the literature search, but because of the high temperature
range, they have not been included in the main body of the bibliography or
indexed.
The collection of documents for ai r began over ten years ago in conjunction
with the data compilation presented in the "Compendium." 1 The initial literature
search was conducted by the use of various abstracting journals, in particular
Chemical Abstracts. Copies of the articles were obtained at that time and
reviewed for useful data. From the tame of the "Compendium's" publication
to the present, the Compilation Unit of the Cryogenic Data Center has been
actively acquiring all articles dealing with the thermophysical properties of
air at cryogenic temperatures. These articles were entered into our Storage
and Retrieval System together with all the other cryogenically oriented
documents that have come `to our attention by a°systematic scanning of the
	 -
primary journals, and secondary publications such as Chemical Abstracts, Physics
Abstracts, NASA STAR, Nuclear Science Abstracts, DDC TAB, and International
Aerospace Abstracts. A computer search of the Storage and Retrieval System was
the initial source of references for this annotated bibliography. All pertinent
documents from the references listed in this search were reviewed and coded.
In addition, other articles, which were referenced in these documents, were
also obtained, reviewed, and coded. A final Chemical Abstracts search was
conducted back to 1907 to bring to our attention any articles which might have
been previously overlooked. Seventy articles written before 1900, not already
in our files, were not ordered because these were believed to be of historical
interest only.
i
"A Compendium of the Properties of Materials at Low Temperature (Phase I),
Part I. Properties of Fluids," V. J. Johnson, Editor, Wright Air




2. FORMAT FOR LISTING CITATION AND DOCUMENT. CONTENTS
The citations have been arranged alphabetically by first author and
numbered: Only information from the article which concerns the properties
of air was noted in this bibliography. The temperature and pressure ranges
were omitted on references to critical points and normal boiling points.
In many cases the pressures were not stated in the article. This.is most often
the case in the study of properties near atmospheric pressure that are
essentially temperature-dependent only.
The information given for each citt.'tion`ncludes and is ordered as follows:
1. author(s),
2. title (original language) and translated`:"itle, if original is in a
language other than English,
3. reference (if the same article is published in more than one place,
each reference is cited.),
4. properties studied for air, state of substance, temperature and
pressure ranges as available,






6. form in which data are reported,
a. tabular - tables (number of values)
b. graphical
c. equations
d. apparatus, if described or illustrated
1 Documents obtained too late to be numbered sequentially have been placed
alphabetically in the body of the bibliography and given the number of the
preceding article: immediately followed by a (+) sign. These articles have
also been indexed.
s In compilations, the bibliography number of the original article from which
the data was obtained is listed. if the source of the data is mentioned.
s In some instances, the/amount of data in reference books is not given.
r`^	 3
r
3. INDEX OF PROPERTIES
The bibliography is indexed according to property with sub-indexes for the
state of the substance; i.e., solid, liquid, gas up to 200 K, and gas above
200 K. The letters E, T 9 C, and It following each citation number refer to the
type of data; i.e., ' E = experimental, T = theoretical, C = compilation,
correlation, calculation, and R = review, discussion, reference work. A few
reference books were coded by property only.
1. Density, P-V-T Data, Compressibility Factor . . .	 5
2. Equation of State, Virial Coefficients . . .
	 6
3. Expansivity and Compressibility . . . . . . .	 6
1ti. Vapor Pressure (dew point pressure, bubble point pressure)
	 . . 7
{	 5. Melting Pressure . . . .
	 7
6. Latent Heats
7• Solid-Solid Phase Transition, Melting Range, Boiling Temperatures,
Critical Points (plait point, point of contact) . . . . . . . . . 7
£^. Specific Heat . . . .
	 8
9. Velocity of Sound . .	 . . . . . . 9
10 Joule-Thomson Coefficients, Inversion Curve,. .. 	 . . . 10
11. Entropy, Enthalpy, Internal Energy, Gibbs Function,
Helmholtz Function . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .	 .	 . . . . 10
12. 'Thermal. Conductivity . . . . . .
	
.. 11
13. Viscosity,	 . . . . . . . . . . .	 . . . . . . . . . . '.	 12
14. Prandtl Number	 . . . . . . .
	
. . . . . . .
	
13
15. Diffusion Coefficient . . . 	 .	 .	 13
16. Surface Tension
	 .	 .	 13
17. Dielectric Constant . . . . .
	 . .	
13
..	 18• Refractive Index • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •	 • • • • • • • • 14
19. Corresponding States	 . . .	 14
20. Intermolecular Potential	 .	 15
21. Documents not Appearing in the Properties Index . . .










1. DENSITY* P-V-T DATA* COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR
3 C 4 E 5 E 6 E 7 E 8 E 9 E 10 E 18 C 22 C
31 T 43 E 44 C 60 T 85 C 86 T 88 C 96 C 97 E 102 C
112 C 145 C 146 C 148 C 152 C 174 E 185 C 191 C 192 C 205 E
209 C 210 C 211 C 212 C 218 C 233 C 238 T 243 E 244 E 245 E
246 E 254 C 259 E 265 C 271 C 282 R 284 C 285 R 293 E 299 C
303 E 312 E 314 E 316 T 317 T 318 T 319 E 334 C 337 C 338 C
343 C 368 E 369 E 370 E 378 E 380 C 385 C 386 C 387 C 388 C
391 C 396 E 399 E 400 E 405 C 412 E 415 R 416 R 419 C 420 R
422 R 432 C 445 C 452 E 455 E 456 E 475 C 486 T 502 C 528 E
558 C 559 C 560 T 569 C 570 T 580 C 588 C 589 E 594 E
SATURATED LIQUID
18 C 43 E 96 C 112 C 265 C 319 E 368 E 502 C 580 C
SATURATED VAPOR
18 C 102 C 112 C 265 C 319 E 368 E 502 C 580 C
SOLID — NONE
LIQUID
112 C 259 E 337 C 594 E
GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K)
18 'C 31 T 85 C -86 T Be C- 102:0 11,2 C 185 C 209 C 210 C
218 C 233 C 254 C 259 E 265 C 271 C 285 R 912 E 314 E 334 `C
337 C 368 E 370 C 380 C 386 C 387 `L 388 C 405 C 412 E 416 R
432 C 44`5 C 452 E 455 E 456 E 486 T 502 C 528 E 560 T 569 C
588 C 589 E
i
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K)
3 C 4 E °5 E 6 E 7 E 8 E 9 E 10 E 18 C 22 C
31 T 44 C 66 T 85 C 86 T 88 C 96 C 97 E 302 C 112 C
145 C 146 C 148 C: 152 C 174 E 185 C 191 C 192 C 205 E 209 C
210 C 211 C 212 C 218 C 233 C 238 T 243 E 244 E 245 E 246 E
254 C 259 E 265 C 271 C 282 R 284 C 285 R 293 E 299 C 303 E
i	 312 E 314 E 316 T 317 `T- 318 T 334 C 337 C 338 C 343 C 366 E
369 E 370 C 378 E 380 C 385 C 386 C 387 C ;; 388 C 391 C 396 E
399 E 400 E 405 C 412 E 415 R 416 R 419 C 420 R 422 R 432 C
445 C 452 E 455 E 456 E 475 C 486 T 502 C 528 E 558 C 559 C
560 T 569 C 570 T 588 C 589 E
2• EQUATION OF STATE• VIRIA(;, COEFFICIENTS
18 C 22 C 29 T 31 T 32 T 33 T 34 T 41 T 60 T 73 T
102 C 113 E 114 E 159 T 164 T 167 C 208 T 209 C 223 T 233 C
236 T 237 C 257 T 300 T 304 T 318 T 363 C 368 E 369 E 371 E
380 C 386 C 405 C 417 E 425 C 432 C 470 T 486 T 507 T 560 T
570 T 571 T
LIQUID
41 T
GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K)
18 C 29 T 31 T 32 T 33 T 34 T 41 T 73 T 102 C 159 T
164 T 167 C 208 T 209 C 223 T 233 C 236 T 300 T 363 C 368 E
371 E 380 C 386 C 405 C 425 C 432 C 486 T 507 T 560 T
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K(
18 C 22 C 29 T 31 T 32 T 33 T 34 T 41 T 60 T 73 T
102 C 113 E 114 E 159 T 164 T 167 C 208 T 209 C 223 T 233 C
236 T 237 C 257 T 300 T 304 T 318 T 363 C 368 E 369 E 371 E
380 C 386 C 405 C 417 E 425 C 432 C 470 T 486 T 507 T 560 T
570 T 571 T
3. EXPANSIVITY AND COMPRESSIBILITY




GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K)
194 R 425 C 452 E
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K)
71 E r 425 C 452 E
6
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	 117 El 	 E	 259 E	 265 C	 368 E
	
380 C 401 E 415 R 416 R 445 C 466 C 	 580 C	 583 C 584+E	 593 E
SS MELTING PRESSURES FREEZING PRESSURE
88 C
4 6S LATENT HEATS
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
35 E	 106 E
	
107 R	 112 C 149 E 265 C 331 E	 380.0	 466 C	 489 T
580 C	 583 C	 590 E
7S SOLID-SOLID PHASE TRANSITIONS MELTING RANGES BOILING TEMPERATURES*








96 C	 109 E	 595 f
CRITICAL POINTS
18 C	 23 E	 80 E	 85 C 86 T 112 C 223 T	 319 E	 320 E	 380 C
386 C	 387 C	 388 C	 408 £ 415 R 418 R, 420 R	 421 R	 560 T	 566 T
580 C	 596 E
s 8
8• SPECIFIC HEAT
12 E 16 C 18 C 25 C 28 C 37 E 60 T 63 E 65 C 67 R
80 E 85 C 90 T 91 T 97 E 99 E 102 C 104 E 107 R 112 C
118 C 120 R 123'C 128 C 131 C 133 E 14-1 C 142 E 143 E 146 C
160 C 167 C 173 C 176 E 181 E 183 C 184 R 193 C 2 0 7 E 210 C
211 C 212 C 213 C 217 E 218 C 222 E 224 E 229 E 233 C 234 C
237 C 238 T 241 E 242 E 251 E 252 C 259 E 262 C 265 C 271 C
273 E 274 C 275 C 280 C 281 C 284 C 285 R 297 C 299 C 301 C
302 E 310 C 312 E 314 E 324 E 325 R 326 E 330 E 338 C 340 E
341 E 344 E 345 E 346 T 352 E 358 C 362 C 367 E s70 C 379 E
380 C 389 C 390 R 3-91 ,: 392 C 404 C 407 C 408 E 409 E 410 E
411 E 416 R 432 C, 445 C 449 C 452 E 453 E 458 E 468 C 472 E
473 E 474 E 480 C 486 T 487 R 488 T 491 E 493 E 494 T 495 E
508 T 512 E 521 C 530 C 533 E- 534 E 538 E 559 C 570 T 571 T





18 C 85 C 584+E
IDEAL GAS




25 C 107 R 112 C 142 E 259 E 265 C 445 C 508 T 580 C
GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K)
12 E 16 C 18 C 63 E 65 C 80 E 85 C 90 T 91 T 97 E
102 C 107 R 112 C 131 C 141 C 142 E 167 C 176 E 183, x— = '^0,__C
218 C 233 C 234 C 262 C 271 C 285 R 297 C 301 C- 3°i2 E 314 E
341 E 358 C 370 C 380 C_ 389 C 410 E 416 R 432 C--, 445 C 452 E
472 E 473 E 474 E 498 T 530 C 588 C
Yi
r
8. SPECIFIC HEAT (CONT.)
Y
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K)
12 E 16 C 18 C 28 C 37 E 60 T 63 E 65 C 67 R	 85 C
90 T 91 T 99 E 102 C 104 E 107 R 112 C 118 C 120R 123 C
128 C 131 C 133 E 141 C 143 E 146 C 160 C 167 C 173 C	 176 E
181 E 183 C 184 R 193 C 207 E 210 C 211 C 212 C 213 C	 217 E
218 C 222 E 224 E 229 E 233 C 234 C 237 C 238 T 241 E	 242 E
251 E 252 C 262 C 271 C 273 E 274 C 280 C 281 C 284 C	 285 R
297 C 299 C 301 C 302 E 310 C 312 E 314 E 324 E 325 R	 326 E
338 C 340 E 344 E 345 E 346 T 352 E 358 C 362 C 367 E	 370 C
379 E 380 C 389 C 390 R 391 C 392 C 404 C 407 C 408 E	 409 E
410 E 411 E 416 R 432 C 445 C 452 E 453 E 458 E 468 C	 472 E
473 E 474 E 480 E 486 T 487 R 488 T 491 E 493 E 494 T	 495 E
512 E 521 C 530 C 533 E 534 E 538 E 559 C 570 T 571 T	 576 C
588 C 597 E
9. VELOCITY OF SOUND
1 E 45 E 49 E 55 E 67 R 76 E 94 E 95 E 97 E 98 E
99 E 102 C 115 E 116 E 120 R 134 E 160 C 190 E 195 E 203 C
204E 212 C 214 E 221 E 222 E 233 C 237 C 238 T 239 E 249 E
271 C 272 C 282 R 283 E 285 R 308 E 3.13 E 321 E 324 E 325 R
327 E 340 E 342 E 360 E 370 C 380 C 382 E 385 C 393 E 410 E
423 E 430 E 432 C 442 E 493 E 495 E 496 E 499 E 500 E 501 E
502 C 520 E 522 E 545 E 549 E 552+E 553 E 568 E 586 E 587 E





GAS WP TO 200 DEGREES K)
97 E 102 C 233 C 271 C .285 R 313 E 370 C 380 C 410.E 430 €
432 C 502 C 587 E
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K)
S
1 E 45 E 49 E 55 E 67 R 76 E 94 E 95 E 97 E 98 E
99 E 102 C 115 E 116 f 120 R 1.34 E 160 C 190 E 195 E 203 C
204 E 212 C 214 E 221 E 222 E 233 C 237 C 238 T 239 . E 249 E
271 C 272 C 282 R 283 E 285 R 308 E 313 E 321 E 324 E 325 R
327 E 340 E 342 E 360 E 370 C 380 C 382 E 385 C 393 E 410 E
423-E 430 € 432 C 442 E 493 E 495 E 496 E 499 E 500 E 501 E





10. JOULE-THOMSON* INVERSION CURVE
	
15 E	 19 E	 30 C	 60 T	 62 E	 85 C	 105 E	 144 E	 161 R	 218 C
	
219 C
	 236 T	 250 E	 257 T	 258 E
	
261 C	 263 E	 268 R	 299 C	 309 R
	




415 R	 416 R
	 428 E
	
451 E	 452 E	 453 E	 488 T
592 C
119 ENTROPY* ENTHALPY* INTERNAL ENERGY*
GIBBS'FUNCTION* HELMHOLTZ FUNCTION
11 E 17 C 18 C 88 C 90 T 91 T 93 R 102 C 107 R 112 C
118 C 131 C 132 C 145 C 146 C 147 C 148 C 152 C 160 C 173 C
185 C 191 C 192 C 210 C 212 C 213 C 218 C 219 C 233 C 237 C
238 T 254 C 259 E 271 C 272 C 274 C 284 C 285 R 286 C 310 C
316 T 323 C 331 E 332 E 334 C 337 C 370 C 380 C 385 C 398 E
405 C 415 R 416 R 425 C 432 C 449 C 450 C 454 E 459 E 462 R
466 C 468 C 476 C 484 R 488 T 498 C 558 C 559 C 569 C 571 T
580 C 583 C 584+E
IDEAL GAS




18 C 88 C 107 R 112"C 259 E 337 C 415 R 416 R 462 R 580 C
583 C 584+E
GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K)
17 C 18 C 88 C 90 T 91 T 93 R 102 C 107 R 112 C 131 C
132 C 185 C 210 C 218 C 219 C 233 C 254 C 259 E 271 C 285 R
286 C 323 C 331 E 332E 334 C 337 C 370 C 380 C 405 C 415 R
416 R 425 C 432 C 462 R 466 ,C 484 R 488 T 569 C 580 C 583 C
584+E
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K)
11 E- 17 C 18 C 88 C 90 T 91 T 93 R 102 C 107 R 112 C
118 C 131 C 132 C 145 C 146 C 147 C 148 C 152 E 160 C 173 C
185 C 191 C 192 C 210 C 212 C 213 C 218 C 219 C 233 C 237 C`
238 T 254 C 259 E 271 C 272 C 274 C 284 C 285 R ` 286 C 310 C
316 T 323 C 331 E 332 E 334 .0 337 C 370 C 380 C 385 C 398 E
405 C 415 R 416 R 425 C 432 C '450 C 454 E 459 E 466 C 468 C
476 C 484 R 488 T 498 C 558 C 559 C 569 C 571 T 583 C
10
i12. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
12 E 14 E 41 T 46 E 61 E 64 T 65 C 72 E 73 T 79 C
82 C 84 E 93 R 108 C 111 E 118 C 121 C 122 E 123 C 125 E
139 E 140 E 141 C 162 R 163 E 170 E 171 T 172 E 181 E 186 E
193 C 196 E 197 E 198 E 199 E 200 C 211 C 212 C 227 E 230 E
231 E 232 E 233 C 234 C 236 T 237 C 255 E 256 E 265 C 277 E
278 E- 279 E 285 R 297 C 322 E 328 C 329 E 333 R 337 C 338_C
346 T 353 E 359 E 374 E 375 E 377 E 391 C 392 C 394 C 445'C
460 E 464 E 465 E 467 T 468 C 477 E 478 E 479 R 481 E 482 E
483 E 484 R 487 R 488 T 490 E 503 E 504 E 511 C 518 E 519 E
526 E 543 E 544 E 546 E 547 R 555 E 562 E 563 E 564 E 565 E
577 E 578 E 579 E 584 E 585 E 600 E
SOLID - NONE
LIQUID
41 T 140 E
GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K(
12 E	 ','. 41 T 65 C 73 T 79 C 93 R 108 C 121 C 125 E 139 E
140 E 141 C 163 E 171 T 186 E 233 C 234 C 236 T 265 C 277 E
297 C 328 C 337 C 445 C 479 R 484 R 488 T 511 C 518 E 544 E
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K(
E 12 E 14 E 41 T 46 E 61 E 64 T 65 C 72 E 73 T 79 C
'. 82 C 84 E 93 R 108 C 111 E 118 C 121 C 122 E 123 C 125 E
139"E 140 E 141-C -162 R '- 163 E 170 E 17-1 T 172 E - 181 E- 186 E
193 C 196 E 197 E 198 E 199 E 200 C 211 C 212 C 227 E 230 E
r 231 E 232 E 233 C 234 C 236 T 237 C 255 E 256 E 265 C 277 E
278 E 279 E 285 R 297 C 322 E 328 C 329 E 333 R 337 C 338 C
' 346 T 353 E 359 E 374 E 375 E 377 E 391 C 392 C 394 C 445 C
460 E 464 E 465 E 467 T 468 C 477 E 478 E 479 R 481 E 482 E
483 E 484 R 487 R 488 T 490 E 503 E 504 E 511 C 518 E 519 E
526 E 543 E 544 E 546 E 547 R 555 E 562 E 563 E 564 E 565 E
577 E 578 E 579 E 584 E 585 E 600 E
1
21 E 26 E 27	 1
56 E 57 E 58	 1
78 C 83 C 87	 1
123 C 127 E 129 1
158 E 177 f 178 1
193 C 201 E 202	 1
236 T 237 C 240 1
267 E 276 E 285 1
295 E 296 C	 ;. 297 (
346 T 349 E 350	 1
376 C 380 C 381	 (
435 E 436 E 437 1
448 E 477+E 479 1
524 E 525 E 527	 1
541 E 542 E 545 1
572 E 581 E 582	 1
39 R 40 E 41 T
59 C 64 T 65 C
91 T 92 R 93 R
130 E 141 C 150 E
179 E 180 E 181 E
211 C 212 C 215 R
247 E 248 E 260 E
287 E 288 E 289 E
298 R 305 E 315 E
351 E 354 E 355 E
384 E 391 C 392 C
438 E 439 E 440 E
484 R 485 E 488 T
531 E 532 C 535 !E



















12 E 13 C 20 E 21 E 26 E 27 E 39 R 40 E 41
51 E 52 C 54 C 56 E 57 E 58 E 59 C 64 T 65 (
67 R 73 T 77 C 78 C 83 C 87 E 91 T 92 R 93 1
113 E 114 E 118 C 123 C 127 E 129 R 130 E 141 C 150	 I
153 E 156 E 157 E 158 E 169+E 177 E 178 E 179 E 180	 1
182 C 184 R 187 E 188 E 193 C 201 E 202 E 211 C 212
216 E 233 C 234 C 235 T 236 T 237 C 240 E 247 E 248 1
262 C 264 T 265 C 266 E 267 E 276 E 285 R 287 E 288	 1
290 E 292 E 293 E 294 E Z95 E 296 C 297 C 298 R 305 1
333 R 336 C 337 C 338 C 346 T 349 E 350 E 351 E 354 1
356 E 361 E 366 E 373 E 376 C 380 C 381 C 383 E 384 1
392 C 394 C 424 E 431 C 434 E 435 E 436 E 437 E 438	 1
440 E 441 E 444 E 445 C 447 E 448 E 461 E 477+E 479 1
485 E 488 T 492 E 509 E 510 C 511 C 524 E 525 E 527	 1
532 C 535 E 536 E 537 E 539 E 540 E 541 E 542 E 545 1



















41 T 59 C 169+E 337 C 383 E 461 E 484 R 550 E
GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K)
12 E 39 R 41 T 59 C 64 T 65 C 66 C 73 T 83 C 91 T
92 R 93 R 101 E 129 R 141 C 150 E 151 C 156 E 158 E 201 E
233 C 234 C 235 T 236 T 262 C 265 C 266 E 267 E 297 C 298 R
337 C 380 C 381 C 445 C 477+E 479 R 484 R 488 T 509 E 511 C
i
? ?';z 531 E 540 E
s
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K)
12 E 13 C 20 E
51 E 52 C 54 C
67 R 73 T 77 C
113 E 114 E 118 C
153 E 156 E 157 E
184 R 187 E 188 E
i 233 C 234 C 235 'T
264 T 265 C 266,E
292 E 293 E 294 E
336 C 337 C 338 C
361 E 366 E 373 E
424 E 431 C 434 E
444 E 445 C 447 E
509 E 510 C 511 C
537 E 539 E 540 E'











90 T	 93 R	 122 E	 123 C	 124 E	 125 E	 181 E	 212 C	 233 C	 234 C
	






r 42 E 47 E 48 E 68 E 69 E 74 E 75 E 89 E 100 E 119 E
;" 137 E 138 E 154 E 155 E 165 E 175 E 189 E 225 E 226 E 228 E
253 E 269 E. 270 E 306 E 307 E 348 E 357 R 364 E 395 E 396 E
397 E 426 E' 445 C 446 E 457 'E 463 E 505 E 513 E 514 E 515 E




119 E 154 E
s'
I GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K)
446 E
,x
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K)
42 E 47 E 48 E 68 E 69 E 74 E 75 E 89 E 100 E 137 E
138 E 155 E 165 E 175 E 189 f 225 E 226 E 228 E 253 E 269 E
270 E 306 E 307 E 348 E 357 R 364 E 395 E 396 E 397 E 426 E
445 C 446 E 457 E 463 E 505 E 513 E 514 E 515 E 552 E 575 E








2 E 23 E	 24 E 36 E 36 E	 53 R 81 E 103 E	 110 E 126 C
135 E 136 E	 137 E 138 E 166 E	 206 E 220 E 262 R	 291 E 311 E
335 E 339 E	 347 E 365 R 403 E	 406 R 413 E 414 E	 427 E 429 E
433 R 443 E	 471 E 497 E 516 E	 517 E 523 R 529 E	 574 E 604 E
LIQUID
335 E
GAS (UP TO 200 DEGREES K)
471 E
GAS (ABOVE 200 DEGREES K)
2 E 23 E	 24 E 36 E 38 E	 5, R 81 £ 103 E	 110 E 126 C
135 E 136 E	 137 E 138 E 166 E	 206 £ 220 E 282 R	 291 E 311 E
339 E 347 E	 365 R 403 E 406 R	 413 E 414 E 427 E	 429 E 433 R
443 E 471 E	 497 E 516 E 517 E	 523 R 529 E $74 E	 604 E
19. CORRESPONDING STATES
86 T 161 R	 469 T 506 T
209 INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL
11 E 41 T	 64 T 118 C 164 T	 208 T 210 C 235 T	 236 T 304 T
372 T 566 T
I
21. DOCUMENTS NOT APPEARING IN PROPERTY IADtX
169 E (X—RAY. DIFFRACTION STUDIES)
4. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REMUNCES










THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN GASES.
AUSTRALIAN J. SCI. RES, VOL. Alt 175-89 (JUN 1948)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (293 K AND 0.5 TO 76 CM MG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)+ APPARATUS
2 AGIRBICEANU,I.	 COMANICIU+N.	 TATU9V.
ASUPRA VARIATIEI CU PRESIUNEA A INDICELUI DE REFRACTIE AL
AERULUI• THE VARIATION WITH PRESSURE OF THE REFRACTIVE INDEX
OF AIR.
ACAD, REP, POPULARE ROMINE9 STUDII CERCETARI FIZ- VOL. 109 307-15
(i959)
C.A. 549 7269-6
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (296 K AND 8 TO 768 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (13 VALUESI9 EQUATIONS9 APPARATUS
3 AIR CONDITIONING. HEATING AND VENTILATING
ADIABATIC COMPRESSION OR EXPANSION OF AIR.




P-V-T DATA	 (GAS)	 (200 TO 1420 K)
CALCULATION - NOMOGRAM
4 AMAGAT9E,H.
MEMOIRES SUR L ELASTICITE ET LA DILAT08ILITE DES FLUIDES
JOSQU AUX TRES HAUTES PRESSIONS. w**REPORTS ON THE ELASTICITY
AND EXPANSIVITY AT VERY HIGH PRESSURES.
ANN. CMIM.
	
ET PHY§. VOL 299 68-136	 (1893)
P-V-T DATA	 (GAS)	 (273 TO 473 K AND 1 TO 3006 ATM)




MEMOIRE= SUR LA COMPRESSIBILITE DE L AIR ET DE L ACIDE
CARBONIQUE DE 1 ATM 8 ATM ET DE 20 DEGREES A 360 DEGREES C. *pp
REPORT ON THE COMPRESSIBILITY OF AIR AND CARBON DIOXIDE F ROM 1
TO 8 ATM AND FROM 20 DEGREES TO 300 DEGREES C.
ANN.	 CHIM.	 ET PHYS.	 VOL 289	 464-80	 (1893)
P-V-T DATA	 (GAS)	 (373 TO 563 K AND 676 TO 2876 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL	 TABLE	 (17 VALUES)
6 AMAGAT9E•:4.
MEMOIRS SUR LA COMPRESSIBILITE DES GAZ A DES PRESSIONS ELEVEES.
REPORT ON THE COMPRESSIBILITY OF GASES AT ELEVATED PRESSURES
ANN.	 CHIM.	 ET PHYS.	 VOL.	 199	 345-85	 (1880)





MEMOIR€ SUR LA COMPRESSIBILITE DE L AIRS DE L HYDROGENE ET
DE L ACIDE CARBONIQUE RAREFIES.° a*HEPORT ON THE LOW PRESSOR_E
COMPRESSIBILITY OF AIRS HYDROGEN9 AND CARBON DIOXIDE.
ANN. CHIM.	 ET PHYS.	 VOL 289	 480-99	 (1883)`
ter"
P-V-T DATA	 (GAS)"(293 K AND 295 TO 12297 MM HG)










COMPRESSIBILITE DES G AZ. OXYGENE* HYDROGENS, AZOTE ET AIR JUSOU
A 3000 ATM.	 COMPRESSIBILITY OF THE GASES9 OXYGEN* HYDROUENv
ARGON AND AIR UP TO 3000 ATMOSPHERES.
COMPT. REND. 1079 522-4 (1888)
P-V-T DATA (GAS)(288 K AND 750 TO 3000 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (11 VALUES)
9 AMAGAT#E.H,
RECHERCHES SUR LsELASTICITE DE L AIR SOUS DE FAIBLES PRESSIONS.
RESEARCH ON THE ELASTICITY OF AIR AT LOW PRESSURES.
COMPT. RENO. VOL$ 829 914-17 (1876)
P-V-T DATA (GAS)(283 K AND 7 TO 10 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (7 VALUES)
10 AMAGAT9E9H.
MEMOIRES SUR L ELASTICITE ET LA DILATABILITE DES FLUIDES
JUSQU AUX TRES HAUTES PRESSIONS.*** STUDY OF THE ELASTICI TY AND
EXPANDIBILITY OF FLUIDS UP TO VERY HIGH PRESSURES.
ANN * CHIM. PHYS, VOL 29* 68-136 (1893)
P-V -T DATA (GAS)(273 TO 473 K AND 1 TO 3000 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (170 VALUES)# APPARATUS
11 ANDERSEN9J.R.
SOME NEW VALUES OF THE SECOND ENTHALPY COEFFICIENT FOR
DRY AIR.
TRANS. AM. SOC. MECH. ENGRS, VOL 729 759-65 (950)
CAA. 449 8715-8
ENTHALPY (GAS) (273 TO 303 K)9 POTENTIAL FUNCTION
XPERkMENTAL-- TABLE (27VALUES_)+ GRAPHS9 EQUATIONS * APPARATUS
12 ANDRUSSOW•L.
CONDUCTIBILITE THERMIQUE9 VISCOSITE ET DIFFUSION EN PHASE
GAZEUSE-***THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY# VISCOSITY* AND DIFFUSION
IN THE GAS PHASE-
Js CMEM9 PHYS. VOL 529 295-306 (1955)
THCRMAL CONDUCTIVITY, VISCDSITY9 SPECIFIC HEAT (V : CONSTANT)
(GAS) (195 TO 473 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (12 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS
13 ANDRUSSOW*L.
DIFFUSION♦ VISCOSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES.
PROGRESS IN INTERN. RESEARCH ON THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT
PROPF..RTIES* ACADEMIC PRESS# NEW YORK (1962) PP 279-87
VISCOSITY (GAS) (223 TO 1273 K)
CALCULATIRN - TABLE (18 VALUES)* EQUATIONS
14 AWANO94.
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IMPERFECT GASES,
BUSSEIRON KENKYUP N09 439 34-42 (1951)
C9A. 469 1317-F
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(273 K AND 0.216 TO 1 ATM)




UNTERSUCHUNG DES THOMSON-JOULE-EFFEKTES VOS ZWEI KOHLENWA SSER-
STOFF-WASSERSTOF F-GEMISCHEN. INVESTIGATION OF THE JOULE-
THOMSON EFFECT IN TWO HYDROFARBON-HYDROGEN MIXTURES.
KALTETECHNIK^VOL 179 N0. 99 276-e1 (SEPT 1965)
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT (G RAS) (238 TO 313 K ANl1 26 TO
120 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH * APPARATUS
16 BAEHR9M.D.
SPEZ. WARME CP DER LUFT BEI TIEFEN TEMPERATUREN UND HOHEN
DRUCKEN. SPECIFIC HEAT CP OF AIR AT LOW TEMPERATURES UNDER_
HIGH PRESSURE.
KALTETECHNIK VOL 159 N0. 17 (JUL 1963) DKV ARREITSBLATT
1-50
SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT) (100 TO 340 K AND 1 TO 500 BARS)
CALCULATION —GRAPH
j	 17 8AEHR94.D.
DER ISENTROPENEXPONENT DER GASE H29 N29 029 CH49 CO29 NH3 UND
LUFT FUR DRUCKE BIS 300 BAR.*** THE ISENTROPIC EXPONENTS OF
C 4SEOUS HYDROGEN+ NITROGEN+ OXYGEN+ METHANE+ CARBON DIOXIDE9
AMMONIA+ AND AIR FOR PRESSURES Up TO 300 BARS.
BRENNST. - WAERME - KRAFT VOL 199 65-8 (19671
C.A. 679 47785-4
ENTROPY (GAS)(173 TO 773 K AND 1 TO 300 BARS)
CALCULATION - TABLE (150 VALUESI9 GRAPHS EQUATIONS
18` BAEHR9 H.D.	 SCHWIER9 K9
DIE THERMODYNAMISCHEN EIGENSCHAFTEN DER LUFT IM TEMPERATUR-
_SEREICH,ZwISCHEN ;-210 GRAD C UND 12S0 _GRAD C PIS ZU DRUCKEN
VON 4500 BAR.	 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR IN THE TEMPER-
ATURE RANGE OF -210 TO 1250 DEGREES C AND AT PRESSURES UP TO
4§00 BAR.




SPECIFIC VOLUME+ ENTROPY. ENTHALPY(GAS) (60 TO 1S23 K AND
0.5 TO 4500 BAR)o VAPOR PRESSURE (LIQUID) (116`;.70 132 K)^
EQUATION OF STATES P-V-T DATA (GAS) (118 TO 348 K AND 6 TO 1248
BAR)+ CRITICAL TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND P_F^ISITY9 SPECIFIC HEAT
(P a CONSTANT+ V n CONSTANT) (GAS) (90 'T -O 1473 K AND 0 TO 4000
BAR)+ VAPOR PRESSURE (LIQUID)+ DEW LINE PRESSURES * SPECIFIC
VOLUME. ENTROPY + ENTHALPY fSAT. LIQUID+ SAT. VAPOR ) + SP.ECIFIC
HEAT (P z CONSTANT+ V n CONSTANT) (SAT. VAPOR)
CORRELATION - TABLES (409000 VALUES). EQUAT20NS9 MOLLIER
DIAGRAM
19 BAKER94.D9
THE JOULE EFFECT IN AIR*'­
P-HYS, REV, VOL 649 We 9/109 302-11 (NOY 1943)
C.1, 389 669-5
,i
JOULE EFFECT 1:73 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ORAPHS9 CQUATION119 APPARATUS
r
f20 BANERJE A rG.B• PLATTANAIK909
DIE 89STIMMUNG DER ELEKTRONENLAOUNG UND DIE VISKOSITAT DER
LVFT 9 THE DETERMINATION OF ELECTRONIC CHARGE AND VISCOSITY
DF AIR•
Z. P14YSIK VOL 1109 676-87 (1938)
C.A. 339 445-7
VISCOSITY (GAS) (299 TO 305 K)




VISCOSITY OF AIR AND THE ELECTRONIC CHARGE,
NATURE VOL 1 4 1 9 1016-7 (1930)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(296 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
22 BARIEAUrR.E.
THE DENSITY OF MOIST AIR FROM 0 DEGREES TO NEAR 25 DEGREES C
AND NEAR ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE,
U• S• 8UR• MINESr HELIUM RES• CENTER+ AMARILL09 TEX•r INTERN.
11EPT9 NO. 36 (AUG 1 9631 PROD• N0. ` ."449 20 PP
EQUATION OF STATES DENSITY (GAS) (273 TO 298 K)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS9 TABLE (18 VALUES)
23 BARRELL+ M.	 SEARS9 J.E.
THE REFRACTION AND DISPERSION OF AIR FOR THE VISIRLE SPECTRUM,
PHIL. TRANS. ROY, SOC. (LONDON) VOL A2389 1-64 (1940)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (282'TO 303 K AND 100 TO 800 MM HG)9
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (320 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS
24 BATTAOLIA9A.	 BOUDOURIS969	 GOZZINI9A.
SUP L INDICE DE REFRACTION DE L AIR HUMIDE EN MICROONDES."*•
INDEX OF , REFRACTION OF HUMID AIR USING MICROWAVES.
ON, TELECOMMUN. VOL 129 N0. 5. 181-4 (1957)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(270 AND 294 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPHS9 APPARATUS
25 BAUERrE• AMAGATtMe	 SURDIN9M '
REDUCED TEMPERATURE AND GENERAL PROPERTIES OF PURE LIQUIDS_
TRANS. FARAO^Y SOC. 339 61 .7 (1937)
SPECIFIC HEAT (V sCONSTANT)(LIQUID)(83 TO 132 K)
CALCULATED GRAPH
26 SAULKNIGHT9C•W•
THE CALCULATION OF TRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES,
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES IN ;GASES$ 89-959 PROC. OF THE SECOND
BIENNIAL''GAS DYNAMICS SYMPOSIUM# NORTHWESTERN UNIV, PRESS9
EVANSTON * ILL. (1958)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (300 TO 10000 K)
EXPERIMENTAL TABLE (32 VALUES)+ GRAPH
^9
27 BEARDEN+J.A9
PRECISION DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOSITY OF AIR.
PHYS, REV. VOL 569 1023-40 (19391
C.A. 349 910-9
VISCOSITY (GAS) (293 DEGREES K)
EXPERIMENTAL	 TABLE (10 VALUESI9 APPARATUS
28 BEATTIE9J•A.
THE HEAT CAPACITIES OF REAL GASES AND MI XTURES OF REAL GASES,
PHYS, REV. VOL 3 49 1615-20 (DEC 1929)
C.A, 249 1260-7
SPECIFIC HEAT (P nCONSTANT)(GAS)1273`TO 5S3 K AND 0 TO 200 ATM)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS9 TABLE 152 VALUES)
29 BEATTIE9J9A9
A NEW EQUATION OF STATE FOR FLUIDS* IV. AN EQUATION EXPRESSING
THE VOLUME AS AN EXPLICIT FUNCTION OF THE PRESSURE AND
- TE4pEP:1TURE9
PROC9
	 NATL. ACAD• SCI• U.S. 	 VOL 169	 14-19	 (1930)
EQUATION OF STATE (GAS) 	 (132 TO 473 K AND DENSITIES FROM
095 TO 6 MOLES/LITER)
THEORETICAL - EQUATION+ TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS
30 BEATTIE9J+A9	 ==
A SIMPLE EQUATION FOR THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT IN REAL GASES.
PHYS
	 REV *
 VOL $9 643.	 MAR	 9	 ).	  3	 8	 t	 1	 30
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT (273 TO 553 K AND ) TO 220 ATM)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS+ TABLE (63 VALUES)
31 BEATTIE9J•A.	 BRIDGEMAN909C.
A NEW EQUATION O F STATE FOR FLUIDS•
k PROC9 AM *
 ACAD9 ARTS SCI. VOL * 639 229-308	 (1928)
EQUATION OF STATES P-V-T DATA (GAS) 	 (130 TO 473 K AND 11,5,
AND 1090 ATM)
THEORETICAL - TABLES (170 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS
3 ?_ BEATTIE9J•A.	 3RIDGEMAN909C9
A NEW EQUATION OF STATE FOR FLUIDS.	 II. APPLICATION TO HELIUM9
NEON+ ARGON• HYDROGENO NITROOEN9 OXYGEN9 AIR AND METHANE9
J. AM9 CHEM9 SOC. VOL9 509 3133-38	 (1928)
EQUATION OF STATES	 (GAS)	 (128 TO 473 K AND 1 TO 177 ATM)
THEORETICAL - EQUATI.ON9 TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS
33 BEAS"TIE9J•AE	 BRIDGEMAN90.C.
EINE NEUE ZUSTAND5_GLEICHUNG FUR FLUSSIGKEITEN. 	 V9 WERTE DER
KONSTANTEN FUR 1 4 GASE IN AMAGATSCHEN UND BERLINER EINHEITEN,+p•
A NEW STATE EQUATION FOR FLUIDS.	 V. CONSTANTS FOR 14 GASES IN
RMAGATS AND PRUSSIAN UNITS.
Z9	 PHYSIK VOL 629 95-101
	
(1930)
EQUATION OF STATE (GAS)	 (128 TO 473 K AND 1 TO 177 ATM)







KEPT• PROGR. PHYS, VOL 79 195-229 (1940)
EQUATION OF STATE (GAS) (105 TO 264 K AND 7 TO 185 ATM)
THEORETICAL - EQUATION• TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS+ GRAPH
35 BEHN9U,
THE HEAT OF SUBLIMATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND THE HEAT OF
VAPORIZATION OF AIR.
ANN. PMYSIK 19 270-4 (1900)
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION (LIQUID) (90 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES• APPARATUS
36 SENDER9D.
THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OF AIR IN THE VISIBLE AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
iNFRA-RED.
PHYS. REV. VOL 549 179-83 (AUG 1938)
C.A. 329 8863-0
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)1298 TO 304 K AND 760 TO 740 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (4 VALUES)• GRAPH
3.7 BENNEWITZrK.	 SCHULZE909
FINE NEUE METHODE ZUR BESTIMMUNG DER SPEZIFISCi^EN WARME VON
I3ASEN UND DAMPFEN.***A NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE SPED'IFIC
HEATS OF GASES ANO VAPORS,
Z. PHYSIK. CHEM. VOL A 1869 299-313 (1940)
C;A. 359 1693-2
SPECIFIC HEAT (PaCONSTANT)(GAS)I293 K)





COMPARAISONS DE REGLES METRIGUE S ET MESURES DE DILATATIONS- II.
MESURES PAR LA METHODE DE M. FIZEAU• ETUDES SUR L INDICE,UE
REFRACTION DE L AIR.*P*COMPARISON OF METRIC RULES AND DILATION
MEASUREMENTS. II. MEASUREMENT BY THE METHOD OF MR. FIZEAO,.
STUDIES OF THE INDEX OF REFRACTION 0 AIR,
Js PHYS. VOL So 451-72  (18891
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - EQUATION
39 BERTRAMiM.M•
COMMENT ON VISCOSITY OF AIR.
J. SPACECRAFT ROCKETS VOL 49 NO, 29 287-8 (FE8 1961)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (33 TO 1888 K)
REVIEW - GRAPHS
40 BILES94*89	 PUTNAM9J.A.
USE OF A CONSOLIDATED POROUS MEDIUM FOR MEASUREMENT OF FLOW
RATE AND VISCOSITY OF OASES AT ELEVATED PRESSURES AND TEMPtRAo'-
TWRES.
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS• WASHINGTON• D • too
TECH. NOTE 2783 (SEP 1952) 51 PP
VISCOSITY (GAS)(297 AND 543 K AND 100 TO 900 LB/SQ IN)





SURVEY OF THE EQUATION OF STATE AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF GASES
AND LIQUIDS.
W ISCONSIN UNIV.• MADISON9 KEPT. NO* CM-758 (NOV 1952) CONTR• N09
NORD 9938. 73 PP
EQUATION OF STATE• POTENTIAL FUNCTION• VISCOSITY•
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS• LIQUID)




MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF GASES
J• APPLs PHYS• VOL 22+ 95102 (1951)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (OAS) (273 K AND I ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
43 BLAGOI• YU. P•	 RUDENK09 N.S•




	 IZVEST. VYSSHIKH. UCHEB• ZAVED• FIZ. VOL It NO. 60 145•SI (1958)
(IN RUSSIAN)
DENSITY (SAT. LIQUID)(77 TO 79 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (19 VALUESI9 EQUATIONS GRAPH
OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES WITH OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS OF
53.850 68.38. 81.35• AND 89.3 PERCENT -
44 BLANCHARO ►M•S.
DENSITI ES OF IMPORTANT INDUSTRI AL GASES * A REVIEW•
CHEM• MET. ENO. VOL 28 9
 399-400 (1923)
C•A• 17. 3632-9i'
DENSITY, (-GAS)(273 K AND 1 ATM)!_
COMPILATION - TABLE (10 VALUES)
45 SLYTMEoA.R.	 COTTRELL•T.L.	 DAYrM•A.
INTERFEROMETRIC MEASUREMENT OF ULTRASONIC VELOG--!`TY IN GASES AT
"i	 FREQUENCIES AROUND 100 KC/S•
ACUSTICA VOL 169 N0, 2. 118-23 (1965-66)
VELOCITY OF SOUND• SOUND WAVELENGTHS (303 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (2 VALUES)
46 SOELTEQ*L•M•K•	 SHARP•W•H,
AN INVESTIGATION OF AIRCRAFT HEATERS * XXXII. MEASUREMENT OF
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR AND OF EXHAUST GASES BETWEEN 50
DEGREES AND 4^0'0 DEGREES F.
NATIONAL. ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS• WASHINGTON/ D• Cot
TECH• NOTE 1912 (JUL 1949) 39 PP
THERMAL CONDUCTIVI-TY (GAS)(278'TO 653 K AND 1 ATM)




EXPERIMENTELLE BESTIMMUNG DER DIELEKTRICITATSCONSTANTE,EINIGER
SASE:	 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF
90ME'BASES-
SITZ. AKAD. WISS. WIEN MATH--NATURW. KL- VOL 69. 795-813 (1874)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (289 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES APPARATUS
48 BOLTZMANN9 L•
IV- EXPERIMENTELLE BESTIMMUNG DER DIELEKTRICITATSCONiJANTE
EINIGER GASE.*M» IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF SEVERAL GASES.
ANN. PHYSIK CHEM. VOL 1559 403-22 (1875)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)(273 AND 289 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES$ EQUATIONS• APPARATUS
49 BOMMEL'9M-
DIE MESSUNG DER OESCHMINDIGKEIT UND DER ABSORPTION VON ULTRA-
SCHALLIN 3ASEN VERMITTELST DER OPTISCHEN METHODE. N*MEASOREMENT
OF THE VELOCITY AND ABSORPTION OF ULTRASOUND IN OASES BY MEANS OF
THE OPTIC AL METHOD.
AELV. PHYS. ACTS- VOL 189 5-20 (1945)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
50 BOND9W-N.
VISCOSITY OF AIR.
NATURE VOL 1379 1031 (1936)
C-A. 3ti$ 6617-2	 -
VISCOSITY (GAS)(296 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
51 BOND9W-N-
THE VISCOSITY OF A IR-
PROC; kMYS. SOC. ZLONDON) VOL 499 PT. 39 NO. 2729 2OS-13 (MAY
1937)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (286 TO 290 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)$ GRAPHS EQUATIONS
52 SONILLA9C-F. BROOKS$R-D, WALKER$P.L.9JR9
THE VISCOSITY OF STEAM AND NITROGEN AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND
NIGH TEMPERATURES.
PROC- GENERAL DISCUSSION ON HEAT TRANSFERS LONOON y SEPT. 19519
167-739 INST- MECH. ENGRS. (1952)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (200 TO 2500 K AND I ATM)




SUR LAINDICE DE REFRACTION DE LsAIR9 L*ABSORPTION ET LA
DISPERSION DES ONDES CENTIMETRIQUES PAR LE GAZ. THE INDEX
OF REFRACTION OF AIRS THE ABSORPTION AND DISPERSION OF
CENTIMETER WAVES BY THE GAS,
PARIS UNIVERSITY+ FRANCE9 PH. D. THESIS (1958) 87 PP
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
REVIE W - TABLE (16 VALUES)
54 BOYD9J.H,
THE VISCOSITY OF COMPRESSED GASES9
PHYS, REV* VOL 359 1284-97 (1930)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(293 K AND 40 TO 200 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE (5 VALUES)
55 BOYER9R.A.
ULTRASONIC VELOCITIES IN GASES AT LOW PRESSURES.
J. ACDUST. SOC, AM. VOL 239 176-78 (1951)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 K AND 093 TO 75 CM HG)




USER DIE INNERE REIBUNG EINIGER GAS UND DAMPFE, I9 TUFT UND
BROM 9 **«CONCERNING THE VISCOSITY OF SOME GASES AND VAPORS.
PART I. AIR AND BROMINE.
Z, PHYSIK. CHEM. (LEIPZIG) VOL A1379 176-92 (1928)
C.A. 239 746-4
VISCOSITY (GAS) (293 TO 912 K AND 0 TO 744 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (45 VALUES). GRAPHS APPARATUS
57 BREITENBACH9P'.
UEBER DIE INNERS REIBUNG DER GASE UND DEREN AENDERUNG MIT DER
TEMPERATUR. CONCERNING THE VISCOSITY OF GAS AND ITS VARIA?ION
WITH TEMPERATURE.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 59 166-69 (1901)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (252 TO 575 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (5 VALUES)• EQUATION-
58 BREMOND9P9
SUR LA VISCOSITE DES GAZ AUX TEMPERATURES ELEVEES- 40"THE VISCOS-
ITY OF GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES.
Co R. ACAD9 SCI.9 PARIS VOL 1969 1472-4 (1933)
C.A• 279 4144-8
VISCOSITY (GAS)(291 TO 1407 K)





THERMODYNAMIC DATA ON OXYGEN AND NITROGEN.
AIP PRODUCTS INC.9 ALLENTOWN9 PA 9 TECH, DOCUMENTARY REPT.
N09 ASO-TR-61-625 (SEP 1961) CONTR. N0, AF 33(616).82879
PROJ, ND. 1 (1-30 48) TASK 3048029 151 PP
DOC AD 275 728
VISCOSITY (SAT• LIQUID• SAT * VAPORS GAS)
(90 TO 503 K AND 1497 TO 10000 PSIA)
COMPILATION - TABLES (142 VALUES)9 GRAPH DATA FROM REFERENCES
1799 2349 2679 294
60 BRIDGEMAN90.C.
THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT AND HEAT CAPACITY AT CONSTANT PRESSURE
FOR AIR.
PHYS. REV. VOL 349 527-33 (AUG 1929)
C.A. 249 1002-6
EQUATION OF STATE S JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT. P-Y-T DATA•
SPECIFIC HEAT (PaCONSTANT)(GAS)1273 TO 553 K)
THEORETICAL - TABLES (151 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS
61 BRIGG590.09
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE
SIM METHOD.





THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES BY A TRAN-
1POLIS9 PH.D. THESIS (1965) 148 PP (ABSTR.
VOL 279 NO 49 116289 1966) AVAILABLE
ANN ARBORS MICH.9 ORDER NO * 66-8862
(GAS)(311 TO 574 K AND l ATM)
(6 VALUES)
62 BRILLANTINOV9N.A.
MEASUREMENTS OF,THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT IN AIR AND OXYGEN AT LOW
PRESSURES.	
-
ZHUR * TEKH. FIZ. VOL 189 1113-22 11948) (IN RUSSIAN)
C.A. 449 4301-A
JOULE-THOMSON (139 TO 194 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (27 VALUES19 GRAPH
63 BRINKWORTH9 J.H.
ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS
USING SMALL VOLUMES OF GAS. THE RATIOS OF THE SPECIFIC
HEATS OF AIR AND OF HYDROGEN AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND AT




PROC * ROY. SOC. (LONDON) VOL. A1079 510-43 (1925)
C9A * 199 2444-8
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS) (155 TO 290 K AND 75 TO 81 CM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (30 VALUES)• APPARATUS
64 BROKAW9R.S.
ALIGNMENT CHARTS FOR TRANSPORT PROPERTIES. V*_SCOSITY9 THERMAL
CONOUCTIVITY9 AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR NONPOLAR GASES
AND GAS MIXTURES AT LOW DENSITY.
NATL. AERONAUT. AND SPACE ADMIN.9 WASHINGTON. D.C.. TECH, REPT.
NASA TR R-81 (SEPT 1961)
NASA N62-70505
DOC AD 243 198
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(420 TO 2100 K)9 VISCOSITY (GAS)(126
TO 3360 K)9 DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT (GAS)(168 TO 4200 K)9
POTENTIAL FUNCTION
THEORETICAL - NOMOGRAPHS9 EQUATIONS
65 BROMLEY9L.A.
THERMAL CONDUC T I V ITY OF GASES AT MODERATE PRESSURES
CALIF. UNIV. RADIATION LAB.• BERKELEY9 REPT. NO. 1852. 1-37 (JUN
1(052)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY9 VISCOSITY9 SPECIFIC HEAT (V • CONSTANT)r
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS) (100 TO 1273 K)




VISCOSITY BEHAVIOR OF GASES.
IND, ENS, CHEM. VOL 439 1641-6 (AUG 1951)
VISCOSITY (OAS) (30 TO 19000 K)
CALCULATION - NOMOGRAPH
67 BRONN9J•
EIGENSCHAFTEN9 KONSTANTEN UND VERWENDUNG • ***PROPE RTIES9 CONSTANTS
AND APPLICATIONS.
GHEMIKER-ZTG.9 VOL 46s 926.27 (1922)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (OAS) (273 K 19 VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 TO
575 K)9 SPECIFIC HEAT (P a CONSTANT) (273 TO 473 K AND 1 AND 3
ATM)
REVIEW - TABLE (4 VALUES)
68 BROXON9J.W.
THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF AIR AT HIGH PRESSURES.
PMYS, REV. VOL 379 1338-44 (MAY 1931)
C.A. 259 38852
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (291 K AND 0 TO 1711 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH
69 BRYAN9A.99 SANDERS9I.C.
THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF AIR AT RADIO FREQUENCIES.
PHYS, REV, VOL 329 302-10 (AUG 1928).
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K AND i ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL . ONE TABULAR VALUE
rTO BUDENHOLZEROR.A. WALKEROG.
PHASE EQUILIBRIA OF DRY AIR AT LOW PRESSURE,
IIT RES. INST.O TECHNOL- CENTERO CHICAG0 0 ILL, * REPT O N0. ARL
65-1 (J AN 1965) CONTR. N0. AF 33(657)-113240 68 PP
DOC AD 614 588
DEW POINT PRESSURE (52 TO 65 K)0 BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE t62 TO
65 K)0 VAPOR PRESSURE (SOLID)(48 TO 57 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (140 VALUES)@ GRAPMSO EQUATIONS
71 BURNETTrE.S.
COMPRESSIBILITY DETERMINATIONS WITHOUT VOLUME MEASUREMENTS*
J0 APPL. MECH. VOL 580 A-136 - A-1 4 0 (1936)
COMPRESSIBILITY (GAS)(303 K AND 0 TO 60 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPHSs EQUATION
72 CALLEARrA * So - R0880J.C.
AN EXPERIMENTAL METHOD OF MEASURING THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
OF GASES,
TRANS. FARADAY SOC_. VOL 510 630-38 (1955)
C#A. 490 14390-F
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (273 K AND 2.2 TO 59 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (12 VALUES)
I
T3 CARBOvR.
ESTIMACION OE LAS PROPIEDADES DE LOS OASES. I. CALCULO DE LA
ECUACION DE ESTADO Y DE LOS COEFICIENTES DE TRANSPORTE PARA GASES
PUROS A BAJA DENSID AD.***ESTIMATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF THE
GASES. I • CALCULATION OF THE EQUATION OF STATE AND THE
TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS Or PURE GASES A7 LOW DENSITIES.
AFINIDAD VOL 230 NO. 24550 405-8 (SEP-OCT 1966)
EQUATION OF STATE• SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENTO VISCOSITY+
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (29 TO 9000 K)
!	 THEORETICAL - EQUATIONSO TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS
74 CARMANOA•P.	 HUBBARD0K.M.
A DETERMINATION OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF AIR BY A DISCHARGE
METHOD,
PHYS. REV. VOL 29r 299-308 (1927)
C.A. 21. 1586-8
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K AND 544 TO 734 MM HO)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (13 VALUES)+ APPARATUS
75 CARMANOA.P.	 LORANCEOG.T.
A SECOND UNDAMPED WAVE METHOD OF DETERMINING DIELECTRIC
CONSTANTS.
PHYS. REV. VOL 200 715 .18 (1922)
COA. 170 671-9
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (2T3 K AND 760 MM 46)




THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR AT LOW PRESSURES.
PROC, PHYS. SOC. (LONDON) VOL B669 760.8 (1953)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (293 K AND 4.8 TO 768 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (55 VAL UES ) r EQUATIONS. GRAPH$ APPARATUS
77 CARR9N-L:.
VISCOSITIES OF NATURAL GAS COMPONENTS AND MIXTURES,
INST. GAS TECHNOL- RES. BULL* N0. 23 (JUN 1953) 59 PP.
VISCOSITY (GAS)(273 TO 373 K AND 0 TO 4000 PSIA)
COMPILATION - GRAPH+ DATA FROM REFERENCES 54, 1889 385
78 CARR9N.L.	 PARENT9J-D,	 PECK9R.E.
VISCOSITY OF GASES AND GAS MIXTURES AT HIGH PRESSURES.
CHEM, ENG. PROG, SYMP.9 SER- VOL 519 NO- 169 91-99 (1955)










GASEOUS AIR AT MODERATE AND HIGH
139 N0. 19 53-7 (JAN 1968)
(GAS) (86 TO 1000 K AND 1 TO 1000 ATM)
(396 VALUES)$ GRAPHS 9 EQUATION
80 CHASHKIN9YU.R.	 GORBUNOV'A9V.G-	 VORONEL9A.V,
I NFLUENCE OF IMPURITIES ON THE SINGULARITY OF THE THERMODYNAMIC
POTENTIAL AT THE LIQUID-VAPOR CRITICAL POINT.
-=	 SOVIET PHYS.-JETP VOL 229NO, 29 	 304-6 (FES 196_61
TRANSL. OF ZH. EKSPERIM. I TEOR. FIZ. VOL 499 N0. 29 433- 7 (1965)
SPECIFIC HEAT (V z CONSTANT) (GAS) (128 TO 138 K)9
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE ($T VALUES)• GRAPHS
81 CHAMBERLAIN9J.E9	 FINDLAY9F.D•	 GEBBIE9H.A6
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF AIR AT 4.337-MM WAVE-LENGTH.
NATURE VOL 2069 N09 49879 886-7 (MAY 1965)
C9A9 639 5093 -8
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(298 K AND 770 MM HA)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES EQUATIONS
82 CHERNYSHEV9A.K.
MEAT CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES AND VAPORS AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
GAZ- PROM- VOL 109 NO. 109 52-3 (1965) (IN RUSSIAN)





VISCOSITY OF GASES AND VAPORS UNDER ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
GAZOV- PROMS VOL 139 MO- 29 33-5 (19681 (IN RUSSIAN)





THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES,
ZH- EKSR. TEOR9 FIZ. VOL 5S N0. 99 870-89 (1935) 	 (IN RUSSIAN)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(373 TO 479 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (13 VALUES)
85 CLAITOR9L-C.	 CRAWFORD9D98.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN• NITROGEN AND AIR AT
COW TEMPERATURES.
TRANS. AM9 SOC- MECH9 ENGRS. VOL 719 885-95 (NOV 1949)
C-A- 449 393-H
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT (120 TO 133 K AND 0 TO 20 ATM)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P _ CONSTANT)(SAT- VAPORS GAS)(78 TO 303 K)S
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS)(78 TO 251 K ANn 0 TO 200 PSIA)±
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE, PRESSURES AND COMPRESSIBILITY FACIU19
CALCULATION - TABLES (30 VALUESI9 GRAPHS9 EQUATInNS
86 CLARK9A -L9
A IR AND THE LAW OF CORRESPONDING STATES9
TRANS. ROY. SOC. CANADA SECT. III VOL 12S 47-50 (1918)
C9A. 149 1066-9
P-V-T DATA (GAS)(133 TO 373 K)S CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND
PRESSURE. CORRESPONDING STATES THEORY
THEORETICAL - GRAPH9 EQUATION
87 CLARK9R-
THE VARIATION OF THE COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY OF GASES WITH
TEMPERATURE.
TRANS. ROY. SOC. CANADA SECT. III VOL 139 177-80 (1919)
C9A9 149 3345-4
VISCOSITY (GAS)1296 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
88 CLARKSR.G.	 PI'ACENTINI9A.
RESEARCH ON THE ENTHALPY OF NITROGEN-OXYGEN-ARGON MIXTURES•,
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS. INC-9 ALLENTOWN9 PA.9 KEPT. N0.
AFAPL-TR-66-138 (JAN 1967) CONTR. N09 AF 33(615)-1332 700 PP
DOC AD 649 552
ENTHALPY9 ENTROPY (SOLIDS LIQUIDS GAS) (32 TM 283 K AND 0.05 TO
522 PSIA)9 VAPOR PRESSURE AND DEW POINT PRESSURE (LIQUI D) (60
TO 122 K)v MELTING PRESSURE AND FREEZING PRESSURE (32 TO 57 K)S
P-V-T DATA (GAS) (110 TO 283 K AND 1 TO 522 PSIA)
CORRELATION - GRAPH* TABLES OF VALUES FOR MIXTURES OF




THE A3SOLUTE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF GASES AT PRESSURES OF 0-80
ATM AT 25 DEGREES C
PHYSICA VOL 159 467-80 (1949)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (298 K AND 9 TO 81 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (18 VALUES)
I90 CODE004E-C,
tNTALPTE- CA40 0 1 SOW FICI	 NVM901 Vt 6" Ak0ft Off 4A4 QES
VAPOR I. b it P E:NTHA^, PY: AP FCJ FJt' nVAl AN() fi p6€ 9RANh% NiiMaFR OF nhA
A ND VAPOR,
ATTI ACCAO, SCI, TORINO LLAASl( W, 1`)49 40A	 NAT, VML 969
324-33 (1951-2)
ENTHALPY. SPECIFIC HFAT IV a CON*4TANT ) 9 pRANNTL NVMMFR (WAS)
THEORETICAL - GRAPHS
91 CODEGONE9C.
CONDUTTIVITA TERMICA E GRANDEZZE TERMODINAMICHF DEI GAS E UEI
VAPORI." n°THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND MANY THERMODYNAMIC PROPtRT?lES
OF GAS AND VAPOR.
TERMOTECNICA (MILAN) VOL 61 507-12 (DEC 1952)
VISCOSITY+ ENTHALPY) SPECIFIC HEAT (,V c CONSTANT) (GAS)
THEORETICAL - GRAPHS
92 CUDEGONE9C.
SULLA VISCOSITA DINAMICA DEI SASE DEI VAPORI, DYNAMIC VISCOSTTY
OF GASES AND VAPORS.
ATTI ACCAD, SCI. TORINOt CLASSE SCI • FIS- MAT. NAT, VOL, 869 126-
28 (1951-2)
G,A. 481 8606-G
VISCOSITY (GAS) (79 TO 590 K)
REVIEW - GRAPH) EQUATION
93 CODEGONE9C.





	 JOURNIES MONS# BELG-#	 COMMUNS,9 61-66	(1953)
_ C.A.
	 499 539=F
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY+ VISCOSITY9 ENTHALPY, PRANDTL NUMBER (GAS)
(79	 TO	 590	 K)
REVIEW - GRAPHS
94 CULWELLIR-C-	 FRIEND9A•W,	 MCGRAW9D,A.
THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR,
J, FRANKLIN INST-
	
VOL 2259 579-83	 (1938)




SOUND VELOCITIES IN GASES UNDER DIFFERENT PRESSURES,




(GAS)	 (273 K AND 26 TO 176 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE	 (7 VALUES)+ APPARATUS
96 COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION• INC*>
STANDARD DENSITY DATA ATMOSPHERIC GASES AND HYDROGEN,
COMPRESSED GAS ASSOC-9 	 INC.# NEW YORK9 PAMPHLET P-6 (19651 3 PP
NORMAL BOILING POINT • DENSITY	 ( SAT. LIQUID)	 ( 78.9 K)9
DENSITY
	
( GAS)	 (294 K AND 1 ATM)





ON THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN 'GASES AND THE RATIO OF SPECIFIC
MEATS AT THE TEMPERATURE OF LIQUID AIR.
PHYS, REV, VOL 239 212-37 (1906)
C.A. I t 6-4
VELOCIT Y OF SOUND (GAS) (91 TO 295 K)9 DENSITY (GAS) (29 U TO
294 K AND 73.49 CM HG)# SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS)(91 TO 117 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (31 VALUES)+ GRAPH. APPARATUS
	
9 8 CORNISH+ R.E.	 E ASTMA N$ E.D.
THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF HYDROGEN GAS AT LOW TEMPERATURES FROM THE
VELOCITY OF SOUNDS AND A PRECISION METHOD OF MEAS URING THE
FREQUENCY OF AN OSCILLATING CIRCUIT.
J. AM * CHEM, SOC. VOL 509 627-52 (1928)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(296 TO 298 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)$ EQUATIONS
	
CORNISH9 R.E.	 EASTMAN9 F..D.
NOTE ON THE TUBE-CORRECTION IN MEASUREMENTS OF THE VELOCI TY OF
SOUND IN GASES.
PHYS, REV, VOL 33* 258-9 (1929)
VELOCIT Y OF SOUNDS SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANTS V=CONSTANT)(GAS)
(273 TO 1273 K)
DISCUSSION OF ERRORS BY SHILLING# W . G . AND PARTINGTON9J. Ro IN




TE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF SEVERAL GASES AT A WAVE-LENGTH OF
_H _
PMYS. EREV. E VOLST49 N0. 69 691-93 (SEPT 19
C
48)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
101, CRONIN*DSJS
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEFeNDENCE OF THE VISCOSITY OF GASES.
AM. J. PHYS, VOL 339 N09 lot 83540 (OCT 1965)
C.A. 63$ 15586-A
VISCOSITY (GAS) (160 TO 290 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPHS+ APPARATUS
102 CURTISS9C•F9	 HIRSCHFEL±IERSJ.O.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR,
WISCONSIN UNIV.* MADISON. NAVAL RESEARCH LA B .9 KEPT. N0. CM-4T2
(JUN 1948) CONTRS NO * NORD 9938 48 PP
ENTHALPY9 ENTROPY. SPECIFIC HEAT (V=CONSTANT)(IDEAL GAS)(50 TO
700 K)9 SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT (GAS)(56 TO 720 K)9 ENIROPY9
ENTHALPY9 FREE ENERGY (HELMHOLTZ FUNCTION;• INTERNAL ENERGY•
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT• V=CONSTANT)9 SPECIFI C HEAT RATIOS
`„VELOCITY OF SOUNDS DENSITY (GAS)(50 TO 706 K AND 0.01 TU
'100 ATM)+ DEW POINT PRESSURES+ DENSITY(SAT. VAPOR)# ENTHALPY.
ENTROPY* EQUATION OF STATE (GAS)(70 TO 136 K)




ON THE REFRACTION AND DISPERSION OF AIRS OXYGEN+ NITROGEN+ AND
HYDROGEN AND THEIR RELATIONS.
PROC, ROY. SOC9 (LONDON) VOL- A839 151-71 (1916)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (ROOM TEMPERATURE AND 0 TO 760 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (4 VALUES)$ EQUATION
104 DAILEY9B-P9	 FELSING9W-A9
THE HEAT CAPACITIES AT HIGHER TEMPERATURES OF ETHANE AND PROPANE,
J9 AM- CHEM- SOC- VOL 65. 42-4 (1943)
C9A. 379 1323-7
SPECIFIC HEAT (P n CONSTANTI (GAS) (IDEAL GAS) (345 TO 605 K)






RESEARC HE S ON THE JOULE-KELVIN EFFECT+ ESPECIALLY AT LOW
TEMPERATU RES- I19 THE JOULE-KELVIN EFFECT FOR AIR AT 0 DtGREES
C AND AT PRESSURES UP TO 42 ATMOSPHERES.
COMMUNS9 PHYS- LAB. UNIV9 LEIDEN NO. 1690 (1909)
TRANS!,ATION FROM	 VERSLAG. GEWONE VERGADER9 AFDEL. NATUURK.
KONINKL. NED- AKAD. WETENSCHAP99 1057-67 (APR 1909)9 ALSO KL.
ACAD• W€TENSCHAPPEN9 AMSTERDAM V06 119 863-83 (1910)
C.A. 49 1119-4
JOULE-KELVIN EFFECT (273 K AND 2 TO 42 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES9 EQUATION
106 'DANA• LI-
THE LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID OXYGEN-NITROGEN
MIXTURES,
PROC•.,AM3 ACAD- ARTS SCI9 VOL 609 241-67 (1925)
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION (LIGUID)(1 AT'M),
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (42 VALUES)• GRAPHS• EQUATIONS9 APPARATUS
OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES WITH OXYGEN COMPOSITIONS OF FROM
18.85 TO 92.8 PERCENT -
107 OASCALESCUyA.
THE USE OF THERMODYNAMIC DIAGRAMS IN THE STUDY OF ZNOUSTRIAL
OXYGEN PPODUCTION-
REV. C4IM9 (BUCHAREST) VOL 79 N0. to 12-30 (1956)
TRANSL. BY ASSOCIATED TECHNICAL SERVICES9 GLEN RIDGES N9J.$
NO. 93M46RU
C9A9 509 17351-I
SPECIFIC HEAT (P a CONSTANT) (LIQUID• GAS) l70 TO 280 K)+
HEAT OF`-VAPORIZATION (LIQUID) (75 TO 130 K)$ "ENTROPY (LIQUIDS
OAS) (70 TO 330 K AND I TO 200 ATM)• ENTHALPY (LIQUID+ GAS( (70
TO 280 K'AND 1 TO 200 ATM)
REVIEW	 GRAPHS# EQUATIONS. -
108 DAVIS9D9S.
NOMOGRAPHS FOR THERMAL CONDUCT3VITIES'.OF GASES AND VAPORS.
IND. ENS. CHEM9 VOL 339 NO- So 675-8 (1941)




BOILING POINT OF LIQUID HYDROGEN UNDER REDUCED PRESSURE,
PROC, ROY. SOC9
	




THE APPLICATION OF THE PLANE GRATING TO THE DETERMINATION OF THE
INDEX OF_iREFRACTION OF A GAS+ WITH VALUES FOR AIR FROM LAMBDA
2500 TO LAM86A 6500,
ASTROPHYS. J. VOL 459	 i89-205	 (1917)
C.A.	 11+	 2637-6
INDEX OF REFRACTION 	 (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL • TABLES (20 VALUES)+ GRAPH* EQUATIONS+ APPARATUS
111 DICKINS9896.




(LONDON)	 VOL A143+ 517-40	 (1934)
C.A. 289 2604-4
f	 "s THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IGAS1(277 TO 297 K AND 1.1 9 TO 9.17 CM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL . TABLE (6 VALUES)# GRAPH+ EQUATION
i 112 DIN9F9 -'
r THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GASES VOL* II• AIR+ ACETYLENE+
ETHYLENE'; PROPANE AND ARGON.
° 6OTTERWORTMS SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS# LONOON,(1956) 201 PP
ENTHALPYP ENTROPY# DENSITY ( SAT.LIQUID # SAT. VAPOR )# HEAT OF
VAPORIZATION ( LIQUID )+ VAPOR PRESSURES ( BUBBLE POINT+ DEW POINT) 7
(78 TO 132 1O9 SPECIFIC HEAT ( VRCONSTANT + PaCONSTANT)+ SPECIFIC
VOLUME-# ENTMALPYv- ENTROPY -- ( LIQU -I-D;9 GAS)(,90 TO 450 K AND I TO
1200-ATM)# CRITICAL TEMPERATURE9 PRESSURE AND VOLUME (POINT OF
CONTACT+ PLAIT POINT) {
CORRELATION - TABLES (3200 VALUES)+ GRAPHS+ FOLIATIONS
"'` 113 DIPIPPO9R. }AN ABSOLUTE DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOSITY OF SEVEN GASES TO
NIGH TEMPERATURE,
BROWN UNIV99 PROVIDENCE9 Re I.+ PH. D• THESIS (JUN 1966)	 106 PP
P
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (296 TO 773 K AND 0.36 TO 1.74 ATM)#





THE VISCOSITY OF SEVEN GASES UP TO 500 DEGREES C AND ITS
V/G
STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION.
BROWN U4IV9# PROVIDENCE# R. I.9 REPT. 	 (JUN 1967) GRANT NO9
NSF•GK'1305 ,26 PP ^. 4
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (296 TO 773-K AND 0.36 TO 1.74 ATM)+ g':
SECOND VIRIA'L COEFFICIENT (GAS) 	 (250 TO 1200 K)
EXPERIMENTAL
	
TABLE (31 VALUES!'+ GRAPHS+ EQUATIONS# APPARATUS —
115 DIXON9H.B.	 CAMPBELL+C- PARKER9A.
THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND THE
RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS.
PROC, ROY. SOC. (LONDON) VOL. A1009 1-26 (1921)
C.A. 169 191-T
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 TO 973 K)
EXPERIMENTA6 - TABLES (14 VALUES)+ GRAPH+ EQUATIONS
116 DIXON+H.B.	 GREENWOOD9G,
ON THE VELOCITY OF SUUND IN GASES AND VAPOURS+ AND THE RATIO OF
THE SPECIFIC HEATS.
PROC, ROY. SOC- SER- A VOL 1059 199-220 (1924)
VELOCIT Y OF SOUND (GAS)(315 TO 363 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (T VALUES)# GRAPH
117 DODGE99.F-	 DUNBAR9A.K.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE COEXISTING LIQUID AND VAPOR PHASE S OF
.r: SOLUTIONS OF OXYGEN AND NITROGEN.
J.	 AM.	 CHEM.	 SOC-	 VOL 499 591-610	 (1927)
VAPOR PRESSURE
	
(LIQUID)(77 TO 125 K)
EXPERIMENTAL ­ TABLE (50 VALUES)+ GRAPH+ EQUATION
- OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES WITH OXYGEN COMPOSITIONS IN THEt
VAPOR PHASE OF 4 TO 87 PERCENT AND OXYGEN COMPOSITIONS IN THE
I LIQUID PHASE OF 9 TO 95 PERCENT -
k 118 DOMMETT+R.L.
z A	 4	 0.	 TEMPER ATURES*THERMODYN MIC PROPERTIES OF A IR	 T HIGH	  F .
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENTP FARNBOROUGH9 ENGLAND• TECH. NOTE
v G-W.429	 (AUG 1956)	 39 PP
DOC AD 115 386
.1:';• j SPECIFIC HEAT	 (PuCONSTANTI9 ENTHALPY+ VISCOSITV9 THERMAL 	 -	 --
^, CONDUC71VITY9 POTENTIAL FUNCTION	 (GAS)(216 TO 12000 K)
CALCULATION - TABLE (112 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS+ GRAPH
n	 i'I
119 DUBE#D-C.	 PARSHADvR.	 YAOAVrR.S-
DETC'^4INATION OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF LIQUID AIR AT MICROWAVE
FRE ju ; ICIES.
INDIAM1--„1 .	 PURE APPL. PHYS. VOL 4 9 N0,	 11+ 428.30	 (1966)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (LIQUID)	 (TEMPERATURE NOT STATED)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (4 VALUES)
120 DULONG+M-.
RECHERCHES SUR LA CHALEUR'SPECI F IQUE DES FLUIDES ELASTIQUES.MM+n
RESEARCHES ON THE SPE C IFIC HEAT OF ELASTI C FLUIDS.
ANN. CHIM. ET'PHYS. VOL 41# 113-59	 (1829)










` LES ISOLANTS ET CALORIFUGES INDUSTRIEL5.
INDUSTRIAL INSULATING AND HEAT-PROOF MATERIALS.
. MEM. SOC,	 INGRS. CIVILS FRANCE+ N0. 4. 2336 	 (AP R 1964)
THERMAL. CONDUCTIVITY	 (GAS)	 (73 TO 973 K AND	 1	 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE	 (16 VALUES)# GRAPH
122 ECKERT9E.R.G.	 IBELE+W.E.	 IRVINE9T.F.9JR.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF HELIUM-AIR MIXTURES.
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF GASES9 LI QU I:9S AND
SOLIDS9 2953009 AM. SOC, MECM9 ENGRS. HEAT TRANSFER OIV. S MCGRAW
HILL* NEW YORK	 (1959)
PRANDTL NUMBER	 (270 K)9 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
(GAS)	 (200 TO	 10000	 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES GRAPH
123 ECKERT9E.R.G.	 IBELE9W.E.	 IRVINE9T.F99JR.
PRANDTL NUMBER+ THERMAL CONDUCTIVI TY. AND VISCOSITY OF
AIR-HELIUM MIXTURES.
NAIL. AERONAUT• SPACE ADMIN. TECH, NOTE N0: 0-533	 (SEP 1960)
r PRANDTL NUMBERS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, VISCOSiTY9 SPECIFIC
HEAT	 (P : CONSTANT)	 (GAS)	 (200 TO 1560 K AND 1 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLES (180 VALUES)9 GRAPHS
124 ECKERTrE.R.G.	 IRVINEST.F.
LIN NEUES VERFAHREN ZUM MESSEN DER PRANDTLZAHL UND D!^R WAKMEL-
EITZAML-VON OASEN.***MEASURING THE PRANDTL NUMRER AP9D HEAT
CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES.
FORSCH. GEBIETE INGENIEURW. A VOL 239 N0. 39 91-4	 (1957)
C 9A. 529 5068-F
PRANDTL NUMBER	 (GAS)	 (290 TO 343 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH• EQUATIONS♦ APPARATUS
a 125 ECKERT,E.R.G.	 IRVINE9T.F.9JR.
A NEW METHOD TO MEASURE PRANDTL NUMBER AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
L OF FLUIDS.
it APPL. MECH. VOL 249 25-8	 (1957)
j PRANDTL NUMBERS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 (GAS)	 (60 TO 350 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPHS9 EQUATIONS9 APPARATUS.,
1?6 EDLEN98.
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF AIR,
METROLOGIA VOL 29 NO. 29 71-80	 (APR 1956)
C.A• 65v R 9400-A
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)	 (273 K)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS# TABLE (53 VALUES)
127 EDWARDS9R.S.	 RANKINESA.O.
ON THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE VISCOSITY nF'AIR*
PROC. ROY, SOC9
	
(LONDON)	 VOL A1179 245-57	 (1928)
C9A 9 229 7068
VISCOSITY (287 TO 717 K AND 75 TO 77 CM HG)






128 ELLENWOOO9F.O.	 KULIKvN.	 GAYoN.R.
THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF CERTAIN GASES O^,tR WIDE RANGES OF
PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES.
CORNELL UNIV:+ ITHACA+ N.Y.r ENG. EXPT. STA. BULL- NO. 30
!OCT 1942) 22 PP
SPECIFIC HEAT (IDEAL GAS) (198 TO 3023 K). SPECIFIC HEAT
(P = CONSTANTo V = CONSTANT) (GAS) (290 TO 2933 K AND 0 TO
15000 LB/Sd IN)
CALCULATION - TABLE 118 VALUES)@ EOUATIONS9 GRAPHS
129 ELLISrC.P.
THE VARIATION OF GASEOUS VISCOSITY WITH TEMPERATURE.
S. AFRICAN J. SCI. VOL 589 N0. 49 115-20 (APR 1962)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (73 TO 873 K)
REVIE W - TABLE (7 VALUES). DATA FROM REFERENCES 2679 558
130 ENGELHARDT.H, SACKrH.
BEEINFLUSSUNG DER INNEREN REIBUNG VON 02 DURCH EIN MAGNETFELD.
INFLUENCE ON VISCOSITY OF OXYGEN THROUGH A MAGNETIC FIELD•
PHYSIK. Z• VOL 33+ 724-27 (1932)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (293 K AND 112 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH# APPARATUS
131 EiNGLISR,R.E.	 WACHTLIW.W,
CHARTS OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR AND COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
FROM 300 DEGREES TO 3500 DEGREES R.
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS. CLEVELANDs OHIO.
LEWIS FL13HT PROPULSION LAB.+ TECH. NOTE 2071 (APR 1950) 107 PP._,_,
C.A. 44+ 4766-1
FrITHAL.PY V SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)`('16S TO 1885 K,)-




A STUDY OF EQUILIBRIUM REAL-GAS EFFECTS INHYPERSONIC AIR
NOZZLES+ INCLUDING CHARTS OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES FOR
EWUILIBRIUM AIR.
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATIONt LANGLEY STATION•
VA,. LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER. TECH* NOTE 0-231 (APR 1960) 179 PP
ENTROPY (GAS)(50 TO 2400 K AND 090001 TO 1000 ATM)
CALCULATION -• GRAPHS 9 EQUATIONS
133 ESCHER.W.
EXPERIMENTE!.LE BESTIMMUN,— DER SPEZIFISCHEN WARME'ZWEIATOM,IGER
EASE NESST ANSCHLIESSENDEN THEORETISCHEN SCHLUSSFOLGERUNGVAo***
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEAT OF DIATOMIC GAS
INCLUDING RELATED THEORETIyAL CONCLUSIONS.
ANN. PHYS. VOL 429 761-78 (1913).
SPECIFI C HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)(323 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
36
134 ESCLANGON.f,
SUR UNE NOUVELLE DETERMINATION DE LA VITESSE OU DON A L AIR,***
ON A NE W DETERMINATION OF THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN FREE AiN.
COMP. REND, VOL 168, 165-7 (1919)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (288 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
135 ESSEN+L•
THE REFRACTIVE INDICES OF WATER VAPOUR. A1R, OXYGEN. NITROGEN.
HYDROGENS DEUTERIUM AND HELIUM.
PROC. PHYS. SOC. (LONDON) VOL, B669 189-93 (1953)
C.A. 479 9083-F
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (273 K AND 760 ATM)









DIELECTRIC CONST ANT AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF AIR AND ITS
PRINCIPAL CONSTITUENTS AT 24000 MC/S.
NATURE VOL 167+ 512-3 (1951)
C.A. 459 7397-1
REFRACTIVE INDEX (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)





THE REFRACTIVE INDICES AND DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF AIR AND ITS
PRINCIPAL CONSTITUENTS OF 249000 MC/S»
PROC. PHYS. SOC. (LONDON) VOL 8641 862-75 (1951)
C.A. 46+ 10728-C
REFRACTIVE INDEX# DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)(273 K AND 1 ATM)




THE MEASUREMENT OF THE VELOCITY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND THE
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF AIR AT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES.
NUOVO CIMENTO SU PPL• VOL 99 NO. 3e 277-82 (1952)
REFRACTIVE INDEX9 DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)(273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (2 VALUES)
139 EUCKENgA,
USER DIE TEMPERATURABHANGIGKEIT DER WARMELEITFAHIGKEIT FESTER
NICHMETALLE****ON THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID NON-METALS.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 349 185-221 (1911)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (83 TO 373 K)
EXPERIMENTAL.- TABLE (12 VALUES)
140 EUCKENrA.
USER DIE TEMPERATURABHANGIGKEIT DER WARME-LEITFAHIGKEIT
EINIOER GASE.•i*CONCERNING THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF HEAT
CONDUCTIVITY OF SEVERAL GASES.
PHYSIK. 2. VOL 12+ 1101
-7 (1911)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (LIQUID+ GAS) (81 TO 373 K AND 4 TO
76 CM HG)





ALLGEMEINE GESETZMASSIGKEITEN FUR DAS WARMELEITVERMOG'N
VERSCHIEDENER STOFFARTEN UND AGGREDATZUS T ANDE,	 GENERAL LAWS
FOR HEAT CONDUCTIVITY OF VARIOUS MATE RIALS AND STATES OF
AGGREGATION.
FORSCH. GESIETE INGENIEURW. VOL 119 NO, 1. 6-2n	 (JAN-FEB 1940)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY. SPECIFIC HEAT	 (V s CONSTANT).
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)
	
(195 TO 473 K)
CALCULATION - TABLE 912 VALUESI9 EQUATIONS
142	 EUCKEN♦ A,	 HAUCK. F.
DIE SPEZI F ISCHEN WARMEN C(P)	 AND C(V)	 EINIGER STOFFE IM FESTEN.
FLUSSIGEN9 UND HYPERKRITISCHEN GEBIET ZWISCHEN 80 ()ND 320 GRAD
ABS.*** SPECIFIC HEATS C(P)
	 AND ClV)	 FOR SEVERAL SUBSTANCES IN
SOLIDS LIGUI09 AND HYPERCRITICAL REGIONS BETWEEN 80 AND 320
DEGREES ABSOLUTE.
Z. PHYSIK. CHEM, VOL 134.
	 161-77	 P1928)
SPECIFIC HEAT	 (V=CONSTANT)(LIQUID)(80 TO 170 K).	 SPECIF IC HEAT
(PsCONSTANT)(LIQUID)(80 TO 120 K)




DIE SPEZIFISCHE WARMS DER GASE BEI MITTLEREN UND HOHEN TE MPERA-
TUREN.	 I• DIE SPEZIFISCHE WARME DER GASE. LOFT. STICKSTOFF:
SAUERSTOFFO KOHLENOXYD. KOHLENSAURE9 STICKOXYOUL UND METHAN
ZWISCHEN 0 GRAD UND 200 GRAD C•
	
THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF GASES AT
MEDIUM AND HIGH TEMPE RATURES.	 I. THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE GASES
- AIR9 N29 029 CO. CO29 N09 AND CH4 BETWEEN 0 DEGREE AND 200
DEGREES Co
Z. PHYSIK.	 CHEM .	 (LEI PZIG) 	VOL. 859 413-4 1	 (1929)
C.A. 249 291-5




(6 VALUE'S)9 GRAPH+ EQUATIONS+ APPARATUS
144	 EUMORFOPOULOStN,	 RAI9Ja
THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT FOR AIR.
PHIL. MAG. VOL 29 N0.	 i19 961-75	 (NOV 1926)
C.A. 219 851-3
JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT (293 AND 373 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPHSr TABLES
145	 EVERETT$H.A.
A TEMPERATURE-ENTROPY DIAGRAM FOR AIR AND THE nIATomic GASE R 029
N29 AND CO.
MECH. ENG. VOL 499 NO, 119 1329-32	 (NOV 19261
C.A. 229	 1715-8
ENTROPY 9 SPECIFIC VOLUME (GAS)1292 TO 2775 Kf	 a.
CALCULATION - GRAPHS EQUATIONS




f145+ FAGERSTROEM # C.H,	 HOLLIS HALLETT9A.C.
CALORIMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE TRANSITIONS IN SOLID OXYGEN
AND OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES.
ANN. ACAD- SCI. FENN. SER. A. VOL VI# NO. 2109 210-13 (1966)
SOLID-SOLID PHASE TRANSITION (5 TO 36 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH
- OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES WITH OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS OF
77 AND 89.6 PERCENT —
1 4. 6 FAGGIANI#D.
DIAGRAMMI TERMODINAMICI E FORMOLE PER L AR IA E SUE MISCELE•"*•
THERMODYNAMIC DIAGRAMS AND FORMULAS FOR AIR ANO GAS-AIR MIXTURES.
REND. IST- LOMBARDO SCI. VOL 759 307-31 (1942)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)(200 TO S06 K)9 INTERNAL ENERGY9
ENTHALPY (GAS)(500 TO 3500 K)9 P-V-T DATA (GAS)(500 TO 1000 K
AND 25 TO 100 ATM)
CALCULATION - EQUAT'ION # GRAPH• TABLES (11 VALUES)°
147 FAGGIANI90.
QUESTIONI SULLA TERMODINAMICA DEI GAS AD ALTO TEMPERATURA9*0p
QUESTIONS ON THE THERMODYNAMICS OF GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES.
ENERGIA TERMICA VOL 109 NO. 11/129 11 9-25 9 128-30 (NOV-DE C 1942)
C.A. 389 5703-5
ENTROPY (GAS)(300 TO 3500 K)
CALCULATED - TABLE ( 11 VALUES)• EQUATIONS
1 4 8 FEIGENBUTZIL.V-
	 SOLUM9E.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR.
GEN. DYNAMICS CORP. #
 CONVAIR DIV.# KEPT. ERR-SO-005
e (APR 1960) 82 P
ENTHALPY (IDEAL GAS)@ ENTROPY9 DENSITY RATIO (GAS) (200 TO
10000 K AND 0.000001 TO 10000 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLES (8000 VALUES), GRAPHS
1 49 F£NNER9 R.C.
	
RICHTMYER9 F.K.
THE HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID AIR.
PHYS, REV- VOL 209 N09 29 77-84 (190'S)
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION (LIQUID) (81 TO 90 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (45 VALUES)# GRAPH
150 FILIPPOVArG.P ♦ 	 ISKIN#I.P.
THE VISCOSITY OF AIR AND ARGON AT TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 0 AND
-183 DEGREES C AND PRESSURES FROM 0 TO 150 ATMOSPHERES*
KISLOROD VOL 12 9 N0. 2. 38 (14S9) (IN RUSSIAN)
VISCOSITY (GAS)\^(90 TO 273 K AND 1 TO 150 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL	 TlABLE (32 VALUES)
1 5 1 FIORE#A.Wo
V ISCOSITY OF AIR.
J. SPACECRAFT N ROCKETS VOL 39 NO* 59 756-58 (MAY 1966)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (0 TO 666 K)
CALCULATION - GRAPHS# EQUATION
152 FISCHER959
DAS T9S/R- UND I9S/R-DIAGRAMM FUR IDEALE GASES;*+TME T-S AND I-S
DIAGRAMS FOR I DE AL GASES.
WISS9 Z• TECH. UNIV * DRESDEN VOL 15+ 713-9 (1966)
C.A. 679 47796-N
ENTROP Y+ ENTHALPY9 P-V-T DATA (GAS)(200 TO 1400 K AND 0*01 TO
30 BAR)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS9 GRAPHS
153 FISHER*W-J.
THE COEFFICIENTS OF GAS VISCOSITY. II-
PHYS 9 REV. VOL 289 N09 29 73106 (FEB 19091
C9A- 39 974-6
VISCOSITY (GAS) (296 TO T74 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (15 VALUESI9 GRAPHS APPARATUS
1 54 FLEMING9J.A.	 DEWAR9J9
ON THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF LIQUID OXYGEN AND LIQUID AIR.
PROC * ROY9 SOC9	 (LONDON) VOL 609 358-68 (1896)
DIELECT R IC CONSTANT	 (LIQ')IO)	 (88 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
155 FORR09M9
TEMPERATURVERLAUF DER DIELEKTRIZITATSKONSTANTEN EINI GER GASE
8EI VERSCHIEDENEN DRUCKEN9	 TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON THE DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT OF SOME GASES AT DIFFERENT PRESSURES.




DIEL*CTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) 	 (294 TO 595 K AND 0.3 TO 4 ATM)
a
.
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE 117 VALUES!+ GRAPHS EgU4TI0N
R
156 FORTIER94.
CONTRIBUTION A L ETUDE DE LA VISCOSITE DE L Alp ET DES GAZ -Nw*
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF VISCOSITY OF AIR AND OTHER GASES.





EXPERIMENTAL	 TABLES (34 VALUES)
1 57 FORTIER9A*
LA VISCOSITE DE L-AIR ET LA CHARGE ELECTRONIQUE * **OTHE VISCOSITY
OF AIR AND THE' CHARGE ON THE ELECTRON,
COMPT, RENO9 VOL 268. 506-07 (1939)
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (296 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
156 FORTIER9A.
SUR LA DETERMINATION DE LA VISCOSITE DES GAZ ET DE LA CONSTANTS
DE SUTHERLAND.
	
ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE VISCO SITY OF GA SES	 =;	 !
AND THE SUTHERLAND CONSTANT.
COMPT- REND- VOL 2039 711-12 (OCT 1936)
C.A9 319 14-5
VISCOSITY (GAS)	 (93 TO 293 K)
EXPERIMENTAL	 TABLE (5 VALUES)• EQUATION
4o
t159 FOUCHE9E,
RECHERCHE D UNE EQUATION CARACTERISTIQUE APPROPRIEE A L AIR
AtMOSPMERIQUE.***A STUDY OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION FOR AIR.
C• R. ACAD, SCI.. PARIS VOL 1699 1089-92 (1919)
G.A. 149 3178-4





CHARTS FOR APPROXIMATE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROG EN-
OXYGEN MIXTURES.
NATL. AERONAUT, SPACE ADMIN.9 SPECS P UBL9 NOS SP-3017 (1965)
111 PP,
ENTROPY. ENTHALPY9 SPECIFIC HEAT RATIOS VELOCITY OF SOUND
(GAS) (400 TO 15000 K AND 0.0001 TO 100 ATM)
CALCULATION - GRAPHS 9
 TABLES (700 VALUES). EQUATIONS
80 PERCENT N29 20 PERCENT 02 -
161 F RANCIS9P9G. '  LUCKHUR5T969R.
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENTS AND THE PRINCIPLES OF CORRESPONDING
STATES,
TRANS. FARADAY SOC. VOL 599 667-72 (1963)
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENTS+ PRINCIPLE OF CORRE SPONDING STATES
(GAS) (79 TO 186 K)
REVIEW - EQUATIONS. GRAPH
162 FRANCK9E.U.
WARMELEITUNG IN HOCHVERDICHTETEN OASEN. THERMAL CONDUCTI ON IN
HIGHLY COMPRESSED GASES.
CHEM. I'yG. TECH. VOL * 259 239-44 (19531
$9A. 47`r 7274-G
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (293 TO 453 3. AND 0 TO 400 KG/SQ CM)
REVIEW - GRAPH
163 FRANCK9E.U.
ZUR TEMPERATURABHANGIGKEIT DER WARMELEITFAHIGKEIT EINGER GASES***
THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
SEVERAL GASES.
Z. ELEKTROCHEM. VOL 55. 636-43 (1951)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS1 (100 TO 700 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (14 VALUESI9 EQUATION
164 FRIEDMAN9A,S.
INTERMOLECULAR FORCES IN AIR.
Js RM NATL• BUR. STANDARDS VOL 589 N0. 29 93-9 4 (1957)
INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL+ SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT (GAS)
(150 TO 273 K)








A DETERMINATION OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF FIVE GASES BY A
HIGH FREQUENCY METHOD.
PLAYS. REV. VOL 239 345.56 (1924)
C.A. 189 1423-4
DIELECI R IC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K AND 75 CM HO)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES APPARATUS
166 FROOME9K.D.
THE REFRACTIVE INDICES OF WATER VAPOUR• AIRS OXYGEN9 NITROGEN•
AND ARGON AT 72 KMC /S.
PROC. PHYS. SOC. (LONDON) VOL 8689 833-5 11955)
C.A. S09 6118-D
REFRACTIVE INDEX (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (2 VALUES)
167 FUN69SUI-AN
GENERALIZED RELATIONS OF ISOTHERMAL CHANGE OF HEAT CAPACITY
AT CONSTANT PRESSURE WITH PRESSURE FOR REAL OASES.
CORNELL UNIV99 ITHACA9 N. Y.9 PH. D. THESIS (1965) 170 PP
ABSTR. IN DISSERTATION ABSTR. VOL 269—NO. 89 5955 (FEB 1966)
AVAIL. UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS• ANN ARBORS MICH.9 ORDER N0. 66-4105
SPECIFIC HEAT (P a CONSTANT) (GAS) (132 TO 3960 K AND 0.037 TO
1709000 ATM)• EQUATION OF STATE
CALCULATION - TABLE (1000 VALUES)• GRAPHS• EQUATIONS
168 FURUKAWA9G.T9	 MC COSKEY9R.E.
THE CONDENSATION LI NE OF AIR AND THE HEATS OF VAPORIZATION OF
OXYGEN AND NITROGEN.
NATL, ADVISORY COMM. AERONAUTIC S TECH• NOTE 2969 (JUNE 1953)
DEW POINT PRESSURE (60 TO 85 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (56 VALUES)o GRAPHS
169 FURUMOT09 M.W.	 SHAW9 C.H.
X ooRAY DIFFRACTION IN LIQUIDS -- NITROGEN+ OXYGEN9 AND THEIR_
MIXTURES.
PHYS. FLUIDS VOL 79 NO. 79 1026-9 (1964)
X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES (SAT. LIQUID) (77 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPHS9 TABLES
NITROGEN-OXYGEN STUDIES WITH NITROGEN CONCENTRATIONS OF




VISCOSITY OF LIQUEFIED GASES AND THEIR MIXTURES• II•
Z)1, TEKH. FIZ. VOL 11 9 613-6 (1941)
TRANSL!. AVAIL. FROM OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES* TRANSL. NO.
61-180039 DEPT. OF COAMERCE9 WASHINGTON• D.C9
VISCOSITY (LIQUID)(68 TO 77 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (7 VALUES)•GRAPH
OXYGEN-N'TROGEN MIXTURES WITH OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS OF






170 GAMSHIR9R.S. GANDHI#J•M. SAXENA9S•C.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF RARE GASES• DEUTERIUM AND AIR.
INDIAV J. PIPE APPLIED PHYS, VOL 59 NO. 10. 457-63 (1967)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (308 TO 363 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (4 VALUES)# APPARATUS
171 GAMBILL9W.R9
YOU CAN PREDICT GAS CONDUCTIVITY.
CHEM, ENG. VOL 649 NO. 4. 277-82 (APR 1957)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (92 TO 1320 K AND 3 TO 1110 AIM)
THEORETICAL - GRAPH 9 EQUATIONS
172 GEIER9 H.	 SCHAFER# K.
WARMELEITFAHIGKEIT VON REINEN GASEN UND GASGEMISCHEN 219ISCHEN
0 UND 1200 GRAD C -e*99 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PURE GAS ES AND
GAS MIXTURES BETWEEN 0 AND 1200 DEGREES C•
ALLGEM, WARMTECH. VOL 10. 70-5 (1961)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(273 TO 1472 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (12 VALUES)• EQUATIONS# APPARATUS
173 GERHART#R•V•	 BRUNNER9F•C•	 MICKLEY9?.1•S• 	 SAGE9R.H.
LACEY•W*N9
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF:':AIR•
MECH• ENG• VOL 649 270-2 (1.(PR 1942)
SPECIFIC HEAT (PaCONSTANT)9 ENTHALPY9 ENTROPY (GAS);i273 TO
563 K AND 0 TO 3500 LB/SQ IN)
CALCULATION - TABLES (640 VALUES)# EQUATION
1T4 GERMA=NN1#A.F•0-•
REVISION DE LA DENSITE DE L OXYGENE•w•+REVISION OF THE DENSITY OF
OXYGEN,
J+ CHIM9 PHYS. VOL 129 66-108 (1914)
DENSITY (GAS)(2T3 K AND.1 ATM)




THE HETERODYNE NULL METHOD OF MEASURING DIELECTRI C CONSTANT*
NATURE VOL 1249 N0. 31149 13 (JUL 1929)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)(293 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
176 GIACONINI#F•A.
THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCY OF THE MOLECULAR HEATS OF OASES#
ESPECIALL Y OF AM40NIA9 METHANE9 AND HYDROGEN AT LOW TEMPERATURES.
PHIL. MAO * VOL 509 146.56 (1925)
C9A• 199 3056 -2
SPECIFIC HEAT (V a CONSTANT) (GAS) (83 TO 291 K AND 1/ 3 TO
1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (5 VALUES)+ GRAPH# APPARATUS
43
177 GILCHRISTsL.
AN ABSOLUTE DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOSITY OF AIR.
PHYS. REV. VOL It N0. 2+ 124-40 (1913)
C.A. 7. 1312.6
VISCOSITY (GAS) (293 K)
EXPERIMENTAL --TABLE (:7 VALUES)r EQUATIONS
178 GILCHRISTOL.
FINE ABSOLUTE BESTIMMUNG DER INNEREN REIBUMG DER LUFT,***AN
ABSOLUTE DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOSITY OF AIR.
PHYSIK. Z. VOL 149 160 .5 (1913)
C.A. 79 2142-2
VISCOSITY (GAS)(293 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (17 VALUES)# EQUATIONS
179 GLASER.F. GESHARDToF.
VISCOSITATSMESSUNGEN AN GASEN UND DAMPFEN IM HOCHDRUCKGEBIET
UND BEI 40HEN TEMPERAT.UREN. VISCOSITY MEASUREMENTS-;FOR GASES
AND VAPORS AT HIGH PRESSURE RANGE AND AT HIGH TEMPE:ATURES•
CHEM. INC. TECH. VOL. 31. 743-45 (19S9)
C.A. 549 2835-I
r
VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 TO 453 K AND 1 TO 350 ATM)
EXW'LRIMENTA'6	 GRAPHo ?APPARATUS
1 8 0 GLASEReF.	 GEBHARDTPF.
VISKOSITATSMESSU :JGEN AND GASEN• UND DAMPFEN IM HOCHORUCKGLHIET
UND BEI HOHEREN TEMPERATUREN.***VISCOSIT Y MEASUREMENTS OF CASES
AND VAPORS AT HIGH PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES.
DECHEMA MONOGRAPH VOL 389 N0. 579.999 63-8 (1960)
C;A. 570 4056-C
VISCOSITY (GAS) (271 TO 473 WAND 1 TO 350 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPHS9 APPARATUS
181 GLASSMAN•L,
	 66NILLAsC.F.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITYAND PRANDTL NUMBER OF AIR AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES._
CHEM, ENG • PRwtt =SMP. SER -;NO. 5 VOL 49♦ 153-62 (1953)
THERMAL, CONDUCTIVITY9 VISCOSITY@ SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)1'
RRANOTL NUMBER (GAS)(200 TO 2500 K)
EXPERIMENTAL --TABLE (92 VALUES19 EQUATIONS# APPARATUS
;3	 t
1 82 GLASSMANvI.	 HARRISOB.Ls
COLLISI ON DIAMETERS,UF SOME GASES AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE.
Jn PHYS• CHEM. VOL S'69 NO. 6o 797-9 (JUN 1952).
VISCOSITY '(GAS) (20 0 TO 2SOO K)
CALCULATION'- T ABLE 125 VALUES)O EQUATIONS
183 GODNEV91.N• ;`SVERDLINoA.S•
HEAT CAPACITIES OF GASES AT SIGH PRESSURES.
KHIMSTRO-I„fOL 6. 6-14 11934) (IN-RUSSIAN)
C A, '289 ;1976-6
SPECIFIC HEAT (PzCONSTANT• VoCONSTANT)(GAS)(194 TO'523 K AND
0 TO"200 KG/SQ CM)





THE VISCOSITY OF GASES AND GASEOUS MIXTURES AT HIGH PRESSURES. 
is PHYS-	 (USSR)	 VOL to NO * 39 207-12	 (1939)
j VISCOSITY (GAS)	 (273 TO 373`K_AND 1 TO 300 KG/SQ CM)
i
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (32 VALUkFS19 GRAPHS APPARATUS
t5
189 GOZZINI9A.
LA COSTANT,	 DIELETTRICA DEI GAS 1^ELLA REGIONE DELLE MICROONDE.
" ***TME DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF A 'AS IN THE MICROWAVE REGION.
NUOVO CIMENTO VOL 89 N0. 69 361-8 (1951)
g C.A. 450.7837-E
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)	 (293 'K)
EXPERIMENTAL = TABLE (5 VALUES)
I9q GRABAU94.
A STUDY,. OE -THE VELOCITY OF SOUND FN'-AIR.
J9 ACOUST- SOC- AM. VOL Sr 1 m9 (1933)
VELOCITY OF SOUND	 GAS)	 (293 :K)
i





SOME PROPERTIES OF GAS MIXTURES.




SPECIFIC HEAT (P m CONSTANT) (GAS) (273 TO 3773 K)9
VISCOSITY (GAS) (270 TO 300 K)
SURVEY - TABLES (33 VALUES)
P	 ^
185 GOFF.J.A.	 GRATCH9S.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF MOIST AIR*
is AMER., 	 SOC- HEATING VENTILATING ENGRS. 179 125-64 (1945)
ENTROPY9 ENTHALPY9 SPECIFIC VOLUME (GAS) (168 TO 368 K AND
1 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE (1000 VALUES)r EQUATIONS
186 GOLUBEV9I.F._
A BICkLORIMETER FORMEASURING THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES
AND LIQUIDS AT NIGH PPESSURES AND VARIOUS TEMPERATURES.
TEPLOENERIIETLKA VOL 109 78-02 (DEC 1963) (IN RUSSIAN)
CoA- 6h9 ;890 •-D
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) ,'196 AND 426 K AND 1 TO 500 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE 172 VALUZS1 9 EQUATIONS• APPARATUS
I87 GOLUSEV+I.F.
THE VISCOSITY OF GASES AND GASEOUS MIXTURES AT HIGH PRESSURES.
IHUR, TECH. FIZ, VOL Be 1932-37 (1930) 1 IN RUSSIAN)
C.A. 339 6672-1
VISCOSI TY (GAS) (273 TO 373 K AND I TO 300 KG/C M SO)
'EXPERIMENTAL -" TABLES '(45 VALUES) ► 'GRAPH• APPARATUS
191 GRABAU9149
A METHOD OF FORMING CONTINUOUS EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR THE
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR FROM AMBIENT TEMPERATURES TO
i59000 DEGREES K WITH APPLICATIONS•
ARNOLD EN69 DEVELOP. CENTER• TULLAHOMA 9 TENN• 9 TECH, NOTE NO.
59-102 (AUG 1959) CONTR• NO * AF 40(600)-8009 40 PP
DDC AD 226 718
ENTHALP Y . ENTROPY• COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS) (200 TO
15000 K AND 09000001 TO 100 ATM)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS 9 GRAPHS
192 GRABAUSM.	 BRAHINSKY9H•S•
THERMODYN AMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR FROM 300.TO 6060 DEGREES ::-AND
FROM 1 TO I p 00 AMAGATS•
ARNOLO ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER) ARNOLD AIR FORCE STATION*
TENN• VON KARMAN GAS DYNAMICS FACILITY* KEPT. NO• AEDC-TR-66-
247 (JAN 1967) CONTR. AF 40(600)-1200 60 PP
DOC AD 646 172	 C•A• 67. 68214.M
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTORr DENSITY* INTERNAL ENERGY• ENTHALPY9
ENTROPY (GAS)(300 TO 6009 K AND 1 TO 7887 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLES (5500 VALUES)* EQUATIONS• GRAPHS
193 GRANET * I•	 KASS9P.
THE V',SCOSITY9 THERMAL CONDUCTI V ITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT OF DRY
AIR AT ELEVATED PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES.
HYDROCARBON PROCESS, PETROL- REFINER VOL 319 NO. 109 113-14
(OCT 1952)
VISCOSI TY9 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY9 SPECI F IC HEAT (P n CONSTANT)
(GAS) (328 TO 1103 K AND 0 TO 2000 PSIA)
CALCULATION - GRAPHS
194 GRATC49S•
IV• VAPOR PRESSURES SPECIFIC VOLUMES PVT DATA FOR H29 N29 029
C09 CO29 AIRS HE9 AS HG•
TRANS, ASMf-VOL 709 63'1-40 (1948)
COMPRESSIBILITY (ISOTHERMAL) (GAS) * LIQUID-VAPdtR EQUILIBRIUM
REVIEW
195 iG aSPAN9M..
V ' ;I OVAL RELAXATION IN NITROGEN9 OXYGEN. AND AIR•
ji MCOUST. SOC9 AM * VOL 319 NO•:29 155.60 (FES 1954)
VELOCIT Y OF SOUND (GAS) (301 TO 307 K AND 1 TO 760 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH
1 96 GREGORY*M•	 ARC4ER9C9T9
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF
GASES.
PROC• ROY. SOC. (LONDON) VOL' A1109 91-122 (1926)
C*A• 209 1166-9
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (260 TO 265 K AND O TO 77 CM MG)
EXPERIMENTAL THREE TABULAR VALUES.* GRAPH
q
197 GREGORY9M#	 ARCHER9C9T9
THE VARIATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES WITH PRESSURE.
PHIL. 440- VOL it NO. 39 593-606 (MAR 1926)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(277 TO 29p K AND 0.09 TO 77 CM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (9 VALUES)# APPARATUS
1 98 GREGORYrM. ARCHER9C.T9
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND NITROUS
BRIDE.
PROC- ROY. SOC9 (LONDON) VOL Al219 285.93 119281
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
1 99 GREGORY9H-S.	 ARCHER9C-T-
TME THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR.
PHIL- 4AQ9 VOL 159 301-9 (1933)
C9A 9 279 3649-5
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
200 GREGORY9 H.	 MARSHALL9 S9
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF OXYGEN AND NITROGEN-
PROC-'ROY@ SOC- (LONDON) VOL A1189 594-607 119281
C9A# 229 4042-1
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(273 K)
COMPILATION - TABLE 14 VALUES)# DATA FROM REFERENCES 19 69 512T9
586
201 GRIESER9D-R#	 GOLDTMWAITE9W#H#
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOSITY OF AIR IN THE GASEOUS
STATE AT LOW TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES.
BATTELLE MEM- INST.9 COLUMBUS• OHIO`# REPT- NO- AE'DC-TOR-63-143




?,!	 VISCOSITY (GAS) (51 TO 290 K AND 0900008 TO 6.76 PSIA)




ON THE FRICTIONAL RESISTANCES TO THE FLOW OF AIR THROUGH A PIPE.
PROC-'ROY. SOC # SER. A,VOL 809 11439 (1908)
VISCOSITY (GAS11273 TO 373 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (130 VALUES)# GRAPH * EQUATION
203 GROSS9R#A9	 EI,;EN9C;#L.
ON THE SPEED OF SOUND IN AIR,
PMYS• FLUIDS VOL 29 N0 # 39 276-9 (MAY-JUN 1959)
C.A. 539 17612 -H
VELOCITY OF SOUND (OAS) (298 K AND 0 # 000001 TO 1 ATM).












SCHALLOESCHWINDIGKEIT IN LUFT UND WASSERSTOFF VON 0 DEGREES C
UND I ATM.***VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR AND HYDROGEN AT 0 OE GREES C
AND I ATMOSPHE:c.
.INN. PHYSIK VOL 66. 344-64 (1921)
C.A. 169 3015-4
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
205 GRUNFELD.E.
SCHLERUBUNG ZUR BESTIMMUNG DES SPEZIFISCHEN GEWICHTS DER LOFT.***
A SIMPLE METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE DENSITY OF AIR.
Z. PHYS. CHER. UNTERRICHT VOL 25. 32 (19131
C.A. It 3691-2
DENSITY (GAS)(273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - 1 TABULAR VALUE
206 GRUSCHKE.G.
DIE BRECHUNG UND DISPERSION DES LICHTES IN EINIGEN GASEN•***THE
REFRACTION AND DISPERSION OF LIGHT BY SOME GASES.
ANN'. PMY^S. VOL 349 801-16 (19111
C.A. 5. 2207-6





ESSAI 0 UNE MET.MODE QUI PERMET DE DEDUIRE LE RAPPORT DES CMALEURS
SPECIFIQUES DES GAZ UE MESURES DE VOLUMES.NN MTEST OF A METHOD FOR
DETERMINING THE SPECIFIC HEAT R ATIO OF GASES BY MEASURING VOLUMES
C• R-. 4CAD.-SCI..-PARIS _VOL 1549 S89-91 (1912)
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS)1293 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
208 GYOROG.D'A, OBERTtE.F,
A GENERALIZED VIRIAL EQUATION OF STATE DERIVED FROM
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A+L CH.E.,JOURNAL VOL 10t N0.,59 625-31 (SEPT 1964)
EQUATION OF STATEPa c f-OND9 THIRD AND FOURTH VIRIAL
COEFFICIENTS (3AS1.(1 5 TO 6,06 K)• POTENTIAL FUNCTION
THEORETICAL - E pU^?TI*iii TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS
209 HALL.N.A+	 ISELErW.E.
f
THE TABULATION O F IMPERFECT-GAS PROPERTIES FOR AIR• NITROG EN+ AND
OXYGEN.
TRANS. AM. SOC • MECH • ENGRS, VOL 76o 1039-56 (1954)
,r
COMPRESS IBILIT Y FACTOR (GAS1 (55 TO 27 ,75"K AND 0 .02 TO 90
LB/CU FTIs 2ND AND 3RO VIRIAL CO&FIC 1I-9,03 (GAS) (SS TO 2275 K1




THERMODYi,AMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR. NITROGE N AND OXYGEN AS IMPERFECT
GASES,
MINN. UNIY.'ENG. EXPT, STA.# TECH. PAPER NO. 859 ( 1951) 19 7 PP
DOC AD 42 301
	
C.A. 479 2003-A
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS) (110 TO 2775 K). ENTHALPY#
ENTROPY+ SPECIFIC HEAT (P n CONSTANT)# DENSITY@ (GAS) (100 TO
$00 K AND 0.1 TO 100 ATM)+ ENTROPY# ENTHALPY9 INTERNAL
ENERGY# SPECIFIC HEAT (P o CONSTANT) (IDEAL GAS) (55 TO
2775 K)# P-V-T DATA• COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS) (55 TO
2775 K AND 0 . 02 TO 9 LB/CU FT)# POTENTIAL FUNCTION (GAS)
55 TO 2775 K)




211 MAMMEKErK#	 PIETRALLA#G.	 PRESSER#K.H.
THERMODYNAMISCHE STUFFWERTE VON LUFT # KOHLENDIoXYD UND
STICKSTOFF BEI HOREN TEMPERATUREN UND DRUECKEN.*M*THERMODYNAMIC
VALUES FOR AIR# CARBON DIOXIDE# AND NITROGEN AT HIGH TEMPERATURES
AND PRESSURES.
KERNFORSCHUNGSANLAGE# J UELICH# GERMANY, INSTITUT FUER REA KTOR-
BAUELEMENTE# KEPT. NU . JUL-393-RB (JUL 1966) 52 PP
NASA 467-20917	 C.A. 669 22834-Q
DENSITY# SPECIFIC MEAT (P n CONSTANT)# VISCOSITY, THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (300 TO 1300 K AND 1 TO WAN)
CALCULATION - TABLE (750 VALUES)# GRAPHS* Er°uATIoNS
212 MANSENrC.F.
APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE THERMODYNAKIC A(JL'TRANSPORT'`._PROPERTIES
OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE AIR.. -	 °-
ARES RESEARCH CENTER# NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE`ADMINISTRA-
TION # MOFFETT FIELD # CALIFes 1ECH. RF.PT # NO. R-50 (1959) 35 PP
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR# ENTHALPYt ENTROPY# SPECIFIC HEAT
(P • CONSTANT)+ SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO# SPEED OF SOUND+ VISCOSITY.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY# PRANDTL NUMBER !GAS) (500 TO 1500 K AND
000001 TO 100 ATM)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS # TABLES (1890 VALUES)# GRAPHS
213 MANSEN# C#F,	 HODGE# M,E.
CONSTANT ENTROPY PROPERTIES FOR AN APPROXIMATE MODEL OF
EQUILIBRIUM AIR,
NATL. AERONAUT. SPACE ADMIN# TECH• NOTE NO. D-352 (JAN 19 61 ) 33 P
NASA N62 70926
ENTHALPY• SPECIFIC HEAT (P n CONSTANT)# SPECIFIC.WEAT RATIO
(GASI(318 TO 15000 K AND 0 TO 1000 A'^M)




THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR.
J. ACOUST• SOC• AM. VOL 13r 226-33 (19421
VELOCITY OF SOUND WAS) (273 TO 296 K)









THE VISCOSITY OF AIR.





A REDETERMINATION OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE COEFFICIEN T OF
VISCOSITY OF AIR-
PHYS. REV. VOL 8 9 NO. 69 738-51 (1916)
C.A. 119 420-6
VISCOSITY (GAS) (295 K)
EXPERIMENTAL --'i ABLE (30 VALUES)
217 HARTMANN989
UNTERSUCHUNG USER DIE LEISTUNGSFAHIGKEIT DER ASSM ANNSCHEN METHODE
ZUR EXPERIMENTELLEN BESTIMMUNG DES VERHALTNISSES C(P)/C(V) = X
DER SPEZIFIS CHEN !BARMEN BEI KONSTANTEM DRUCK UND KONSTANTEM VOLU-
MEN VON GASEN. + +r'THE USE OF THE ASSMANNSCHEN METHOD IN EXpER-
IMENTALLY DETERMINING THE SPECIFIC HE AT RATIO CP/ CV = X FOR GASES
ANN. PHYS. VOL 1 8 9 252-96 (1905)
"PECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS`(ASSUME 273 K)
`EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (25 VALUES)
218 HAUSEN.H-
USER DIE TEMPERATURANDERUNG VON GASEN BEI DER ENTSPANNUNG DURCH
DROSSELUNG UND D URCH AUSSERE ARBEITSLEISTUNGo***T HE TEMPERATURE
CHANGE 1N GASES BY EXPANSION IN THROTTLING PROCESS AND BY
EXTERNAL WORK.
Z. TEC4. PHYS. VOL 79 NO•'99 444-52 (1926)
C.A. 219 355=:7
P-V-T DATA9 KNTERNAL ENERGY9 SPECIFIC HEAT (V=CONSTANT)9
JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT (GAS.;(100 TO 300 K AND n TO 200 KG/SG CM)
CALCULATION - EOUATIONS9 GRAPHS9 TABLE (25 VALUES)
219 HAUSEN9Hs
DER THOMSON-JOULE-EFFEKT UND DIE ZUSTANDSGROSSEN DER LOFT BEI
TIEFEN TEMPERATUREN * ***THE'THOMSON-JOULE EFFECT AND VALUE S FOR
AIR AT LO W TEMPERATURES.
VDI Z. VOL 709 266-8 11926)
JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT 198 TO 293 K AND 25 TO 200 ATM)9
ENT4ALPY9 ENTROPY(GAS)(70 TO 300 K AND 	 TO 200 ATM)
CALCULATION - OR, .PHS9 EQUATIONSI^
220 -: HAYESrT- Re 	S(;4LUTER9R.A.	 TAMOS;AITIS9A•
INDEX 440 DISPERSION OF SOME CERENKOV COUNTER GASES.
ARGONNE NATIONAL 4A8.9 ILL.9 KEPT• N0. .qNL-6916 (AUG 1964)
CONTR, W-31'-109-E NS-38 37 PP-,
6A.:.1629 5107-G	 =




THE VELOCITY OF SOUND.
PMYS• REV. VOL 209 8999 (1905)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (236 TO 295'K)




THE VELOCITY OF SOUND AND THE RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS
FOR AIR.
PMYS. REV. VOL 1 4 1 74-84 (1919)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (295 K AND 541 TO 747 MM HG)9
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)




ANWENDUNGSGRENZEN BEI DER DICHTEBERECHNUNG MIT REDUZIERTEN
ZUSTA4D57EZIE ) IUNGEN • O•«APPLICATION LIMITS BY DENSITY CALCULATIONS
WITH REDUCED STATE RELATIONS.
CHEM. TECH * (BERLIN) VOL 179 NO. 90 518-24 (SEP 19'65)
EQUATION OF STATE ( GAS) (123 TO 347 K) CRITICAL TEMPERATURE9
PRESSURE9 AND DENSITY
THEORETICAL = WGUATIONS9 TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS
224 THE NEW SPECIFIC HEATS9 ADDENDA.
AECK ►R.C.H.
MECH. ENO. VOL 639	 126.35	 (1941)
C.A.	 359	 7815-5
SPECIFIC HEAT	 (PmCONSfANT9 V=CONSTANT)9 SPECIFIC HEAT R'tl-no
(GAS)(322 TO 3,065 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (60°VALUES°i 	 -
225 HECTOR9L.G.	 SCHULTZ9H9L9
THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF AIR AT RAGIOFRE.GUENCIES. a	 j
PHYSICS VOL 79 N09 49 133-36 (APR 1936)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT	 (GAS)	 (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL. - ONE TABULAR VALUE) APPARATUS
;'L6 HECTORvLl.G•	 WOERNLEY9D.l.
THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF EIGHT GASES.
PMYS. REV. VOL 699 N0. 3-49	 101-05	 (1946)
,Dftj.ECTRIC CONSTANT	 (OAS)	 1297 ;K'AND I ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (I VALUE)
227 MENDERSON9G•k•
A NEW NETHOD__OF DETERMINING THE TEMPERATURE VAPIATIQN OF THE
THERMAL CONDUC iTIVITY OF GASES+	 I.
PMYS• REV. VdL" 151 NO. 	 it 46-57	 (1920)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(290 TO 773 K AND 1 ATM)







QUELOUES APPLICATIONS DE LA MESURE DE LA CONSTANTE DIELECTRIOUE9
SOME APPLICATI ONS OF MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIELECTR IC CONSTANT.
REV, UNIVERSELLE MINES VOL li t 412-15 (1935)
C.A. 299 7722-9
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (293 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
229 HENRY9P+S.H,





(LONDON)	 VOL A1339 492-506 (1931)
C9A9 269 889-3
SPECIFIC HEAT	 (V a CONSTANT)	 E RAS)	 (273 TO 623 K)	 AND
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (9 VALUES)
230 HERCUS9E9OoLABY9T9H,
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIIR_:
PROC9 ROY.	 SOC9	 (LONDON)	 VOL 11959	 190-210	 (1914)
CoA9	 139 534-6
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 (GAS)	 (273 K)
' EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUEr APPARATUS
231 HERCUSrE.O.	 LABYrT.Ho
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF OASESo
PHIL. MAG. VOL 39 1061.4 	 (1927)
1 C.A. 21+	 2625-6
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 (GAS)	 (273 TO 285 K)
k EXPERIMENTAL = TABLE t4 VALUES)^`GRAPHc-EQUATiONS
232 HERCUS9E909	 SU'TFINRLANDrD.M.
THE THEkMA,L CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR BY A PARALLEL PLATE METHOD,
PROC, ROY. SOC, SER9 A40j. 14S9 NO. 8539 599-611	 (19341-
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 (G4S)(293 K: AND 1 ATMI




„ HILSEVRAT H 9J9	 REECKETTrC9Wo	 BENEDICT9W9Ss	 ET AL
TABL i^'S OF THERMAL PROPERTIES OF GASES,
NATL9:,RUP* STJ•	 tU9S9) CIRC+ N0. 564 (NOV ` 1955)	 209 REF
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR. DENSITY# SPEC,3F3'C HEAT 	 (P	 CONSTANTS.
ENTHALPY . E^VTROPY9 SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO # VELOCI TY OP', SOIy0 +
(GAS)	 f50 TO`3000 K AND 4.01 TO 100 ATM)* 	
,'
VISCOSITY	 LrAS)= (10; 0 TO 1900 K) 9 THERMAL CONRUCTIV;ZTY'," (GAS)'
(80 TO 1000 <K)9 PR_ANDTL NUMBER 	 TO 	 1000 K19 SPECIFI C KEAT9
ENTHALPY, ENTROPY	 (IDEA)_ q;AS),	 (10 TO 30j)0 K)9 EQUATION OF	 —
STATE '(GAS)..(80 TO 	 1500''K)







THE VISCOSIT Y * THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY* AND PRANOTL NUMBER FOH
AIR• OXYGEN* NITROGEN* NITRIC OXIDE* HYDROGEN• CARBON
MONOXIDE• CARBON DIOXIDE* WATER• HELIUM AND ARGON•
TRANS. AM * SOC * MECH. ENGRS * VOL 76. 1 967-S5 (1954)
C.• A. 481 11135-C
VISCOSITY (GAS) (100 TO 2000 K AND 1 ATM), THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
(GAS) (100 TO 1000 K AND 1 ATM)* PRANOTL NUMBER* SPECIFI C MEAT
(P a CONSTANT) (GAS) (100 TO 1400 K AND 1 ATM)
CORRELATION - TABLES 150 VALUES)* GRAPHS
235 HIRSCHFELDER*J.O.	 BIRDIB * R *	SPOTZIE*L*
THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR NON-POLAR BASES.
J *
 CMEM* PHYS * VOL * 16* NO * 10* 968-81 (OCT 1948)
VTSCOSITYI POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS (GAS) (80 TO 1500 K)
THEORETICAL - TABLE (24 VALUES)1 GRAPH+ EQUATIONS
236
	
HIRSCHFELDER* J * O.	 BIRD1 R•B.	 SPOTZ * E*L•
i, VISCOSITY AND OTHER PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF GASES AND GAS MIXTURES
TRANS *	AM *
 SOC* MECH* ENGRS. VOL 71* 921-37	 (1949)
" THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 	 (GAS)4100 TO 300 K)* VISCOSITY	 (GAS)(80
TO 10000 K)r JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT* SECgpID VIRIAL
COEFFICIENT* POTENTIAL FUNCTION (GAS)(29 TO 38000 K)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS• TABLES (110 VALUES). GRAPHS
i•y
237	 HIRSC'HFELDER/J.O•	 CURTISS*CsF.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR* 1I9
W ISCONSIN UNIV ** MADI SON* REPT• N0: CM-518 (DEC 1948) CONTR * NO*




EQUATION OF STATES INTERNAL ENERGY * ENTROPY * SPECIFIC HtAT
r (V n CONSTANT* P a CONSTANT)1 SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO* VELOCITY
OF SOUND* VISCOSITY* THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 (GAS)	 (200 TO 5600 K
AND 0*008 TO 518 ATM)
S
'CALCULATION - TABLES (1500 VALUES)
238
	 HOCHSTIM*A*R*
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR*
GENERAL DYNAMICS/`STRONAUTICS* SAN DIE009 CALIF*	 SPACE SCIENCE
LAB ** REPT *
	tl962)	 65 PP
CDC AD	 821 325
1 SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO+ VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) 	 (300 TO 3000 K)
ENTRDPY* COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR* DENSITY ;(GAS) 	 (15000 TO
309000 K)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS * TABLES (600 VALUES)
239	 HODOE*A*H•
AN EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF ULTRASONIC VELOCITY - j%i SEVERAL
GASES AT PRESSURES BETWEEN 1 AND 100 ATM•
J *




VELOCITY OF SOUND (GA'SI 	 (300 K AND 0 TO 100 ATM)






PROC, AM, ACAD. SCI. VOL 409 611-26 (1905)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (288 K AND 2 TO 76 CM HG'i
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (3 VALUESI9 APPARATUS
241 HOLBORN- L.	 JAKOE9 M,
USER DIE SPEZIFISCHE WARME C(P) DER LUFT ZWISCMEN 1 tiNO 200
ATMOSPNARENo**#ABOUT THE SPECIFIC HEAT ^A P) OF AIR BETWEEN 1
AND 200 ATMOSPHERES.
SITZBER. PREUSS AKAD. WISS,-v 213-9 114141
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS);3,32 K AND 0 TO 2n0 KG/SO CM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (13 VALUES;t EOUATION9 APPARATUS
e
242 HOLSORN9L9	 JAK089M.
DIE SPEZIFIS^HE WARME C(P1 DER LOFT BEI 60 DEGREES UND 1 BIS
300 AT, 000 SPECIFI C HEAT OF AIR AT 60 DEGREES AND 1 - 300 ATM.
VOI Z. VOL 619 146-7 (1917)
C,A, 129 551-4
SPECI F IC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)(333 K AND l TO 300 KG/S O CM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (7 VALUFSY 9 EQUATION
243 HOLBORN9L•	 OTTOvJ.
USER DIE ISOTHERMEN VON STICKSTOFF 9 SAUERSTOFF, UND HELIUM.*9+•
ISOTHERMS OF NITROGEN+ OXYGEN AND HELIUM.
Z, PHYSIK VOL 10 9 367-76 (1922)	 -
C.A. 169 4101-6
P-V-T DATA (GAS)(273 TO 373 K AND 0 TO 75 M MG)




USER DIE ISOTHERMEN EINIGER CASE ZWISCHEN 460 DEGREES UND
-183 DEGREES C• »»''DN THE ISOTHERMS OF VARIOUS GASES BETWEEN 400
DEGREES AND -183 DEGREES. C.
Zi PHYSIK VOL 339 1-11 (1925)
C:A. 199 3184-4
P-V-T DATA (GAS) (213 TO 473 K AND 0 TO 800 MM HG)




USER DIE ISOTHERMEN EINIGER CASE WIS 460 GRAD UND IHRE BEOLUTUNG
FUR DAS GASTHERMOMETER,
THE ISOTHERMS OF SEVERAL;; BASES UP TO'400 DEGREES AND THEIR
IMPORTANCE FOR THE GAS '^iNERMOMETER.
Z• PHYSIK VOL 239 77-94AI924)
C,A, 1938-7
P-V-T DATA (GAS) 1273 TO 373 K AND O TO 75 M HG)
EXPERIMENTAL,- TABLE (5'1 VALUES)- GRAPH
L
246 HOLBORN9L•	 SCMULTZE,H9
USER DIE DRUCKWAGE UND DIE ISOTHERMEN VON LOFT, ARGON UND
HELIUM ZWISCHEN 0 UND 200 DEGREES."**CONCERNING THE PRESSURE
SCALE AND THE ISOTHERMS OF AIRS ARGON9 AND HELIUM BETWEEN
0 AND 200 DEGREES.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 47 9 1089-1111 (1915)
P-V-T DATA (GAS) (273 TO 473 K AND 14891 TO 75043 M HG)
EXPERIMENTAL- TABLES (42 VALUES)
247 HOPPER9V9D.	 LABY9T.H9,
THE ELECTRONIC CHARGE.
PROC9 ROY. SOC. SER. A VOL 1789 243-72 (JUL 1941)
C.A. 369 25-4
VISCOSI TY (GAS)(296 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE* APPARATUS
248 HOUSTON*W•V.
THE VISCOSITY OF AIR.




VISCOSI T Y	 (GAS)	 (295 K)
?
EXPERIMENTAL'- ONE TABULAR VALUE* EQUATIONS
I
249 HOVI9V.
VELOCIT Y OF SOUND AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES IN HYDROGEN+
NITROGEN• AIRS OXYGEN 9 AND CARBON DIOXIDE.
ANN *	ACRD.	 SCI. FENNICAE SER9 A VI9 N0 9	189	 1-19=(1959)v	 ALSO k.N
PROGRESS IN REFRIGERATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY VOL 1. 221-25






VELOCITY OF SOUND	 (GAS)	 (205 TO 292 K)
EXPERIMENTAL	 TABLE (10 VALUES1 9 GRAPH
250 HOXTONiL*G.
THE JOULE`THOMSON EFFECT;.FOR AIR AT MODERATE TEMPERATURES AND
PRESSURES.
PHYS9-'REVS	 VOL 139 NO. 69 43A-79	 (1919)
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT	 (288 TO 363 K AND 2.5 TO`'n ;,;4 M HG)
EXPERIMENTAL + TABLE (14 VALUES19 CQUATION9 3RAPH9 APPARATUS
is
251 HUBBARO9J.C9	 HODGE'9A9H.
RATIO OF 14%ECIFIC HEATS OF AIRS N2 AND CO2 AS A FUNCTION OF
PRESSURE BY THE ULTRASONIC METHOD*
I4^
^50












MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS-1963
2511 HUETZ-AUBERT9 Me
CONTRIBUTION A LA MESURE DES CHA'LEURS SPECIFIQUES OES OAZ tT DES
VAPEURS@***	 THE MEASUREMENT OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF BASE S AND
VAPORS.
PURL, SCI• ET TECH, MINIST'ERE AIR	 (FRANCEI9 NOTES TECH, Noe




SPECIFIC HEAT (P 0 CQNSTANT9 V n CONSTANT)
	
(BAS)	 (299 AND
301 K ) e SPECIFIC HEAT DIFFERMZ (GALS)	 (293 K AND 75e7 AND
77 MM HG)




D IELECTRIC'CONST ANT OF DRY AIRe	 —
J, APPLe PHYSa. VC'L 239 501-4	 (1952)
C:A, 469 8438-D
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 	 (293 AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES APPARATUS
254 HUMPHREY9R,:Le	 NEELrC,Ae°
TABLES OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPER^I£S OF AIR FROM 90 TO 1900 DEGREES
Ke
ARNOLD ENGe DEVELOP• CENTER• REPTe NO* AEDC-TN-61-103 (AU G 19611`.
CONTRe NO* AF 40( 600)-800 S/A 24(61-73)9 AAO PROJe NO, 933002x'
112 PP
	
DDC AD	 262 692
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR 9 INTERNAL ENERGY+ ENTMA_LPYs ENTHOPY9
DENSI T Y tGASJ	 (90 TO ISOO K AND 1 TO 1200 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE (5300 VALUES)$ GRAPHS* EQUATIONS`
255 IBELE9WeEe	 NOVOTNYvJ,Le	 ECKERTtEeRaGe
PRANDTL NUMBER MEASUREMENTS AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY9
r VISCOSITY PREDIC TI ONS{FOR AIRS HELIUM AND AIR-HELIUM MIXT URES.	 —	 _-
MINNESOTA UNIVe9 HEAT TRANSFER LA8e`a MINNEAPOLIS+ FINAL
REPT, NASA CR-55273 (DEC 1963) CONTRb• NO• 	 ASW-39 49 PP
NASA N64-25659
PRANOT),NUMBER (GAS)	 (280 TO 680 K19 THERMAL CONDUCTIVI TY	(GAS)
(200 TO 1e00 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE	 121 VALUES'19'GRAPHS
a. 256 IRVINE9TeF,
A NEW METHOD FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF PRANDTL
.; NUMBERS AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF OASES, 	 RESULTS FOR AIHe
MINNESOTA UNIVe} MINNEAPOLISO PH *
 D. THESIS	 (1056)




 PRANOTL NUMBER (GAS)
	
(293 TO 465 K
AND 29 IN HG)






APPLICATION OF THE NEW EQUATION OF STATE TO THE JOULE-
TMOMSON EFFECT.
BULL *	CHEM.	 SOC.	 JAPAN VOL 26.	 NO•" rip 529-31	 (19531
e C.A.	 49`9	 934-8
EQUATION OF STkTE9 JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT 	 (GAS1(273 TO 373 K AND
I	 TO100 ATM)
THED ETICAL - E'DUATIONS
258 ISHKI49loPo	 KAO'ANER0.60
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE THERMODYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR AND
NITROGEN AT HIGH PRESSURES AND LOW TEMPERATURES•	 To	 THE
?50THERMAL JOULE-THOM SON EFFECT FOR AIR AND N*TROGFN9
5DVIET PHYS, TECH* PHYS, VOL 19 2255-62 	 (1 g5!o1e	 (TRANS- OF ZH.
TEKH.	 PIZ. VOL 269	 2329:'37.(1956))
C * A.	 529 6876-8
7 JOULE°THOMSON EFFECT (90 TO 298 K ANC% I.S TO 114 ATMs
E%PERIMFNTAL - TABLE (1fi0 VALUES)9 EOUATIONSa GRAPHS9 APPARATUS
259 ISHKIN * I.P9	 KAGANER9M.G9
INVESTIGATION OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR AND NITROGEN
AT HIGH PRESSURES AND LOW TF4PERATURES9	 It.	 THERMODYNAMICAL
PHASE 010RAMS OF AIR AND NITROGEN*
SOVIET PMYS9 TECH. PHYS9 VOL 19 2263-71
	
(1956)9 TRANS. OF
ZHa TEKH, FIZ9 VOL 269 2338-47	 (1956)
t C*A9 529 6876-8
VAPOR PRESSURE	 (LIQUID)
	
(75 TO 130 Kit SPECIFIC HEAT
(P s CONSTANT)(LIGUID)(80 TO 125 K19 ENTROPY, COMPRESSIBILITY
FACTOR	 ILIOU;D9 GAS)( S0 TO 300 K AND 1'-'D POO ATM)9 ENTHALPY
IGAS)(90 TO 300 K)
` EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES 122 VALUE519 GRAPH
260 I,WASAKI9H.
MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITIES OF GASES AT 'HIGH PRESSURE. 	 I.
{	 _ VISCOSITY OF AIR AT 50 DEGREES9 100 DEGREES ANM 150 DEGREES C
$, UP TO 200 ATMOSPHERES+
SCI9 KE PT. RESEARCH INSTS. 9 TOKOHU UN1V99 SER. A VOL 39 241'57
119511	 ALSO IN B ULL* CHEM. RES. INST. NON-A'^llEOUS SOLUTIONS
VOL 19	 NO.19	 27.35	 (MAR '1951)
C•A. 479 6722-D
7
F VISCOSITY	 (GAS)(323 TO 423 K AND I TO 200 ATM)





i ZUR EX'PERIMENTELLEN BESTATIGUNG DER-NEUEN ZUSTANDSGLEICHU NGS-
THEORIE* a"»THE EXPER IMENTAL PROOF OF THE THEORY OF THE NEW
EQUATION OF STATE.
1*+ 'PHYS*	 VOL''969	 119-20	 (1935)
C.A. 309 343-1
JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT	 (193 TO 213 'K AND 40 TO T,00 ATM'1












SOLUTION TO THE BINARY DIFFUSION LAMINAR BOUNDARY-LAYER
EQUATIONS WITH SECOND-ORDER TRANSVERSE CURVATURE.
AIAA
	 J,	 VOL	 59	 409	 99	 1563-9	 (SEP	 19671
SPECIFI C HEAT	 (P o CONSTANT)•	 VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (50 TO 3500 K)
CALCULA T ION - EQUATIONS•	 TABLES OF,COEFFICIENTS
263 JAKOB949
DIE I4VERSIONSKURVE DES DIFFERENTIALEN THOMSON-JOULE-EFFEKTES
DER CASE.	 THE INVERSION CURVE OF THE DIFFERENTIAL JOULE-THOMSON
EFFECT	 IN 9ASES.`
PHYSIK9	 Zr, V OL-	 2 2 9	 N0 9	39	 65-69	 (FEB	 1921)
JOULE+THOMSON INVERSION CURVE 	 (281 TO 423 K AND 486 TO ROT
KO/S0 CM1
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE	 (3 VALUES-)*	 GRAPH
264 JUHNSON9C9A9
VISCOSITY OF GAS MIXTURES.
SYRACUSE UNIV9	 RESEARCH INSTITUTE FINAL REPT• AECU-3301
(JUL 1956)	 CONTR9 NO, W-7405-ENG-26t SUBCONTR9 NO * 5489 119 PP,
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)(294 K AND 1 TO 80 ATM)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS9 GRAPH
265 •:RHNSON9V9J9	 (EDITOR)
A'COMPENDIUM OF THE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS AT LOW TEMPERATURE
(PHASE I)	 PART I-
	
PROPERTIES OF FLU:IUS9
NAIL. OUR. STANDARDS• CRYOGENIC. ENO+ LAB.• WADD TECH. REPT•
60-56	 (1960)	 WADD CONTR9 N09 AF 33(616)-58-49'489 PP
DENSITY	 (SAT.	 LIQUIDS	 SAT,	 V„APOR)2178 TO 132 K>9 DENSIT Y	(GAS)
(80 TO 300K=AND 09-1-TO 10-O-.IAT1+)19, THERMAL CONDUCTU ITY-iGAS)
(80 TO 300 K AND 1 ATM)q SP ECIFIC HEAT	 IPLCONSTAN	 =_IQUID)
(80 TO 125 K AND 1 TO 29 ATM`?• HEAT OF VAPORIZATION 	 'xQUID)(78 TO 132 44 VAPOR PRESSURE', (BUBBLE TEMPERATURE9 DE'-w,. ,%
TEMPERATURE)•	 VISCOSITY	 (GAS)4100 TO 300 K)
COMPILATION - TABLES (131 VALIUES)9 ORAPHS9 DATA FROM REFERENCES
1129	 233	 ^i
'	 266 JOHNSTON9H.L•	 4ATTOXgW9R9	 POWERS9R9W9
= VISCOSITIES OF AIR AND NITROG£N,AT LOW PRESSURES.




VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (60 TO 306 K AND 0900 ,054 TO 696 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE	 (48 VALUESI9 GRAPH, 'APPARATUS
267 >JOHNSTON9H9L	 ^CCLOSK£Y*K9E9
V ISCOSITIES 'OF SEVERAL COMMON GASES BETWEEN 90 DEGREE K-
ANDROOM TEMPERATURE.
J9'PHYS9 CHEM9	 VOL 449	 1038-58	 (1940)
C.A. 359 2046-3
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (90 TO 300 K AND 500 TO 760 MM HO)













DIE TEM PERATURABHANGIGKEI `i DER DIELEKTRIZITATSKONSTANTE EINIOER
CASE UND DAM?FE9 0 *0 TN? TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
D IELECT R I C CONSTANT OF SEVERAL GASES AND VAPORS.
PHYSIK. Z• VOL 209 14-21 (1919)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)(392 TO 444 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (7 VALUES)@ GRAPHS EQUATIONS$ APPARATUS
270 JOP.OAN9A.R9 BROXONIJ9W, WALZ9F.C•
DEPENDENCE OF THE DIELECTRIC COEFFICIENT OF AIR UPON
PRESSURE AND FREQUENCY@
PHYS9 REV. VOL. 46 9 66
-72 (1934)	 r
DIELECTR IC COE FFICIENT (GAS) (291 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (3 VALUES)@ APPARATUS9 ORAPH
271 JORDAN9D9P,	 MINTZ9M.D.
AIR TABLES*
MCGRAW-HILL BOOK CO#v'NEW YORK9 No Yet 797 PP (48STR. IN PROD.
ENO *
 VOL 37S NO * 6 9 P; 149 9 MAR 1966)
-COMPRESSIBI.LITY FACTOR@ DENSITYS SPECIFIC HEAT (PPCONSTANT)r
SPECIFIC HEAT RATI09 ENTHALPY@ ENTROPY9 VELOCITY OF SOUND (OAS) .
1100 TO 3000 K AND -0.01 TO 100 ATM)
-- -	 - CALCULATION —
 TABLES 11-39-000 -VALUES),@-EQUATIONS
272 JORGENSEN9L9H.
CHARTS OF ISENTROPIC EXPONENT AS A FUNCTION OF ENTHALPY FOH
VARIOUS RASES IN EQUILIBRIUM4
AMES RE SEARCH CENTERS NATIONAL AERONAUTICS-AND SPACE ADMINISTR`IA-
TION9 MOFFETT FIELD ► .CALIF•9 REPTe, NO. SP
-3620 (OCT 1965) .10 Pp
NASA N65-34243
ENTROPY@ ENTHALPY9 VELOCITY OF SOUND (ASSUME 273 K AND 0.001
TO 1nO ATM-)
CALCULATION - GRAPH9 EQUATION
273 JOULE9J9P9 THOMSON9W9
ON THE THERMAL EFFECTS ":o FLU1'DS IN MOTION. PART II
PHIL, TRANS. ROY@ SOCI JNDON VOL 1449 321-64 (1850
SPECIFIC HEAT (P O' a:ONSTANT)9 SPECIFIC HEAT PATIO (OAS)
(273 TO 573 K)





SPEZIFISCHE WARME9 ENTHALPIES ENTROPIE UND DISSOZIATION T E CH-
NISCHER EASE. SPECIFIC HEAT• ENTHALPY+ ENTROPY AND DISSOCIATION
OF TECHNI C AL GASES,
FEUERUNGSTECHNIK VOL- 269 313-22 11938)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT)+ ENTHALPY (GAS) (298 TO 12 7 3 K)




SPEZIFISCHE WAR4E9 ENTROPIE UND DISSOZI A TION TE.CHNISCHER GASE
UND DAMPFEs* 0*SPECIFIC HEATS ENTROPY AND DISSOCIA T ION OF GASES
AND VAPORS.
FORSCH, GEBIETE INGENIEURW. VOL 869 NO. 59 209-16 (OCT 193b)
C.A. 309 4746-9
SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT) (IDEAL GAS) (273 TO 3273 K AND
0 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLES (60 VALUES19 EQUATIONS
276 KAMIEN9 C.Z.
THE VISCOSITY OF SEVERAL FLUORINATED HYDROCARBON COMPOUNDS IN THE
VAPOR PHASE.
PURDUE UNIV.9 LAFAYETTE9 IND- MASTER THESIS (10 6) 99 P
VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 TO 373 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (11 VALUES)
277 KANNULUIK9W,G.	 CARMAN9E,H-
THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR.
AUSTRALIAN ,J• SCI. RESEARCH SER. VOL A49 305-16 (SEPT 101)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (90 TO 491 K AND 0948 TO 76 CM HG)
_EXPERIMENTAL =- TABLE_ (48 VALUES)9 GRAPHo EQUATION, APPARATUS
i
278 KANNULUIK9W,W,	 DONALD9H,B.
THE PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
POLYATOMIC,GASES AT 0 DEGREES C-
AUSTRALIAN J, SCIS RES. VOL A39 417-27 (1956)
C9A, 4$9 4505-F
THERMAL CONDUCTIVIT Y (OAS) (274 K AND " 1 TO 76 CM HG)
°s	 EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (8 VALUES)s GRAPH
i
279 KANNULUIKIW.G,	 MARTIN9L9H.
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVI-TY OF SOME GAGES AT 0 DEGREES Co
PROC. ROY. SOC- (LONDON) VOL A1440'496-513 (1934)
THERMAL CONDUC T IVITY (GAS) 1,276 K AND 9 TO 753 MM HG)




METHODS FOR CALCULATING THE PROPERTIES OF SUBSTANCES IN POLAR
COORDINATES * lie TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF HEAT CAPACIT Y OF
OASES AT CONSTANT PRESSURE.
RUSS, is PMYS. CHEM. VOL 370 N09 110 1393-9S (NOV 1963) (TRANS.
FROM ZHUR. FIZ. KHIM@ VOL 379 2577-80 (19631)
C4A9 609 6276-A
SPECIFIC HEAT (P n CONSTANT) (GAS) (273 TO 553 K AND
20 TO 220 KG/SQ CM)
CALCULATION - TABLE 16 VALUESI9 EQUATIONS
281 KARATETJANC ►M9KH9 CHENOG-J.
METHOD OF CALCULATING THE PROPERTIES OF SUBSTANCES IN POLAR
COORDINATES. It• TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF HEAT CAPACIT Y OF
OASES AT CONSTANT PRESSURE.
RUSS. J • PMYS. CMEM. VOL 370 1393 05 (19631 TRANSL• OF
ZH9 FIZ• KHIM. VOL 370 N09 110 257780 (1963)
SPECIFI C HEAT IP	 CONSTANT),IGAS) 1273 TO 553 K ANi 20 TO
220 KO/SO CM)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS. TABLEI6 VALUES)
282 KAYEOO.W.C.	 LABYOTrH,
TABLES OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONSTANTS AND SOME MATHEMATICAL
FUNCTIONS*	 1 .
LONGMANSO GREEN* AND CO. LID.90 GREAT BRITAIN (1966)
DENSITY (GAS)(273 TO 373 K AND 710 TO 780 MM HG)0 INDEX OF
REFRACTION+ VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(273 K)
REFERENCE BOOK - TABLES (125 VALUES)
283 KAYEOG,W.C9	 SHERRATTOO.G.
THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN GASES -IN TUBES.




VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 TO 373 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (160 VALUES). GRAPH
2 84 KEENANOJ00	 KAYEIJ.
A TABLE OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR.
J. APPL. MECH9 VOL 100 Al23-30 (1943)
ENTHALPY9 INTERNAL ENERGY9 P-V-T DATAO SPECIFIC HEAT
(PmCONSTANT)(GAS)(372 TO 2980 K)
CALCULATION - TABLES (1240 VALUES)0 EQUATIONS
285 KEENAN0J9 M .	 KAYE9J9
GAS TABLES. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR. PRODUCTS OF
COMBUSTION AND COMPONENT OASES. COMPRESSIBLE FLO W FUNCTIONS,
JOHN WILE Y AND SONSO INC90 NEW YORK 119501' 23A PP.
ENTHALPY. INTERNAL ENERGY9 P-V-T DATA (GAS)(5'5 TO 3610 K ANO
LOW PRESSURES)O SPECIFIC HEAT (POCONSTANT9 V nCONSTANT)0
SPECIFI C NEAT RATIOS VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)I55 TO 3610 K)9
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITYO VISCOSITY9 PRANDTL NUMBER (222 TO 1333 K).






CONSTRUCTION GRA PHIQUE DE LA SURFACE W 9 S9 X POUR LES MELANGES
D OXYGENE ET D AZOTEe SOUS LA PRESSION D UNE ATMOSPHFRE•MoP
GRAPHIC CONSTRUCTION OF THE W9 S9 X SURFACE fOR MIXTUREr, OF
OXYGEN AND NITROGENr AT A PRESSURE OF I ATM$
C OM14UNSO PHYS. LAB, UNIV9 LEIDEN SUPPL 9 NO. 72 B !19321
ENTHALPY9 ENTROPY (GAS)(79 TO 303 K AND I ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLES 1200 VALUES)r GRAPHS
OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES WITH OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS-OF
5 TO 90 PERCENT -
287 KELLSTRDM9G.
VISCOSITY OF AIR AND THE ELECTRONIC CHARGE*
NATURE VOL 1369 682-3 (OCT 1Q351 ALSO IN PHYS, REV. VOL `3og
190 (1936)
C.A. 309 7999-293
VISCOSITY (GA W 296 K)
EXPERIMENTAL a ONE TABULAR VALUE
268 K&LLSTROM+G.
DIE INNERE REIBUNO VON LUFT IM DRVCKGEBIET 1-30 KO/CM2,
THE VISCOSITY OF AIR IN THE PRESSURE RANGE 1-30 KG /CM2.
ARKIV. FYSIK VOL@ 279 NO. 239 1-15 (19411
VISCOSITY (GAS) (293 K AND 8 TO 31 ATM)
EXPERIMLriTAL - TABLE 172 VALUESI9 EQUATIONS
289 KELLSTRDM9G•
NOTE ON THE PAPER A NEW DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOSITY OF AIR
BY THE ROTATING CYLINDER METHOD*
PHIL, MAG• VOL 319 466.70 (1941)
C.A. 35.9 5759-3
VISCOSITY (OAS)(293 AND 296 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES
290 KELLSTROM9G.
A NEW DETERMINATION OF
CYLINDER METHOD*




THE VISCOSITY OF A IR BY THE ROTATING
1549 313-38 (MAR 19371
TO 400 K)
(SS VALUES11 EQUATION"S9 APPARATUS
291 -KERR o F, J.
REFRACTIVE INDICES OF OASES AT HIGH RADIO FPEGuENCIES,
P ROC9 PAYS. SOC. (LONDON) VOL S59 92 -8 (1943)
CaA• 379 3970 -4
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(273 AND 373 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES9 APPARATUS
62
i292 KESTIN#Js	 LEIDENFROS6 Ws
THE EFFECT OF MODERATE PRESSURES ON THE VISCOSITY OF FIVE OASES.
THERMOOYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF GASES# LIQUID AN6	
1SOLID59 321-38# AMER@ $OCt MECH * ENGRS * 9 HEAT TRANSFER DIVISION9
PUBLs BY MCGRAW-HILLt NEW Y04K 11959)
CsA 9 549 23540-G
VISCOSITY (OAS) 1292 TO 299 K AND 1 TO 103 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (9 VALUES)# GRAPH
293 KESTIN9Js	 L410ENFROST9Ws
AN ABSOLUTE DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOSITY OF ELEVEN OASES OVER A
RANGE OF PRESSURESs
PHYSICA VOL 259 1033-62 	 (APR 19591
CAA *
 549	 20387-8
VISCOSITY# DENSITY	 (GAS)	 (293 AND ,299 K AND O TO 70 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (54 VALUESI9 GRAPH
294 KESTIN@Js	 PILAR6IYKrKs
MEASUREMENT OF THE VISCOSITY OF FIVE OASES AT ELEVATED
PRESSURES BY THE OSCILLATING-DISK METHOD@
TRANS * AM* SOC@ MECHs ENORS * VOL 769 987-99	 (1994)
VISCOSITY	 (OAS)	 (294 K AND 10 TO 1000 PSIA)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH
295 KESTIN9J•	 WAN09H.Es
THE VISCOSITY OF FIVE GASES.	 ARE-EVACUATION*
TRANS* AMs SOCs MECHs ENORS, VOL 809 	 11- 1 7 'f195B)	 7
C9As 529 5068-I
V VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (298 K AND '1 TO 70 ATMI
EXPERIMENTAL-- TABLE (10 -VALUESI9 GRAPH`
296 ;KESTIN9Js	 WANG9HsEs
THE VISCOSITY OF FIVE GASES@	 A RE-EVACUATION.
BROWN UNIVs@ PROVIDENCE@ R*Is9 TECH * REPTs N09 69 AFOSR-TN-56-98
(MAR 1956) CONTRs NCs AF 18000-8919 26 PP
VISCOSITY	 (GAS).,(298 K AND 1	 TO	 100 ATM)
p CORRELATION - TOLE (13 VALUES)# GRAPHS EQUATIONS
`	
# 297 KEYESrFsGs
THE HEAT CONDUCTIVITY9 VISCOSITY#	 SPECIFIC HEAT,AND;;PRANO,TL
NUMBERS FOR THIOTEEN GASES*
J MASSACHUSETTS INST * OF TECH.# CAMBRIDGE9 TECH * REPTs N()




THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY. VISCOSITY# SPECIFIC HEAT (P s CONSTANT)#
PRANDTL NUMBER (GAS) (73 TO 1730 K)
CALCULATION - TABLE 180 VALUES)@ GRAPH# EQUATIONS
63
2 9 6 K€YES ► F•G•
A SUMMARY OF VISCOSITY AND HEAT COWUCTION DATA FOR HELI:'o-(M ►
ARGON9 HYDROGEN• OXYGEN ► NITROGEN9 CARBON MONOWIDE9 CARBON
DIOXIDE+ WATER VAPORY AND AIR.
TRANS. AM. SOC 9 MECH• ENGRS. VOL 739 589-96 (1951)
C.A. 459 7400-E
VISCOSITY (GAS) (90 TO 1845 K )
SUMMARY - GRAPH
299 KEYESrF.Gs
THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT FOR AIR.
J. AM• CHEM. SOC• VOL. 439 14S2-70 (1921)
C;A. 169 1922
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT (273 TO 373 K AND 1 ATM)
P-V-T DATA (GAS) 1238 TO 473 K AND 1 TO 960 ATM)o SPECIFIC
HEAT (V n CONSTANT) (GAS) (293 K AND 6.8 TO 26.6 ATM)
CALCULATIONS - EOUATIONS9 TABLES
300 KEYES9F.G•
NOTE ON A CORRES PONDING-STATES EQUATION OF PRACTICAL INTEREST
FOR GENERAL PHYSICO-CHEMIC:A; COMPUTATIONS.
J9 AM, CHEM• SOC. VOL. ,6	 1761-64 (1938)
EQUATION OF STATE (GAS')
THEORF.fICAL - EOUATION9 TABLE OF COEFFICIE't';a
301 KEYES9F•G• TAYLOR,#R•S.
THE ADEQUACY 09 THE ASSUMPTION OF MOLECULAR 	 t ON IN
ACCOUNTING FOR CERTAIN OF T4E PHYSICAL PROP(' fk, 4' b 15 `Qr'^`
GASEOUS NITROGEN•
it AM. CHEM. SOC• VOL 499-896-911 (APR 19271
C ► A. r°219 1732-6
SPECIFIC MEAT (V S CONSTANT) (GAS) (194 TO 273 K AND I TO
193 ATM)




GASEOUS HEAT CAPACITIES• I. THE METHOD AND THE HEAT CAPALITIES
OF C246 AND C206•
J. CHEM• PHYS. VOL 7, ND, 59 281-88 (MAY 1939)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P'= CONSTANT) (GAS) (271 TO 368 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (7 VALUES)9 EQUATIONS
303 KIYAM4qR.
ULTRAPRESSURE. V II• THE COMPR ESSIBILITY OF THE AIR UNDER
ULTRA PfiESSURE9
REV. PHYS• CHEM. JAPAN VOL 199 38-42 (1945) "(IN JAPANESE)
C.A. 449 10387-8








A CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE EQUATION OF STA T E OF
GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURE AND DENSITIES.
ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER. ARNOLD AIR FORCE STATIONS
TENN.9 REPT9 NO- AEDC-TR-67-67 (MAR 1 967) CONTR. NO- (40-600)-
6S-22 86 PP
EQUATION CF STATE. POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS (GAS) (OVER 200 K)
THEORETICAL	 EQUATIONS; TABLE 150 VAL UES)• GRAPw
30S KLEMENC9A. RE M I+ W -
EXPERIMENTELLE UNTERSUCHUNG USER DIE KOEFFIZIENTEN DER INNEREN
REIBUNG VON STICKOXYD UND PROPAN UND DEREN MISCHUNOEN MIT
WASSERSTOFF. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIEN T OF
VISCOSI T Y OF NITRIC O X IDE AND PROPANE AND THEIR MIXTURES WITH
HYDROGEN.
SITZ4ER AKAD- WISS9 WIEN9 MATH• NATURW- KL- ABT- 1I8 VOL 1329
293-302 (1923)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
306 KLEMENCIC•I-
EXPERINENThL RESEARCHES UPON THE DETERMINATION OF THE DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT OV SOME GASES,
PHIL- MAG• VOL l9i 393-95 (1885)
DIELECT R IC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
307 KLEMENCIC9 I.
EXPERIMENTALUNTERSUCHUNG USER DIE DIELEKTRICITATSCONSTANTE
EINIGER CASE UND DAMPFE, 	 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
DIELECTRTC °CONSTANT OF SOME GASES AND =VAPORS.
SITZ. AKAD, WISS- WIEN MATH NATURW. KL VML 919 712-59 (1885)
DIELECT R I C CONSTANT (GAS) (290 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (2,0 VALUES)
308 KNESER#M,O,
DIE UAHRE SCHALLGESCHWINDI(iKEIT IN- LUFT. O*o THE TRUE VELOCITY
OF SOUND IN AIR.
ANN. PMYSIK VOL 349 665-6 (1939)
VELOCT•T.Y OF SOUND (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
309 KNOBLAUCM90-
UdER DIE ERWARMUNG DER LUFT BEIM THOMSON-JOULE-E FFEKT,BEI TIEFEN
TEMPERATUREN NACH SEOSACHTUNOEN VON H. HAUSEN9nr4AROUt THE WARM-
LNG OF AIR_BY THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT AT LOW TEMPERATURE S -
OBSERVATIONS OF H. HAUSEN,
PHYSIK- Z. VOL 249 473.4'(1923)
JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT (133 AND 140 K)
.DISCUSSION - NO DATA
310 KOBE9K.A.	 LONG9E.G.
THERMDCHEMISTRY FOR THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY. PART VII.
THE COMBUSTION GASES-
PE TROL, REFINER* VOL 290 NO. 119'127-32 (19491
C.A. 449 4232.0
HEAT CAPACITY (P = CONSTANT)9 ENTHALPY (GAS) (273 TO 4000 K)
CORRELATION - TABLES (70 VALUES)+ GRAPH
311 KOCH9JOHN
USER DIE DISPERSION GASFORMIGER KORPER IM OLTRAVIOLETTEN SPEKTRUM.
1. WASSERSTOFF UND LOFT. *** THE DISPERSION OF GASEOUS
SUBSTANCES IN THE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRUM.,1. HYDROGEN AND AIR.
ARKIV MAT. ASTRON. FYSIK VOL. 89 ND. 26v 1-25 (1913)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) -(287 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES
312 KOCH9P,P.




C(P)/C(V) a K IN TROCKENER9 KOHLENSAUREF REIER ATMOSPHARISC +AER	 = '
LUFT VON DRUCK UND TEMPERA*,UR.***THE INFLUENCE OF TEMpERATORE
AND PRESSURE ON THE SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO C(P)/C(V) n K IN DRY AIR
FREE FROM CARBON DIOXIDE.
ASHANDL• MAT. PHYS. KLe KGLa BAYER. AKAD. WIS$. VOL 239 NO! 29
377-439 (1908)
C.A. 39 1373-9
DENSITY (GAS)(194 AND 273 K AND 25 TO 202 ATM)c SPECIFIC_ HEAT
RATIO (GAS M 44 AND 273 K AND 1 TO 2p0 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES gS,.tALUES)9 EQUATIONS• APPARATUS
r,
313 KQCH9P.P,
U80 DAS—VERHALTNIS DER`zirtZIFISCHEN WARMEN-,C(P)/C(-V) s K_IN
TROCKENERO KOHLENSAUREFREIER ATMOSPHARISC4FR,LUFT ALS FUNKTION
DES DRUCKES BEI DEN TEMPERATUREN 0 DEGREES Ui^'j -79#3 DEGREES C.
k
	
	 ***SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO CP/CV e K IN DRY CARBON DIOXIDE FREE AT-
MOSPHERIC AIR AS FUNCTION OF PRESSURE FOR TEMPERATURES, BETWEEN 0
AND -79 . 3 DEGREES C-
ANN. PHYS9 VOL 069 551-79 (1908)
C.A. '99 1110-1
VELOCITY_OF SOUND (GAS)(194 AND 27.2 K ANO 1 TO 200 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (16 VALUES)* APPARATUS
314 KOCH9P.P.
USER DAS VERHALTNIS DER SPEZIFISCHEN WARMEN CP/CV n K IN
TROCKENE'R9 KOHLENSAUREFREIER ATMOSPHARISCHER LUFT ALS FUNKTION
DES DRUCKES BEI DEN TEMPERATUREN O DEGREES UND -7993 DEGREES
Co CONCERNING THE RATIO OF'SPECIFIC HEATS CP/CV = K IN DRY
CARBON DIOXIDE-FREE ATMOSPHERIC AIR AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE
AT THE TEMPERATURES 0 AND -79.3 DEGREES C.
ANN. OHYSIK VOL 279 311-45 (1908)
C, A. 39 1110-1
P—V-Tr,SPECIFTC HEAT RATIO (GAS) (194 AHD 273 K AND
1 TO 200 ATM)





EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE VISCOSITY OF GASES AND GASEOUS
MIXTURES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES,
S8. NAUCH RABOT LENINGRAD INST, MEKHANIZATSII SELSK, KHOZ•
40L 99 113-26 (1953) (IN RUSSIAN)
C.A, 509 11073-C
VISCOSITY (GAS)(295 TO 1073 K)
EXPERIMENTAL a TOLE (10 VALUES')+ EQUATIONS, APPARATUS'
316 KRAIK09A,N.
ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION Off : THE THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF
AIR.
%NZM@ ZHs VOL 4 9 N0. 7 R48-50 (1964) TIN RUSSIAN)
DENSITY9 ENTHALPY (GAS) (400 TO 20000 K AND 0.001 TO 1000 ATM)
THEORETICAL - EQUAT.T,ONS9 GRAPH
' 317 KRECHEVSKIIrl.R.	 KAZARNOVSKIIrYA.S.
3. AN EQUATION OF STATE FOR GASEOUS MIXTURES.
'ACTA PNISICOCHIM . URSS VOL 109 NO. 2r 217-44	 (19391
P-V-T DATA	 (GAS)(2T3 TO 472 K AND 200 TO 2700 ATM)
THEORETICAL - TABLE 155 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS
318 KR'ITSCHEWSKY#IoR.	 KASARNOSKY9J9S#
AN EQUATION OF STATE FOR GASEOUS MIXTURES,
ACTA PHYSICOCHIM U.R.S,S, VOL 109 N0, 29 217-44	 (1939)
G.A. 339 6104-5
P-V-T DATA # E,OUATI-0N OF STATE	 (GA S)(273;(O 472 K AND 200 TO
2700 ATM)	 -
THEORETICAL - TABLE (50 VALUES)# EQUATION, GRAPH ;.
319 KUENENaJ,P.	 CLAP.KrA9L.
CRITICAL. PO%NTr CRITICAL PHENOMENA AND A FEW CONDENSATION-
CONSTANTS OF AIR•
COMMUN59 PMYS. L AB, UNIVs LEIDEi+4 N0, 15089 5565 (FEB 1917)
ALSO PROC+ ACAD9 SCI. AMSTERDAM VOL 1991088-98 	 (1917)
C9A, 11r 299$.8
DENSITY	 (SAT. LIQUI'D# SAT,-VAPOR)# C^ITICAL TEMPERATURE#
PRESSURE 9 AND DENSITY
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (40 VALUES)+ !3PAPM
320 KUENEN,J.P9	 CLARKrA9L.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF T19E CRITICAL PHENOMENA OF AIR.





C.A,	 12 ► 2481-3
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE 9 PLAIT-POINT TEMPERPT URE AND
PRESSURE
EXPERIMENTAL - FOUR TABULAR VALUES+ GRAPH
321 KUKK)MAKI9T.J.
NEUE MESSUNG DER'SCHALL6MCHWINDIGKEIT IN FREIER LOFT,***
NEW VALUE OF VELOCITY OF SOUND IN FREE AIR.
ANN, PMYSIK VOL 319 398-406 (19381
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
322 LAMBERT9J-D.	 STAINES9E.N.	 WOODS9S.De
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF ORGANIC VAPOURS,
PROCe ROY. SOC- SER. A.VOL 2009 262-71 	 (1950)
C.Ae 459 9958-A
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 (GAS)(304 TO 358 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH
323 LANDS8AUMeE9M.	 DODDS9W•S9	 STEVENS9W.Fe	 ET AL
THERMODYN AMIC PROPERTIES OF AIRe
AM *
	INRT- CHEM- ENGRS. J- VOL It 302-4 (1955)
C.A. S09
	 1395-B
ENTROPYe. ENTHALPY 	 (GAS)	 (88 TO 353 K AND 1 TO 1000 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE	 1230 VALUES19 EQUATIONS. GRAPH
324 LEDUC9Ae
CHALEURS SPECIFIQUES DES GAZ ET VITESSE OU SON'	 CAS PARTICULIER
DE L AIR.***SPECIFIC HEATS OF GASES AND THE '•' y7LOCITY OF SOUND.
THE PARTICULAR CASE OF AIR.
Ce R• ACAD,
	 SCLe9 PARIS VOL 1789	 1148-50
	 (1+'41
GA, 189 1938-6
VELOCITY OF SOUNDS SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES EQUATIONS
325 LEDUC9 A.
THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF GASES AND VAPORS. 	 A CRITICAL REVIE W OF
METHODS AND RESULTS.
CMEMe REV. VOL 69 NO.	 19	 1-16	 (1929)
VELOCITY CF SOUNDS SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS) 	 (273 K)
REVIEW - TABLE (5 VALUES)9 EQUATIONS
326 LEDUCrM.A.
LES CHALEURS SPECIFIWES DES GAZ ET LOEQUIVALENT MECANIQUE
DE LA CALORIE.	 THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASES AND THE
MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT"OF THE CALORI'EB,
ANN. CHIM+ ET PMYS, VOL.	 179 484-SIO	 (18991
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO	 (GAS)
	
(273 AND 373 K)
JI^
'
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES
i.
327 LENIHAN9JeM,A.
VELOCITY OF SOUND IN FREE AIR.
NATURE VOL 1629` NO. 41219 6S6-7,%;OCT 1948)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (G'AS)(273 K AND 1013.2 MB)
—
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE	 ..
328 'LENOI'ReJ.Me
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF OASES AT ATMOSPHERIC PpESSUREe
ARKANSAS UNIV.
	
(FAYETTEVILLE) E00e EXPTeJ_STA. BULL. N0. 18
lAUG 1953)	 48 PP
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) 	 ITS TO 1420 K)





THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BINARY GAS MIXTURES AT ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE,
ARKANSAS UNIV, (FAYETTEVILLE) ENG. EXPT. STA. a«LL. N0. 16
AOCT 1952) 26 PP
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (308 TO 333 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE f8 VALUES)
330 !_IEN.W.H. PHILLIPSoN•E-
MEAT CAPACITY ANOMALY IN SOLID AIR.
Jo CHEM. PHYS• VOL 349 N0. 3o 1073-74 (MAR 1961)
(,r^A, 56v 72-C
SPECIFIC MEAT (SOLID) (l.l TO 4 K)
EXPERIMENTAL —GRAPH
331 LIENeW.H,	 WILSON969M,
RESEARC H ON EXPERIMENTAL HEAT OF VAPORIZATION] AND ENTHALPY
MEASURE ME NTS OF OXYGEN-NITROGEN-ARGON MIXTURES.
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEM,@ INC.. ALLENTOWN+ PA.9 OUART, PROGR.
s
REPT. N0.	 2	 (OCT 1964)	 CONTR, N0. AF 33(615)-13329 38 P
DDC AD 460 963
ENTHALPY	 (GAS)	 (SS TO 310 K AND 0.1 TO 2S ATM)r
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION (BUBBLE POINT@ DEW POINT) 	 (R5 TO 125 K)




RESEARCH ON EXPERIMENTAL HEAT OF VAPORIZATION AND ENTHALPY
MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN-NITROGEN-ARGON MIXTURES.
'r AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICAL+
	
INC.+ ALLENTOWN# PA.r QUART. PHOGR.
REPT, NO,	 1	 (JUL 1964)	 CONTR. NO * AF 33(615)-1332+ 36 PP
60C AD _ 444 285
^.. ENTHALPY '(GAS) 	 (140 TO 310 K AND 5 TO 25 ATM)
:y EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE 	 (21 VALUES10 GRAPHO APPARATUS
4 333
	 LILEY90-E.
REVIEW OF WORK ON THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF GASES AND GAS
MIXTURES.T'
PURDUE UNIV. THERMOPHYSICAL PROP. RES, CENTER. LAFAYETTE+ IND-
TPRC REPT• N0, 10	 (1959)





MOLLIER DIAGRAM FOR AIR,
ARNOLO lNG, DEVELOP. CENTER• ARNOLD AFB+ TENN,. REPT..-.NO.
AEDC TDR-63-190 f$EPT 1963) CONTR. N09 AF40i600)+1000`9 36 PP
DOC AD 418,575
ENTROPY• ENTHALPY+ DENSITY	 (OAS)	 (30 TOr;150'00 K AND






ON LIVING REFRACTIVE INDICES OF LIQUID NI*ROGEN AND AIR.
PHIL. MAG. VOL 369 328.31 (1893)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (LIQUID)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
336 LOsH.Y.	 CARROLL9 D9L.	 STIEL9L9I.
VISCOSITY OF GASEOUS AIR AT MODERATE AND HIGH PRESSURES.
J. CHEM. ENO * DATA VOL 119 N09 49 540-4 (OCT 1966)
CSA 9 669 5906-C
VISCOSITY+ (GAS) (203 TO 873 K AND 1 TO 1000 ATM)
CORRELATION - TABLE (800 VALUES!+ GRAPHS+ EQUATIONS
337 LOBO9W.E.
TECHNICAL DATA ( PERTAINING TO AIRS ITS LIQUEFACTION AND
DISTILLATION).
M• W. KELLOGG CO.t FINAL KEPT. OSRD NO. 4206 (OCT 1944)
`	
CONTR9 N0. OEM-SR-3659 52 PP
ENTHALPY9 ENTROPY (LIQUID9 GAS) (100 TO 360 K AND
14.7 TO 3000 P'SIA)9 DENSITY (LIQUID* GAS) (68 TO 403 K AND
10 TO 10000 PSIA)9 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (G AS) (143 TO 70 b K AND
140 TO 6000 PSIA)* VISCOSITY (LI.QUID9 GAS) (88 TO 913 K AND
14.7 TO 6000 PSIA)
CORRELATION - GRAPHS.
338 LOHRISCH*F,W.
HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL GASES-
Jo APPL. CHEM . (LONDON) VOL* 2* 464-9 (AUG,19521)
DENSITY9 VISCOSITY+ THERMAL CONDUCTIVI T Y* SP^'CIFIC HEAT
(P--a CONSTANTS -V a CONSTANT) -(-GAS) (273-TO 093 K1 - 	 -
CALCULATION - TABLE (42 VALUES)
339 LORENZSL.
UBER DI€ REFRACTIONSCONSTANTE.***CONCERNING THE REFRACTION
CONSTANT,
WIED. ANN. VOL 119 70-103 (1880)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - 2 TABULAR VALUES
340 LOURIErH.
CMALEUR SPECIFIQUE DES GAZ, THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASES.
CHALEU4 IND. VOL. 119 423-35 (1930)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P o CONSTANTS V e CONSTANT) (GAS) (273 TO
2273 K19 VELOCITY OF SOUND '(GAS) (273 TO ,e,279 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE j90 VALUESI* GRAPHS* APPARATUS
341 LOURIE9H.	 f
CMALEUR SPECIFIQUE DES GAZ, SPECIFIC HEAT OF i)ASES.	 I
CMALEUR IND. VOL. 119,361-70 (1930)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P a CONSTANT) (GAS) (197 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE+ EQUATIONS APPARATUS
342 LQW ► J.w,
UESER DIE SCHALLGESCHWINDIGKEIT IN LOFT ► GASEN UND DAMPFEN FUR
EINFACHE TONE VERSCHIEDENER ,TONHOHE , CONCERNING THE VELOCITY
OF SOUND IN AIR * GASES AND 'VAPORS FOR A SINGLE TONE AND
DIFFERENT HIGH TONES.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 529 641-66 (1894)
VELOCITY OF SOUND 10A61 (285 TO 297 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (210 VALUES) ► EQUATIONS ► APPARATUS
343 LOWER ► H,
DICHTE_ DER TROCKENEN UND FEUCHTEN LOFT. DENSITY OF DRY ANU
HUMID AIRe
KALTETECHNIK VOA. 15 ► NO. 49 DKV ARSEITSBLATT 1-47 (APR 1963)
DENSITY (GAS) (243 TO 353 K AND SOO TO 800 MM OS)
CORRELATION - GRAPH
344 LUMMER90o	 PRINGSHEIM ► E,
BESTIMMUNG DES VERHALTNISSES {X) DER SPECIFISCHEN WARMEN EINIGER
GASE, 0 4M DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO OF SEVERAL
GASES,
ANN, PHYSIK VOL 64 9 555-83 11898)
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS)(285 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
345 LUSSANA ► S•
USER DIE SPEZIFI`SCHE WARMS DER GASE,***ON THE SPEC IFIC HEAT OF
GASES.
Z. PHYSIK. CHEM', VOL 169 166-7 11895)
SPECIFIC HEAT (V m CONSTANT) (GAS) (2S `TO 363 K AND
6 TO 32 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (10 VALUESI ► EQUATION
346 LYON ► R,N.
ESTIMATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUC TI V ITY AND THE VISCOSITY OF
GASES AT HIGH PRESSURE,
OAK RIDGE NAIL. LAB,9'7fNN,9 KEPT• N0, CF-S7-1-93 (JAN ., 1957) 8 PP
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ► VISCOSITY (GAS) (306 TO 1800 K AND
1 ATM), SPECIFIC HEAT (V m CONSTANT) (GAS) (300 TO 2500 K AND
I TO 100 ATM)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS ► TABLE (17 VALUES)• GRAPH
347 MAGRI ► L•
DER BRECHUNGSINDEX DAR LUFT IN SEINER BEZIEHUNG ZU IHRER DICHTE.
***THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OF AIR AND ITS RELATION TO DENSITY•
PHYSIK, Z• VOL 69 NO• i 9 ► 629-32 (1905)
REFRACTIVE INDEX (GAS)(287 AND 289 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (24 VALUES)
71
34 8 LYONS• H.	 BIRNSAUM9 G.	 KRYDER9 S.J.
MEASUREMENTS OF THE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF GASES AT
MICROWAVES.
PHYS, REV* VOL 749 1210 (1948)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)(293 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
- THIS IS ONLY AN ABSTRACT -
349 MAJMUDAR9V9D9	 OKA9V*S.
ATOMIC FUNCTION OF SOME GASES IN THE LIGHT OF REVISED VISCOSITY
DETERMINATIONS.
J. UNIV. BOMBAY VOL A179 NO. 259 35-40 (MAR 1949)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 K AND I ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (I VALUE)
350 MAJUMDAR9V.09 VAJIFDAp9M9B.
COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY OF AIR.
PR'OC, INDIAN ACAD. SCI. VOL 8A9 171-78 (19391
C.A. 339 445-6
VISCOSITY (GAS1 (300 TO 304 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (12 VALUESI9 APPARATUS
351 MAKITA9%
THE VISCOSITY OF ARGON9 NITROGEN* AND AIR AT PRESSURES UP TO
800 KGVCM2.
REV. PHYS9 CHEM9 JAPAN VOL 279 16021 (1957)
C.A 9
 S29 9696-H
VISCOSITY (OAS) (298 TO 473 K AND 1 TO 774 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (54 VALUES)# GRAPH
352 MAKOWER9W,
ON A DETERMINATION OF THE'RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS AT
CONSTANT PRESSURE AND AT CONSTANT VOLUME FOR AIR AND STEAM.
PROC. PHYS. SOC. (LONDON) VOL 1B9 345-58 119031
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS)(273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES EQUATIONS* APPARATUS
353 MANN9W.B.	 DICKINSsB9G.
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF THE SATURATED HYDROCARBONS IN THE
GASEOUS STATE.
PROC. 'ROY. SOC. (LONDON) VOL A1349 77-96 (JAN 1932)
C.A. 269 1489-4
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (275 TO 288 K AND 3 TO 72 CM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (56 VALUES1 9 GRAPH
354 MARIENS9P9	 VAN PAEMEL909
THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE OSCILLATING DISK
METHOD FOR VISCOSITY MEASUREMENTS IN FLUIDS,
APPL9 SCI • RESEARCH VOL A59 411 -24 (1955)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (241 TO 293 K)





DIE INHERE REIBUNG VON SAUERSTOFF9 WASSERSTOFF CHEMISCHEM UND
ATMOSOHARSCHEM STICKSTOFF UND IHRE ANDERUNG MIT DER TEMPERATUR,
640 THE VISCOSITY OF OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN • CHEMICAL AND ATMOSPHERIC
N ITROGEN AND THEIR CHANGE WITH TEMPERATURE,
ANN.	 PHYSIK VOL 14.
	
7 4 2-55	 (1904)
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (289 AND 373 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES
356 MARKWELL9E.
THE COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY OF AIR 2Y THE CAPILL ARY TUBE METHOD.
PHYS,









TABLE OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS AND ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS OF
SUBSTANCES IN THE GASEOUS STATE.
NATL.
	
BUR. STANDARDS CIRC,	 N0.	 5379	 1-3	 (JUN 1953)
t .^
DIELECT R IC CONSTANT	 (GAS)	 (293 K)
REVIEW - TABLE	 (13 VALUES)
358 MAST•	 .I.F.
SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS OF HEAT CAPACITY OF TEN
TECHNICALLY IMPORTANT GASES.
TRANS.	 AM+ SOC. MECH- ENGRS. VOL 76.	 1067-74	 (1954)
C.A.	 489
	 13308-F
SPECIFIC HEAT	 (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)1100 TO 3000 K)
COMPILATION - TABLE
	 135 VALUES)r	 DATA FROM REFERENCES 639
143 9
 2299 2519 3029 4939 534
359 MASIA9A.P.	 ROIG9A.
CONDUCTIVIDAD CALORIFICA DEL AIRE Y ALOUNOS VAPORES ORGANILOS.
I.	 VARIATION CON LA TEMPERATURA9 0*0THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR
AND SOME ORGANIC VAPORS•
	 I.	 VARIATION W I TH TEMPERATUREe
ANALES REAL SOC. ESPAN, FIS. QUIM. 	 (MADRID)	 VOL. 5489 639-50
" (1958).
C.A.	 539	 17655-3I
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 (GAS)	 (276 TO 406 K AND 10 TO 700 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE 	 (7 VALUES)# GRAPHS@ EQUATIONS
36 0 MAULARDrJ.
SUR LA VITESSE OU SON DANS L AIR AUX BASSES PRESSIONS.
THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR AT LOW PRESSURE.
COMPT. REND, VOL 2299 25-6
	 (1949)
VELOCITY OF SOUND	 (GAS)	 (288 K AND 5 TO 76 CM HG)"
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE 	 (11 VALUES)
36 1 MAXWELL9J•C.
ON THE VISCOSITY OR INTERNAL FRICTION OF AIR AND OTHER GASES,
PHIL,
	




EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE9 EQUATION
— 73
362 MAYHEWSY9R9	 ROGERS9G9F9C.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS AND OTHER DATA-BRITISH
tHERMAL UNITS.
BASIL BLACKWELL9 OXFORD (1957) SECOND EDITION
SPECIFIC HEAT (P s CONSTANTS V • CONSTANT) (GAS) (300 TO
5400 K)
CORRELATION - TABLE (320 VALUES)
363 MCHENRY9J9T9
THIRD VIRIAL COEFF ICIENTS OF MIXTURES OF GASES.
AUST9 J• CHEM9 VOL 219 N09 39 565-74 IMAR 19681
C9A. 689 72388-1
THIRD VIRIAL COEFFICIENT (GAS)(138 TO 348 K)






THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF AIR AND HYDROGEN AT HIGH PRESSURES.
PHYS9 REV. VOL 479 95-98 (JAN 1935)
C9A9 299 5321-7
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (293 K AND 72 TO 335 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE 110 VALUESI9 GRAPH
355 MEGGERS9W9F9	 PETER59C.G.
MEASUREMENTS ON THE INDEX OF REFRACTION OF AIR FOR WAVE LENGTMS
FROM 2218 ANGSTROMS TO 9006 ANGSTROMS9
BULLS U9 S9 BUR. STD. VOL 149 697 0704 (1918-19)
C.A9 139 1560-1
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(273 TO 373 K AND 1 TO 200 ATM)
REVIEW - TABLE (92 VALUES)
366 MERCEA S V. URSU919
UNTERSUCHUNGEN USER DIE ZAHIGKEITSANDERUNG IN MAGNETISCHEN
FELDERN. THE STUDY OF VISCOSITY CHANGES IN MAGNETIC FIELDS,
REV. PMYS. (BUCAREST) VOL 29 217-28 (1957)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (PROBABLY ABOVE 273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL	 dRAPHo APPARATUS
367 MERCER9H.N.
ON THE RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF A'IR9 HYDROGEN# CARBON
DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE.
PROC. PHYS. SOC,(LONDON) VOL 269 155-63 (19141
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS)(286 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (3 VALUES). APPARATUS
36S MICHELS9A9	 WASSENAAR9T9	 LEVELTSJ9M9	 DE GPAAFF9W,
COMPRESSIBILITY ISJTHERMS OF AIR AT TEMPERATURES BETWEEN -25
DEGREES C AND -16-5 DEGREES C AND AT DENSITIES uP TO S60 AMAGATS
(PRESSURES UP TO 1600 ATMOSPHERES)?
APL, SCI. RESEAgCH VOL A4 9 N0, S-69 381-92 (1954)
P-V-T DATA9 EQUATION OF STATES VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS. (GAS)
(118 TO 248 K AND 6 TO 1009 ATM)* VAPOR PRESSURE• DENSITY
(SAT. LI099 SAT. VAPOR) (118 TO 132 K)






ISOTHERMS OF AIR BETWEEN 0 DEGREES C AND 7S DEGREES C AND AT
PRESSURES UP TO 2260 ATM.
APPLe SCI• RES# VOL A4e 52-6 (1954)
P-V-T DATA (GAS) (273 TO 348 K AND 0 TO 2200 ATM) * EQUATION OF
STATE (GAS)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (136 VALUES)
370 MICHELS9A.	 WASSENAAR9T.	 WOLKERS96eJ.
THERMODYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR FOR TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 75 AND
X 170 DEGREES C AND PRESSURES UP TO 1206 ATMOSPHERES.









P-V-T DATA (GAS) (103 TO 348 K AND 0 TO 2200 ATM1e ENTROPY9
ENTHALPY (GAS) (103 TO 348 K AND 0 TO 1200 ATM)+ INTERNAL
ENERGY9 FREE ENERGY9 (GIBBS AND HELMHOLTZI
FUNCTIONS)+ SPECIFIC HEAT (P a CONSTe9 V n CMNST0 9
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT• VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (138 TO 348
K ANA 0 TO 1200 ATM)




THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE EQUATION OF STATE DATA
OF GASES AT TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 0 DEGREES C AND -180 DEGREES C.
PHYSICA VOL 189 67-74 (1952)
C.Ae 469 4869-F
EQUATION OF STATES SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT (GAS) (123 TO
248 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPHe EQUATIONS+ APPIn;RATUS
372 MILLlGANaJ.HoeJRe	 LILEY9P.Ee
LENNARO-JONeS POTENTIAL PARAMETER VARIATIO4 AS'' DETERMINED"FROM
VISCOSITY DATA FOR TWELVE GASES*
AICHE-ASME HEAT TRANSFER CONFe1 C6EVELAND9 OHIO (AUG 9-129
1964) oAPER NO. 64-HT-269 8 PP
POTENTIAL FUNCTION (OAS) (200 TO 500 K)
THEORETICAL - EQUATION• GRAPH
373 MILLIKAN9ReA.
USER DEN WAHRSCHEINLICHSTEN WERT DES REIBUNGSKOEFFTZIENTEN DER
LURT,***MOST PROBABLE VALUE OF THE_ COEFFICIENT OF"vIBC6SIT Y OF
AjRe
ANN, PHYS. VOL 419 759.66 (1913)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(296 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES EQUATIONS
374 MILVERTONt S.W.
AN EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR
BETWEEN 0 AND 160 DEGREES C.
PRILS NAG. VOL 179 397.422 (1934)
CeA. 289 2961-9
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (277 TO 366 K)




EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A GAS.
NAVAL RES. LAB99 WASHINGTON. D•C•9 REPT9 N0. NRL 5907 (FEB 1963)
DOC AD 298 997
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (275 TO 283 K AND 12 TO
763 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (23 VALUES)
376 MINTER9C.C9
NOTE ON THE ANOMALOUS PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PROCESSED ATMOSPH-
ERIC NITROGEN.
J. APPL. PHYS. VOL 199 217 (FEB 1948)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (298 K)
CALCULATION - ONE TABULAR VALU £
377 MISSENARD9F.A.
CONDUCTIVE THERMIQUE DES GAS PURS A DIFFERENTES TEMPERATUR E S_ ET
PRESSIONS- OOOTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PURE RASES AT VARIOUS
TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES,
REV. SEN. TMERMIQUE VOL 59 NO. 509 125-37 (FEB 1966)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE+ EQUATION
378 MOLES9E9
DIECI ANNI DE RICERCHE SUI GAS.°* tl SIXTEEN YEARS OF RESEAR CH ON
GASES.
GAZZ, CHIM. ITAL. VOL 569 915-0 11926)
DGr;SITY (GAS)(ASSUME ROOM TEMPERATURE AND 689 TO 771 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (13 VALUES)
379 MOODY9H.W.
EINE BESTIMMUNG DES VERHALTNISSES DER SPEZIFISCHEN WARMEN SOWIE
DER SPEZIFISCHEN WARMS BEI KONSTANTEM DRUNK FUR LYFT UND KOHLEN-
SA URE• p4*A DETERMINATION OF THE RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT S AND
OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE OF AIR AND CARBON
DIOXIDE•
PHYSIK. Z9 VOL 139 383.8 (1912)
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS) (293 AND 298 K AND 734 TO 756 MM HG)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P m CONSTANT) (293 K AND 1 ATMs
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (45 VALUES)+ GRAPH, APPARATUS
380 MORI9YASUO
ON A CHART OF AIR AT LOW TEMPER ATURES AND LOW PRESSURES.
J. SCI. RES. INST9 (TOKYO) VOL 469 68-105 (JUN 195P)
EQUATION OF STATES P—V-T DATA9 ENTROPY+ ENTHALPY9 SPECIF I C HEAT
(P s CONSTANT@ V a CONSTANT)+ VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) 033 TO
375 K AND 6.9 TO 10 KG/S49 M.)9 ENTROPY9 ENTHALPY (SAT. VAPOR)
(BUBBLE POINT) (93 TO 107 K)9 SECOND AND THIRD VTRIAL
COEFFICIENT (GAS) (128 TO 373^V) ► JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT
(103 TO 333 K)9 VISCOSITY (GAS) (100 TO 300 Of CRITICAL
TEMPERATURE9 PRESSURE AND DENSITY9 VA POR PRESSURE (DEW POINT#
BUBBLE POINT) (78 TO 107 K)9 LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION (81 TO
96 K)+ SPECIFIC HEAT (IDEAL GAS) (206 TO 380 K)
CORRELATION = T ABLES (9000 VALUES)# GRAPHS• EQUATIONS
76
381 MORSY9T.E•
TEMPERATURASHANGIGKE I T DER VISKOSITAT VON GASEN BEI ATMGS PHAREN-
DRUCK OO O TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF VISCOSITY OF GASES AT ATMOS-
PHERIC PRESSURE.
KALTETECHNIK VOL 199 N0, 10. DKV ARBEITSBLATT 1-87 (OCT 1967)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (100 TO 1000 K)
COMPILATION - GRAPH 9 DATA FROM REFERENCE 512
382 MULLER9J9
USER SCHALLGESCMWINDIGKEIT IN ROHREN.***VELOCITY OF SOUND IN
TUBES.
ANN, PLAYS. VOL 119 331-54 (1903)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(287 TO 293 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (35 VALUES)
383 NAIKI9T.	 HANAI9%	 SHIM.ZUoS.
MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITY " OF LIQUID AIR.
BULL, INST. CHEM. RES. KYOTO UNIV9 VOL 319 NO. 19 56-8 (1953)
f
VISCOSITY ( LIQUID) (86 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - 1 TABULAR VALUE
384 NASINI9 A .G*	 PASTONESI9G.
VISCOSITA DELL ARIA SING A 200 ATMo*** %IISCOSITY OF AIR UP TO 200
ATMOSP4ERE5,
GAll. CHI M . ITAL. VOL 639 821-32 (NOV 1933)
C.A. 280 3952-6
VISCOSITY (GAS) (287 K AND 1 TO 200 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE ( 18 VALUES ) ► GRAPHS EQUATIONS
385 NEEL9C.A. LEWIS9C.H.
INTERPOLATIONS OF IMPERFECT AIR THERMODYNAMIC BATA. I. AT
CONSTANT ENTROPY.
ARNOLD ENGo DEVELOP. CENTER ► ARNOLD AF STATION ► TENN.^ RE PT 9 NO-
AEDC-TOR-64-183 (SEPT 1 964) CONTR9 NO. AF 40(600)-10009 29B PP
DOC AD 605 471
DENSITY. ENT HALPY ► ENTROPY ► COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR ► VELO CI TY OF
SOUND (GAS) (200 TO 15000 K AND 0900901 TO 10000 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE (609000 VALUES)
386 NELSONoLoC.
GENERALIZED PVT PROPERTIES OF GASES.
NORTkiHr—STERN UNIV99 EVANSTON9 IL)_99 PH. D. THESIS (JUN 1954)
AVAIL. UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS ► ANN ARBORS MICH.. ORDER NO. 9262
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR ( GAS) (132 TO 2640 K AND S5 TO 900 ATM) ►
CRITICAL TEMPE RATURE ► PRESSURE AND COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR ►
EQUATION OF STATE
CALCULATION - TABLE (65 VALUES) ► GRAPHS ► EQUATIONS
387 NELSON ► L•C.	 OBERTo E.F9
HOW TO USE THE NEW GENERALIZED COMPRESSIBILITY CHARTS,
CHEM, ENG. VOL ; lo N0. 79 203 -8 (JUL 1954)
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS)(132 TO 1 980 K AND i TO 1480 ATM) ►
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE





GENERALIZED PVT PROPERTIES OF GASES.
.TRANS. AM- SQC, MECH. ENGRS. VOL. 769 1057-66 (1954)
C.A. 48v 15307-8
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS) (132 TO 2000 K AND 1 TO 1480 ATM)
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
CORRELATION - GRAPHS
389 NESSELMANN9K,
UB_R DIE SPEZIFISCHE•-WARME VON LUFT,***THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR.
Z. TECH. PHYR. VOL 69 NO. 49 151-3'(1925)
C.A. 199 32bJ-6
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)(194 TO 523 K AND 50 TO
200 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE (19 VALUES)9 EQUATIONS
NEUMANN99-
DIE SPEZIFISCHEN WARMEN DER SASE FUR FEUERUNGSTECHNISCHE
BERECH4UNGEN.**4THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASES FOR TECHNICAL
HEATING CALCULATIONS.
Z. ANGELA. CHEM- VOL 32 9
 141-6 (1919)
C.A. 149 14-3
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)1273 TO 3373 K)
REVIEW - TABLE (30 VALUES)
N6MANv8a0.
PHYSICAL-PROPERTIES OF HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.v SCHENECTADY@ N9Y.9 PROJECT GENIE REPT.
GI . 401 (NOV 1 947) 37 PP
P-V
-T DATA9 VISCOSIT y 9 SPECIFIC HEAT (P a CONSTANT19 THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY9''PRANDTL°NUMBER (GAS) (25 8 TO 863 K-=AND 10 ATM)
COMPILATION - T ABLE (60 VALUES)
392 NICKLINvA.W.
THE THERMAL PROPERTIES OF CARBON DIOXIDE• NITRmGENv AIRS
HYDR03EN AND HELIUM.
ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH ESTABL. (G7. BRIT.) TN-36 (1956)
U.K..P,.E.A. (ENG.) RDB(R) (DEC 1954) 71, 0 PP
VISCOSITY9 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY9 SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT)
(273 TO 873 K AND 1 ATM)
CORRELATION - GRAPHS
393 NORTONvG.A,
VELOCITY OF HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND IN SMALL TUBES.
J+ ACOUST. SOC. AM. VOL-79 1,6-26 (JUG 1935)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(293 K)







THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND PRANDTL NUMBER OF CARAON f1I0XI'DE
AND CARBON DIOXIDE AIR MIXTURES ATONE ATMOSPHERE.
J. HEAT TRANSFER VOL 839 12S-33 (19611
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY+ PRANDTL NUMBERS VISCOSIT Y (GAS) (2OO TO
1500 K1
CALCULATION - GRAPHSr EQUATIONS
395 OCCHIALINIrA.
DIE DIELEKTRIZITATSKONSTANTE DER LUFT IN IHR ER BEZIEHUNG LU IHRER
GICHTE.** «THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF AIR AND ITS RELATION TO
DENSITY-
PHYSIK. Z. VOL 69 Nos 20v 669-72 (1905)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)(284 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (9 VALUES)+ APPARATUS
396 OCCHIALINI9A.	 BODAREUrE.
THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF AIR Up TO 350 ATMOSPHERES,
ANN, PHYSIK VOL 429 67-93 (1913)
C.A. Be 611-3
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT+ DENSITY (GAS) (787 TO 293 K AND 64 TO
334 ATM)




LA COSTANTE DIELETTRICA DELL ARIA F IND A 200 ATMOSFERE.***THE
<	 DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF PURE AIR AT 260 ATMOSPHERES,
NUOVO CIMENTO VOL 59 15-40 (1913)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (290 TO 293 K AND 200 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (42 VALUES)+-EQUATI-ON9 APPARATUS
t	 398 OELSEN9W.
ZUR THERMODYNAMISCHEN ANALYSED IX. EIN LUFT-ODE R GASKALOHI-
METER+***TMERMODYNAMIC,ANALYSIS IX- AN AIR OR b AS CALORIMETER.
ARCH- EISENHUTTENW * VOL 28v NO * it 1-6 (JAN 1957)
C,A. 519 6233-H
ENTHALPY (GAS) (373 TO 1473 K)
EXPERIMENTAL GRAPH♦ APPARATUS
399 OISHI9J9
0 DEGREES AND 100 DEGREES ISOTHERMS OF HELIUM+ MYDROOEN• NEON+
ARGONr AI'R AND CARBON DIOXIDE AT PRESSURES BELOW 2 ATMOSPHERES
AND ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE OF 0 DEGREES Co
J;e SCI. RESEARCH INST. (TOKYO) VOL 439 22-33 (JUN 1949)
C.A. 439 8772-D
P-V-T DATA (GAS) (273 AND 373 K ANQ 0-867 TO 0-881 M HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (9 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS. APPARATUS
400 OISHI9J•
0 DEGREES C AND 100 DEGREES C ISOTHERMS OF HELIUM• HYDROGEN.
NEON• aRGON9 AIR$ AND CARBON DIOXIDE AT PRESSURE BELOW 2 A T M •*e
BULL, INST, PHYS• CHEM * RESEARCH (TOKYO) VOL 219 1119-33 (1942)
(IN JAPANESE)
P-V-T DATA (GAS) (273 TO 373 K AND 0e8 M HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES
401 OLZEWSKI9 Re
TEMPERATURE ET PRESSION CRITIQUE DE L AIR, RELATION ENTR E LA
TEMPERATURE DE L AIR ET LA PRESSION DE L EVAPORATION.
TEMPERATURE AND CRITICAL PRESSURE OF AIR, RELATION BETWEEN
TEMPERATURE AND EVAPORATION PRESSURE OF AIR*
COMPTe REND, VOL 999 184-6 (1884)
VAPOR PRESSURE (LIQUID) (82 TO 133 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (9 VALUES)
402 OLSZEWSKI9K,
TEMPERATURE OF INVERSION OF THE JOULE-KELVIN EFFECT FOR AIH AND
NITROGEN,
PH IL. MAO * VOL 139 722-4 (1907)
C.A. 1. 2526 -7
JOULE-KELVIN E FFECT (397 TO 532 K AND 1 TO 160,pATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)+ GRAPH
403 OPLADEN9Me
DIE ABHANGIGKEIT
ZWISCHEN 1 UND 1
TION OF GASES ON
is PHYSe VOL 429
_-	 CeAt 219 2217-7
DES BRECHUNO OPONENTEN DER CASE VOM DRUCK
J ATMe 99peTHE DEPENDENCE OF THE INDEX OF REFRAC-
PRESSURE BETWEEN 1 AND 10 ATMOSPHFRES9
160-71 (1927)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(290 K)
EXPERIMENTAL. - ONE TABULAR VALUE* APPARATUS
404 ORLICEK9AeFe
DIE SPEZIFISCHE WARME VON GASES UND DAMPFEN, THE SPECIFI C HEAT
OF GASES AND VAPORS@
MITT, CMEMe FORSCHUNGSINSTS• WIRTSCH, OSTERR *
 VOL, 79 NO * 4 9 82-3
(1953)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P a CONSTe) (GAS) (273 TO 1773 K)
CORRELATION --NOMOGRAM
405 OSTERTAG9P,`
DIE ENTROPIETAFE'L FUR LUFT UND IHRE VERWENDUNG ZUR BERECHNVNG
DER KOLBEN- UND TURBO-KOMPRESSORENe***THE ENTROPY TABLE_ FO R
-
 AIR
AND ITS USE IN CALCULATING PISTON- AND TURBO-COMPRESSORS•
JULIUS SPRINGER, BERLIN (1930)
ENTROPY9'ENTHALPY9 P-V
	
DATA+ EQUATION OF STATE (GAS)
(173 TO 523 K AND / TO 800 ATM)







OPTICAL REFRACTIVE INDEX OF AIR. DEPENDENCE ON PRESSURES
TEMPERATURE AND COMPOSITION.
A PPL, O PT. VOL 69 N0. It 51-9 (JAN 1967)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (288 TO 318 K)
REVIEW - TABLES+ EQUATIONS
407 PACE#N,
I CALORI SPECIFI C I DI ALCUNI GAS ALLE ALTE TEMPERATURE.
SPECIFIC HEATS OF SOME GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES.
TERMOTECNICA VOL 4 9 345-8 (1950)
C.A. 4E# 2360-E
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)(400 TO 5000 K)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS• GRAPHS
408 PARTINGTON9J.R.
THE RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF AIR AND OF CARBMN DIOXIDE.
PROC. ROY. SOC. SER. A VOL 1009 27-49 (1921)
C.A. 161 191-7
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS)(290 K AND 1 ATM)# CRITICAL
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
EXPERIMENTAL - THREE T gBUL A R VALUES
409 PARTINGTON#J.R.	 SHILLING9W.G.
THE VARIATION OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR WITH TEMPERATURE.
TRANS. FARADAY SOC. VOL 489 386-93 (1923)
C.A. 179 1182-4
SPECIFIC HEAT( P=CONSTANT# V=CONSTANT)# SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO
(GAS)(28 8 TO 10.73 K)
EXPER3MENTAL --TABLE -(=27 VALUES)+ EQUATION-9 GRAPH-# APPARATUS
410 PARTINGTON9J.R. SHTLLING9W.G.
THE SPECI F IC HEATS OF GASES,
D. VAN NOSTRAND C0.9 NEW YORK (192 4 ) 252 P.
SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANTS V = CONSTANT)# SPECIFIC HE AT RATIO
(GAS) ( 92 TO 2272-,K AND 1 TO 200 ATM)# VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)
(92 TO 293 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (110 VALUES)# GRAPHS 9 EGUATIONS9 APPARATUS
411 PAWLOWITSCH#A.
TEMPERATUR-ENTRDP IE- UND ENTHALPTE-ENTROP IE-SCkAUBILOER F UR LUFT
UND VERBRENNUNGSGAS BEI NIED R IGEN DRUCKE N UNTER BERUCKSICHTIGUNG
DER TEMPERATURAS HANGI GEN SPEZIFISCHEN WARME.uasTEMPERATURE-
ENTROPY AND ENTHALPY-ENTROPY DIAGRAM rOR AIR AND COMBUSTION GAS
AT LOW PRESSURES AND THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SPECIFI C HEAT.
WISS, Z• TEC H . HOCHSCH9 VOL 99 1409 19 03-6 (1959/60)
SPECIFIC HEgT (P=CONSTANT)(G AS)( 273 TO 2273 K AND 0 ATM),
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH# EQUATIONS
82
412 PENNIN69F.Me
ISOTHERMES DE SUBSTANCES DIATOMIQUES ET DE LEURS MELANGES
BiNAYRESe XXIV. ISOCHORES DE L AIR ET DE QUELQUES AUTRES GAZ.epd
ISOTHERMS OF DIATOMIC SUBSTANCES AND THEIR BINARY MIXTURES;
XXIV. ISOCHORES OF AIR AND SEVERAL OTHER GASES,
COMMUNS, PHYS, LAB, UNIVe LEIDEN NO. 166 (1923)
REPRINTED FROM ARCHe NEERLAND SCI* SER, IllA9 VOL 7 9 172-206
(1923)
P-V-T DATA (GAS)(128 TO 293 K AND i TO 100 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (84 VALUES)• GRAPHS
413 PERARD*Ae
INDICE DE REFRACTION DE L AIR+ DAMS LE SPECTRE VI S IBLE. E;NTRE
0 DEGREES ET 100 DEGREES9 0 00 INDEX OF REFRACTION OF AIR AND THE
V ISIBLE SPECTRUM BETWEEN 0 DEGREES AND'100 DEGREES,
C. R. ACAD. SCI.• PARIS VOL 1809 4951 (192S)
C*A. 199 1809-8
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(273 TO 373 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - EQUATIONS
414 'PERREAU9M.F'.
ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DE LA DISPERSION ET DE LA REFRACTION DLS
GAZ.«e*EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE DISPERSION ANn REFRACTION OF
GASES.
ANN. CHIM9 PHYS, VOL 79 289-348 (1896)




MC ` GRAWHILL BOOK 0099 I'NC99
-
NEW YORK (1950) PP. 2039 2049 2071
250
ENTHALPY9 ENTROPY (SAT. LIQUID+ SAT. VAPOR)+ DEW AND BUBBLE
POINT PRESSURES (78 TO 130 K)9 ENTROPY9 ENTHALPY (GAS)(90 TO
277 K AND 1 TO 220 ATM)+ JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT (123 TO 53_3 K AND
1 TO 220 ATM)+ COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (273 Tn 473 K AND 1 TO
100 ATM)+ CRITICAL TEMPERATURE* PRESSURE AND DENSITY




MC GRAW +BILL BOOK CO.e INCe9 NEW YORK (1963) PPe 3-989 3-Q19
3-147 TO 3-1509 17-28
JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT (123 TO 523 AND 1 TO 206 ATIM1 9 SPECIFIC
HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)(123 TO 373 K AND 1 TO 100 ATM)* SPECIFIC
HEAT RATIO (GAS)(155 TO 1198 K AND 1 TO 100 ATM)* DEW AND
BUBBLE POINT TEMPERATURES9 ENTROPY9 ENTHALPY (SATe_LIQUID9
SAT * VAPOR)(78 TD 130 K)9 ENTHALPYi ENTROPY 9 COMPRESSIBILITY
FACTOR (GAS)(100 TO 15000 K AND 0.01 TO 100 ATM)+ SPECIFIC
V'OLUME(GAS)(273 K AND 0.001 TO 1 MM HG)





COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR DETERMINATIONS FROM PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
ALONE.
PENNSYLVANIA UNIV.. PHILADEL PHIA. THERMODYNAMICS RESEARCH LAB.9
TECH. KEPT. (JUN 1950) CONTR. N60NR-24907 26 PP
ODC ATI 78 413
SECOND AND THIRD VIRIAL COEFFICIENT (GAS)(363 TO 323 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (5 VALUES)1 GRAPH• APPARATUS
418 PI'CKERINGsS.F.
A REVIEW OF THE CRITICAL CONSTANTS OF VARIOUS GASES.
J. PHYS. CHEM. VOL 289 97-124 (1924). ALSO IN SCI. PAPERS NATL.
BUR, STD. NO. 5419 597-629 (1926)
C.A. 19r 140?-1
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE* PRESSURE• AND DENSITY
REVIEW - TABLE (16 VALUES)
419 PICKERING.S.F.
COMPRESSIBILITIES OF GASES.
NATL, BUR. STANDARDS MISC, PURL. NO. 71 (NOV 1925)
C.A. 200 853-4
P-V-T DATA (GAS) (273 TO 473 K AND 0 TO 180 ATM)
COMPILATION - GRAPH+ DATA FROM REFERENCES 10. 2469 413
420 PICKERING# S.F.
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TEMPERATURES. PRESSURES9 AND DENSITIES OF
GASES,
NATL. BUR. STD. CIRC NO. 279 (DEC 1925)
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS)(273 TO 473 K AND 0 TO 100 ATM).
CRITICAL`TEMPERATUREs PRESSURE# AND DENSITY
REVIEW - GRAPH9 TABLE (3 VALUES)
r	 - EXTENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY ON P —V-T PROPERTIES OF GASES
421 PICKERINGoS.F.
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE RELATI NG TO THE CRITICAL CONSTANTS OF
VARIOUS GASES,
NATL. BUR.STANDARDS SCI. PAPERS VOL 21+ N0, 5419 597-629 (1926)
C.A. 2Tr 1036-2
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE t PRESSURE AND DENSITY
REVIEW - TABLE (16 VALUES)
422 PICKERING+ S.F.
P-V-T RELATIONS IN THE GASEOUS STATE FOR SUBSTANCES WHICH ARE
GASES AT'0 DEGREES AND 1 ATMOSPHERE.
INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL TABLES VOL 3. 3.16 (1928)
P—V -T DATA (GAS)(273 TO 473 K AND I TO 3000 ATM)
REFERENCE BOOK - TABLES (350 VALUES). EQUATIONS
423 PIELEMEIERrW.H+
THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR.
J. ACCOUST. SOC. AM. VOL 10i 313-7 (1939)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 K AND 2 TO 32 MM HG)




MEASUREMENT OF THE VISCOSITY OF GASES AT ELEVATED PRESSURE S BY
THE OSCILLATING DISC VISCOMETER.
UNIV, OF LONDON+ PH, D. THESIS (1951) 155 PP.
VISCOSITY (GAS)(291 TO 295 K AND 14 TO 1001 PSIA)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (26 VALUES)+ GRAPH9 EQUATIONS+ APPARATUS
425 PINKUS90.
THE DYNAMICS OF REAL AIR FROM SUBCRITICAL TEMPERATURES TO 1500
DEGREES K.
d. APPL. MECH. VOL 33. 662-7 (1966)
C.A. 659 19365-8
EQUATION Off' STATES ISOTH'RMAL EXPANSIONS POLYTROPIC EXPANSION+
ISENTROPIC EXPANSIONS INTERNAL ENERGY+ ENTHAI„PY9 ENTROPY
(GAS) (132 TO 1500 K)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS+ GRAPHS
426 POHRTrG.
BEITRAG ZUR KENNTNIS DER DIELEKTRIZITATSKONSTANTEN VON DAMPF_EN,
NM°CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEDGE TO DIFLECTRIC CONSTANTS<'OF
VAPORS.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 429 569-84 (1913)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR tiALUE+ APPARATUS
427 POSEJPAL9V.
USER DIE ABHANGIGKEIT DER REFRAKTION DER GASE VOM ORUCKE UNTER-
RALB E2NE R ATMOS PHARE. I.*°°DE PENDENCE OF REFRACTION OF SA_SES ON
PRESSURE BELOW ONE ATMOSPHERE. I.
ANN. 'PHYS. VOL 539 629-46 (1918)
CIAF 12r 2149-4
INDEX OF"REFRACTION (GAS)(290 K AND 0 TO 760 MM MG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (9 VALUES)9 EQUATIONS
428 POTTERSJ.H,
A THROTTLING CAPILLARY FOR
_ASME WINTER ANNUAL MEETING
YORK (DEC 1-59 1968) PAPER
JOULE-T HOMSON EFFECT (28
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (12
JOULE-THOMSON MEASUREMENTS.
AND ENERGY SYSTEMS F_XPOSITION9 NEW
NO. ASME 68-WA/PID-8 4 PP





INVESTIGATION OF SOLID MIXTURES OXYGEN-NITRC'GEN.
ACTA PHYSICOCHIM (USSR) VOL. 119 783-96 (1939)
SOLID-SOLID PHASE TRANSITION (26.3 TO 44.2 K)9 MELTING RANGE
(50 TO 60 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (31 VALUES) @ GRAPH
- OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES WITH CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN FROM
0 TO 100 PERCENT
t429 QUARDER98.
UBER LICHTBRECHUNG IN GASEN IM SPEKTRALBEREICH VON 5782 BIS
. 2442 A-E.	 THE REFRACTION OF LIGHT IN GASES IN THE SPECTRAL
REGION FROM 5782 TO 2442 ANGSTROMS,
ANN. PHYSIK VOL. 749 255-74	 (OCT 1424)
INDEX OF REFRACTION	 (GAS)	 (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE	 (11 VALUESI9 EQUATION
430 QUIGLEY9T.H.
AN EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN DRY CO2












(92 TO 259 K)




UEBER DIE ZAHIGKEIT VON GASEN UND GASGEMISCHEN SOWIE IHRE
ABHANGIGKEIT VON DER TEMPERATUR.	 ***THE VISCOSITY OF GASES AND
GAS MIXTURES AND ITS DEPENDE NCE ON TEMPERATURE-
WAERME VOL 609 N0. 389 620-4	 (SEP 1937)
C.A.	 329	 6518-8
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (273 TO 1273 K)
CALCULATION - TABLES	 (26 VALUES19 GRAPH# EQUATION
432 RANDALL9R.E,
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR. TABLES ANO GRAPHS DERIVED FROM
THE BEATTIE-BRIDGEMANN EQUATION OF STATE ASSUMING VARIABLE
SPECIFIC HEATS.
ARNOLD ENG, DEVELOP. CENTERS TENN# REPT. NO- TR-57-8	 (AUG 1957)
CONTR. AF 40(600)-7009 SUP. 6('58-1)
DOC A0 135 331
SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT, V 4 CONSTANTI# SPECIFIC HEAT
RAT109 DENSITY9 VELOCITY OF SOUNDS ENTHALPY 	 ENTROPY, EQ-ATION
OF STATE (GAS)
CALCULATION - TABLES	 (11000 VALUES)# GRAPHS: EQUATIONS
433 :'R+ANK9 D. H.
THE INDEX OF REFRACTION OF AIR.
ADVANCES IN SPECTROSCOPY VOL 19 76-78 (19591
C.A.	 549	 7335-E
INDEX OF REFRACTION	 (GAS)	 (285 TO 304 K AND 100 TO 800 MM HG)
REVIEW - EQUATIONS
434 RANK'INE9 A •O'. 	 -
USER DIE VISKOSIT A T DER GASP DER ARGON-FR.UPPE,***VISCOSITY OF
GASES OF THE ARGON GROUP.
PHYSIK. Z. VOL 119 497-502	 (1910)
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (283 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE# APPARATUS
85
43. 5 RANKINE# A.O.
VISCOSITIES OF THE GASES OF THE ARGON GROUP,
PROC, ROY. SOC. LONDON (A) VOL 839 516-25 (1910)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(283 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES EQUATIONS• APPARATUS
436 RANKINE9A-O.
USER DIE ANDERUNG DER INNEREN REIBUNG DER GASE DER ARGONGRUPPE
MIT DER TEMPERATUR,***ON THE VARIATION WITH TEMPERATURE OF THE
VISCOSITIES OF THE GASES OF THE ARGON GROUP.
PHYSIK. Z- VOL 119 745-52 (1910)
C.A. 4. 3155-7
VISCOSITY (GAS) (289 AND 372 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (2 VALUES)
437 RANKINE• A.O.
THE VARIATION WITH TEMPERATURE OF THE VISCOSITY OF THE GASES
OF THE ARGON GROUP.
PROC- ROY. SOC- LONDON (A) VOL 849 181-92 (1910)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(289 AND 373 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES• EQUATION
438 RANKINE9A.O.
ON A METHOD OF DETERMINING THE VISCOSITY OF GASES• ESPECIALLY
THOSE AVAILABLE ONLY IN SMALL QUANTITIES-
PROC. ROY. SOC. (LONDON) VOL A839 265-76 (NOV X909)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (284 TO 292 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH• TABLE (3 VALUES)
439 RANKINE9-A.O.
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE VISCOSI TY OF AIR-
PROC. ROY- SOC. SER. A VOL 1119 219-23 (1926)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(288 TO 1275 K)
DISCUSSION OF ACCURACY OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK OF WILLIAMS!F.A.
IN PROC- ROY- SOC. SER. At VOL 1109 141-67 (1926)
440 RANKINE9A.O.
COMMENTS ON THE PAPER BY SHILLING AND LAXTON ON THE EFFEC T OF
TEMPERATURE ON THE VISCOSITY OF AIR.
PHIL. HAG. VOL 119 NO, 689 225-7 (JAN 1931)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(296 TO 1120 K)
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF SHILLINGtW.G, AND
LAXTON9A.E- IN PHIL. MAG. VOL 109 721-33 (1930)
441 RAPP9I.M.
THE FLOW OF AIR THROUGH CAPILLAR Y TUBES.
PH-IS. REV. VOL 29 NO. 59 363-82 (1913)
!i
VISCOSITY (GAS) (299'`x)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE+ EQUATION
86
442 REID9C.D.
SOME INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE VELOCITY OF SOUND AT ULTRA-SONIC
FREQUENCIES USING QUARTZ OSCILLATORS.
PHYS. REV- VOL 359 814-31 (1930)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (293 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (3 VALUES)
443 RENTSCHLER9H-C-
A NEW METHOD FOR MEASURING THE INDEX OF REFRACTION OF A GAS FOR
DIFFERENT LIGHT WAVES AND RESULTS OBTAINED FOR SEVERAL GASES.
ASTROPMYS9 J. VOL 289 345-59 (DEC 1908)
C_._A. 39 509-9
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (273 AND 294 K AND 12 TO 76 CM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (10 VALUES) . EQUATION
444 RIBAUO93.	 VASILESCO9V•
VISCOSITE DES GAZ AUX TEMPERATU RES ELEVEES * 000VISCOSITV OF GASES
AT HIGH TEMPERATURES.
COMPT. RENDS VOL 2089 1884-6 (1939)
CsA. 339 6103-8
VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 TO 1493 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - EQUATION
445 RICHARDSON9H.P. GORDON9J.L. ET AL
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SELECTED GASES BELOW 300 DEGREES K.
Us S. BUR. MINES9 HELIUM RES- CENTERS AMARILLO. TEX-9 INTERN.
REPT- NO * 34 (JUL 1963) 1 VOL9 PROD. NO. 3647
VISCOSITY (GAS) (90 TO 300 K)9 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS_) (80
TO 400 K)9 SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT) (LIOUIO) (80 TO 125 K)9
SPECIFI C HEAT (P = CONSTANT9 V--= CONSTANT)-=(GAS) (90 TO 300 K
AND I TO 30 ATM). COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS) (90 TO 203 K
AND 0001 TO 100 ATM)* DEW POINT AND BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE
(78 TO 132 K)9 DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (297 TO 293 K)
COMPILATION - TABLES 1400 VALUES)
446 RIEGGER9H-
UBER DIE TEMPERATURABHA'NGISKEIT DER DIELEKTRIZITATSKONSTANTEN
VON GASEN-** p THE DEPENDENCE OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF
GASES UPON T HE TEMPERATURE.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL. 599 753-60 (1919)
C9A. 14 ► 877-3
DIELECT R IC CONSTANT (GAS) (88 AND 290 K AND 760 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (4 VALUES)
447 RIGDENtP*J.
VISCOSITY OF AIR.
NATURE VOL 1419 82 (1938)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(290 AND 296 K)






VISCOSITY OF AIRS OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN.
PHIL• MAG. VOL 250 961-81 (1938)
C.A. 329 6919-8
VISCOSITY (GAS) (289 TO 292 K)
EXPERIMENT AL - TABLES (32 VALUES)+ APPARATUS
449 RIMPELVOG•	 MEFFERTOA.
NAEHERUNGSPOLYNOME FUER KALORISCHE ZUSTANSGORESSEN VERSCHIEDENER
GASE,** O APPROXIMATI ON POLYNOMIALS FOR CALORIC VARIABLES OF STATE
OF VARIOUS GASES-
DEUTSCHE VERSUCHSANSTALT FUER LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT9 PORZO WEST
GERMANY, INSTITUT FUER LUFTSTRAHLANTRIE BEO REPT. NO. OLR-FB-68-
190 DVL-735 (MAR 1968) 65 PP
NASA 468-24190
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT). ENTHALPY, ENTROPY (InEAL GAS)
(100 TO 3200 K)
CALCULATION - TABLE (96 VALUES)@ EQUATIONS
450 RIVKIN95.L.
HEAT DIAGRAM FOR A I R AND COMBUSTION PRODUCTS OF FUELS,
IZVEST. VSESOYUZ• TEPLOTEKH. INSTO VOL 210 N09 90 1-11 (1952)
(IN RUSSIAN)
C.A. 480 3005-H
INTERNAL ENERGY, ENTROPY, ENTHAL PY (GAS)(223"/ TO 1773 K)
CALCULATION - TABLE (45 VALUES)@ EQUATIONS,'
451 ROESUCKOJ•R.
THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT IN AIR.
PROC. AMv ACAD. ARTS+ SCI. VOL 609 537-96 (OCT 1925)
COA. 219 °B51-4
JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT (292 TO 298 K AND 1 TO 216 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (90 VALUES)+ GRAPHS• EQUATIONS
452 ROEBUCKOJ.R.
THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT IN AIR. SECOND PAPER,
PROC. AM, ACAD. ARTS SCI. VOL. 649 287-334 (1930)
C.A. 259 5807-5
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT (123 TO 298 K AND 1`  TO 220 ATM)9
SPECIFI C HEAT (P = CONSTANT) (GAS) (173 TO 553 K AND I TO
220 ATM), JOULE COEFFICIFNTO SPECIFIC VOLUME, COEFFICIENT OF
EXPANSION ( G A S ) (173 TO 413 K AND 1 TO 186 ATM)
I. EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (306 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS• GRAPHS
453 ROEBUCk9J.R.
THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT IN AIR.
PROC. NAIL. ACAD • SCI. VOL 129 55 08 (1926)4
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT• SPECIFIC HEAT (P r CONSTANT) (273 TO
553 K AND 1 TO 220 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE 1123 VALUES)
f
454 ROEBUCK9J.R.	 OSTERBERG9H,
THE JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT IN HELIUM.
PHYS. REV. VOL 439 60-69 (NOV 1933)





INSTALL A TION FOR DETERMINING GAS COMPRESSIBILITY AT LOW
TEMPERATURES,
2HUR. FIZ. KHIM. VOL 349 N0. 99 1932-37 (SEP 1960 (IN RUSSIAN)
SPECIFIC VOLUME (GAS) (173 TO 273 K AND 24 TO 109 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (23 VALUES)
456 ROGOVAYAoI.A. KAGANER9M.G.
DETERMINATION OF THE COMPRESSIBILITY';' GASES UP TO 200 ATMS
BETWEEN 0 DEGREE'S AND -200 DEGREES Co
RUSS, J• PHYS. CHEM, VOL9 34. 917-19 (1960)
	
(TRANS OF ZH9 FIZ.
KHIM. VOL 349 1933-7 (1960)
C.A. 559 11005-H
P—V-T DATA (GAS) (173 TO 273 K AND 27 TO 109 ATM)
E	 EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (23 VALUES)+ APPARATUS
457 ROHMANN9H9
MESSUNG VON KAPAZITATSANDERUNGEN MIT SCHNELLEN SCHWINGUNGEN9
ANGEWANDT AUF DIE VERGLEICHUNG DER DIELEKTRIZITATSKONSTANTEN
VON GASEN. MEASUREMENTS OF CAPACITY CHANGE W ITH SHORT
PULSATIONS. APPLIED TO THE COMPARISON OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
IN GASES,
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 349 979-1002 (1911)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K AND I ATM)
` -°ONE TABULAR VALUES APPARATUSEXPERIMENTAL
	 -
458 RONTGEN9W9C.
BESTIMMUNG DES VERHALTNISSES DER SPECIFISCHEN WARME BEI CONSTAN-
TEM DRUCK ZU DERJENIGEN BEI CONSTANTEM VOLUMEN FUR EINIGE RASE.
*p*DETERMINATION OF THE RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT
PRESSURE TO THAT AT CONSTANT VOLUME FOR SEVERAL GASES.
POGG, ANN. VOL 148 9 58 0 -624 (1873)
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS) (291 K AND 742 TO 746 MM HG)




THE CALORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF THE INTRINSIC ENERGY OF GASES
AS A FUNCTION OF THE PRESSURE. DATA ON OXYGEN AND ITS MYxT_U_RES
WITH CA RBON DIOXIDE TO 40 ATM. AT 28 DEGREES.
J• RESEARCH NATL 9 BUR. STANDARDS VOL 9 9 733-47 (1932) RP 5039
INTERNAL ENERGY (GAS) (300 TO 304 K AND 0.98 TO 1 ATM)




THERMAL C ONDUCTIVIT Y OF GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES,
U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMM. UCRL 23399 8 -115 (1953)
C -OA, 489 13308-E
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (OAS)(305 TO 328 K AND 3 TO 760 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (20 VALUES)@ GRAPH
46_1 RUDENKO9N.S-
THE VISCOSITY OF LIQUID OXYGEN@ NITROGEN@ METHANE9 ETHYLEN E AND
AIR.
ZM- EKSPERIM- I'TEOR. FIZ. VOL 99 1078 -80
 (1939)
(TRANSL- BY REDSTONE ARSENAL9 ALA99 NO. 32-629 AUG 1962)
(TRANSL- AVAIL- OTS NO. 62-32586)
C.A. 359 14-7
VISCOSITY (LIQUID) (90 TO 126 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (5 VALUES)@ GRAPHe APPARATUS
46_2 RUSHTON9J-H.
LOW PRESSURE LIQUEFACTION OF AIR.
REFRIG•9 ENG- V O L 549 24-99 629 64@ 66 119471
ENTROPY9 ENTHALPY (LIQUIDS OAS) (78 TO 136 K AND 1 TC 24 ATM)
REVIEW - GRAPH
463 SAITO+S-
MEASUREMENT AT 99000 MC OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF AIR
CONTAINING VARIOUS QUANTITIES OF WATER VAPOR.
PROC. I' R E VOL 439 1009 (1955)	 -
DIELECTR IC CONSTANT (GAS)(273 K AND l ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE FOR DRY AIR
A GRAPH SHOWS THE EFFECT OF WATER VAPOR ON DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
46_4 SAKSENA9M.-P. 	SAXENA9S.C.
MEASUREMENT OF TMERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES USING THERMAL
DIFFUSION COLUMNS-
PHYS. FLUIDS VOL 99 ND, 89 1595-9 (AUG 1966)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (283 TO 413 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES l6 VALUES19 GRAPH
465 SALCEANU9C.	 BOJIN9S9
SUR LA CONDUCTIBILITE THERMIOUE DES GAZ £T DES V4PEURS.**wON THE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES AND VAPORS.
COMPT- REND. VOL 2439 NO. 39 237-39 (JUL 1956)
THE 	 CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (303 K)"
EXPERIMENTAL . ONE TABULAR VALUE9 APPARATUS
466 SALTZMANvB-E•
GENERALIZED THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIESOF DIATOMIC AND TRIA!OM.IC
GASES.
IND. ENG. CHEM. VOL 509 1593-6 (1958).







THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF POLYATOMIC GASES AND RELAXATION
PHENOMENA.




THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 (GAS)	 (300 TO 1300 K)
THEORETICAL - TABLE 	 (11 VALUES) ? 9 EQUATIONS
468 SCALARS.	 BAULKNIGHTgC•W.
TRANSPORT AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES IN A HYPERSONIC LAMINAR
BOUNDARY LAYER,	 PART I. PROPERTIES OF THE PURE SPECIES•
JET PROPULSION VOL 299 39x45 (1959)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P o CONSTANT)9 ENTHALPY9 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
(GAS)	 (277	 TO 8888 K)
CALCULATION - GRAPHS9 EQUATIONS9 TABLES OF "OEFFICIENTS
469 SCHAMES9L.
EINE EINFACHE WERBESSERUNG DES GESETZES VON DEN USEREINSTIMMENDEN
F ZUSTANDEN****A SIMPLE IMPROVEMENT OF THE LAW OF CORRESPONDING
STATES.
PHYSIK. Z. VOL 229 644.5	 (1921)
C.A. 169	 1344-8
CORRESPONDING STATES THEORY (GAS)
THEORETICAL - EQUATION9 GRAPH
470 SCHAMESOL•
OBER DEN DIREKTEN ZUSAMMENHANG VON ZUSTANDSOLEICHUNG UND
INNERER REIBUNG.***DIRECT RELATIONSHIP OF EQUATION OF STATE
AND INTERNAL FRICTION.
PHYSIK. Z. VOL 329	 16-20	 (1931)
C.A. 259 1130-7
6 EQUATION OF STATER V IRIAL COEFFICIENTS (GAS)	 (27`3 TO 473 K)
t THEORETICAL - EQUATION9 TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS
471 SCHEEL9K.
BESTIMMUNG DER B'RECHUNGSEXPONENTEN VON GASEN BEI ZIMMER-
F TEMPERATUR UND BEI DEV TEMPERATUR DER FLUSSIGAN LUFT.N•pDETER-
M;NATION OF THE INDEX OF REFRACTION OF OASES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
AND AT THE TEMPERATURE OF LIQUID AIR.
VERHANOL. DEUT. PHYSIK. GES. VOL 99 24.36 (1997)
INDEX OF REFRACTION ;GAS)	 (81 TO 289 K)
EXPERIMENTAL
	
TABLES (50 VALUES)9 GRAPH
472 SCHEEL'9K.	 HEUSE9W.
DIE SPEZ,LFISC_ME WARME VOM HELIUM UND EINIGEN ZWEIATOMIGEN
64SEN. 00 .THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF HELIUM AND CERTAIN DIATOMIC GASES@
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 409 473-92 (4913)
SPECIFI C HEAT	 (P = CONSTANTS V 0 CONSTANT)	 ((;AS)	 (90 TO 293 K)






DIE SPEZIFISCHE WARME DER LUFT 5EI ZIMMERTEMPERATURE UND BLI
TIEFEN TEMPERATUREN,**OTHE SPECIFIC HEAT C(P) AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE AND AT LOWER TEMPERATURES.
PHYSIK. Z- VOL 129 1074-76 (1912)
C.A. 6. 437-5
SPECIFIC HEAT ((P = CONSTANT) (90 TO 293 K AND 1 ATM*)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (3 VALUES)@ APPARATUS
474 SCHEEL:9 K -	 HEUS'E9W,
DIE SPEZIFISCHE WARME DER LUFT BEI ZIMMERTEMPERAT URE UND BLI
TIEFEN TEMPERATU REN."O THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE AND AT LOWER TEMPERATURES.
ANN, PHYSIK VOL 37. 79-95 (1912)
C.A, be 437-5
SPECI FIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT) (GAS) (90 TO 293 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (50 VALUES)
475 SCHELL;gR,W•
AIR AND OXYGEN SPECIFIC WEIGHT FACTOR DEVELOPMENT,
NAVAL SHTP ENGINEERING CENTERS PHILADELPHIA9 PAa9 KEPT. NQ!
NAVSECPHILADIV-A-813 (SEP 1966) 27 PP
P—V-T DATA (GAS) (273 TO 536 K AND 10 TO 3000 PSIA)
CALCULATION - TABLE (2200 VALUES)@ EQUATIONS
476 SCHLEGEL:9E.
EIN I9S-DIAGRAMM FUR LUFT SIS 300 AT ASS UND 500 DEGREES Co***
THE ENTHALPY-ENTROPY DIAGRAM FOR AIR, , UP TO 300 ATMOSPHERES AND
500 'TEGREES C.
FORSCH. GESIETE INGENIEURW, A VOL 39 297-302 (NOV-DEC 1932)
C.A. 279 5627-6
ENTHALPY9 ENTROPY (GAS)(273 TO 873 K AND 1 TD 30O ATM)
CALCULATION - GRAPH9 EQUATIONS
477 SCHMI'0T9A-F.	 SPURLOCK9B.H&9JR.
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FLUIDS.
TRANS. ASME VOL. 769 823-30 (JUL 1954)
THERMAL CONDUC TIVI TY (GAS) i323 TO 468 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (23 VALUES)@ GRAPH
477+ SCHMITT9 K.
USER DIE INNERE REIBUNG EINIGER GASE UND GASGEMISCHE BEI
VERSCHIEDENEN TEMPERATUREN. 	 VISCOSITY OF SEVERAL GASES AND
GAS MIXTURES AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES,
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 309 393"410 (19091
VISCOSITY (GAS)(177 T0. 456 K AND 75.2 TO 76.i CM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (10 VALUES)
iI
478 SCHNEIOER9E.
UBER DIE WARMELEITUNG VON LUFT UND WASSERSTOFF, CONCERNING
THE HEAT TRANSFER OF AIR AND HYDROGEN.
ANN. PHYSIK. VOL 799 NO. 39 177-203 (1926) ♦ CORRECTION IN
ANN, PHYSIK VOL 80. NO 4 9 215-16 (1926)
C.A. 209 3601-8
THERM AL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (2B0 TO 315 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (8 VALUES) # EOUATIONSo APPARATUS
479 SCHROCK9V.E,
THE STATUS OF TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF AIR.
CALIF. UNIV.9 LAWRENCE RAD, LAB•# LIVERMORE9 REPT._ NO. UC RL-
1052 (SEPT 1962) CONTR. NO.-W7405-ENG°489 29 PP
NASA 463-11178
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY+ VISCOSITY (GAS)
REVIE W OF METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS
480 SCHULZE9F-A.	 RATHJEN9H.
DAS VERHALTNIS DER.SPEcIFISCHEN WARMEN K EQUALS CP/CV VON
STICKSTOFF. „pa THE RATIO OF HEAT CAPACITIES (K EQUALS CP/CV)
OF NITROGEN.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 499 457-69 (1916)
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (C(P)/C(V)) (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE9 EQUATIONS
481 SCHWARZE9 W.
USER DIE WARMELEITUNG VON ARGON U. HELIUM.	 CONCERNING T HE HEAT
CONDUCTION OF ARGON AND HELIUM-
PHYSIK. Z. VOL 39 229 (1903)
TFIERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ('GAS) '('273 K)




OBER DIE WARMELEITUNG DES ARGONS. CONCERNING THE HEAT CONDUCTION
OF ARGON,
PHYSIK. Z. VOL 39 264 (1902)
THERM AL CONDUCTIVI TY (GAS) (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
483 SCHWARZ'E# W.
BESTIMMUNG DER WARMELEITUNGSFAHIGKEIT VON ARGON UND HELIUM NACH
DER METHODE VC'y=SCHLEIERMACHER. DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF ARGON AND HELIUM BY THE METHOD OF SCHLEIEKMACMER.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 11# 303-30 (1903)
THERMAL CONDUC T IVI T Y (GAS) (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
484 SCOTT# R.B.
CRYOGENIC ENGINEERING.
D.. VAN NOSTRAND CO. INC.r PRINCETON+ N.J. (19S9) 362 P
THERMAL CONDUC T IVI TY WAS)(80 TO 300 K AND 1 ATM)+ VISCOSITY
(GAS)(100 TO 300 K AND 1 ATM)9 VISCOSITY (LIOUID)(90 TO 126 K)9
ENTROPY• ENTHALPY (GAS)(78 TO 340 K AND 1 TO 1100 ATM)
REFERENCE BOOK - TABLES (40 VALUES)• GRAPHS
93
485 SEARLE. G.F.C.
A METHOD OF DETERMINING VISCOSITY OF AIR,




EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
48. 6 SELIGMANN#A.
OBER EINE ZUSTANDSGLEICHUNG UND THERMODYNAMISCHE SCHAUBILUL R DER
LOFT TUR TIEFE TEMPERATUREN.***AN EQUATION OF STATE AND
THERMODYNAMIC DIAGRAM FOR AIR AT LOW TEMPERATURES.
Z. TECH. PHYS, VOL 69 N09 79 237-50 (1925)
C.A. 199 2765-7
EQUATION OF STATE# P-V-T DATA (GAS)(65 TO 600 K AND 0.1 10
1000 KG%SQ CM)# SPECIFIC HEAT (P =CONSTANT)(GAS)(332 K)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS# TABLE (12 VALUES)# GRAPH
487 SENFTLEBEN#HERMANN
NEW GEMESSENE WERTE DES W;HRMELEITVERMOGENS UND DER SPEZIFISCHEN
WARME 9EI VERSCHIEOENEN ,EMPERATUREN FUR EINE REIHE VON GA SEN- ***
NEW VALUES OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT AT
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES FORA SERIES OF GASES.
Z. ANGEW. PHYS. VOL. 179 NO. 29 R6-87 (1964)
C.A. 61# 3756-D
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (273 TO 673 K) # SPECIFIC HEAT_
(P = CONSTANT) (GAS) (298 TO 473 K)
REVIEW - TABLE (13 VALUES)
488 SEVASTYANOV#R.M,	 ZOUNKEVICHrM.D.
THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GAS MIXTURES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES,
lNZHs ZH. VOL 4o NO * 49 '639-45 (1964), (NASA TRANSL. N09
NASA TT F-9348)
ENTROPY# ENTHALPY# JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT # SPECIFIC MEAT
(P = CONSTANT# V = CONSTANT)# VISCOSITY# THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY#
PRANDT'L NUMBER (GAS) (10 TO 20000 K AND I .TO 10000000 ATM)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS
48q SHEARE4 ► J.S.
THE HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF OXYGN# NITROGEN AND AIR.
PHYS. REV. VOL 17# 469-75 (1903)"




A HOT WIRE METHOD FOR THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF GASES.
PHIL MAG. VOL 279 68-75 (OCT 19381
THERMAL COND UC T IVI T Y (GAS) (333 TO 582 K)





A DETERMINATION OF THE RATIO OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF HYDROGEN
AT 18 DEGREES C AND -190 DEG REES C-
PHYS, REV. 96L 10+ NO. 5o 525-40 (1917)
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS)(291 TO 293 K AND 1007 TO
1024 G/SO CM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (63 VALUES)
492 SHILLING.W.G- LAXTON.A-E.
THE . EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE VISCOSITY OF AIR._
PHIL- MAO- VOL 10+ 721-33 (1930)
C.A- 25t 10-4
VISCOSITY (GAS) (296 TO 1120 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (90 VALUES) +GRAPH
493 SHILLINS9W.G9	 PARTINGTONrJ.R.
MEASUREMENTS OF THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR. NIT ROGEN• AND
OXYGEN WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE TEMPERATURE COEFFICrENT_S
OF MOLECULAR HEATS.
PHIL. MAG. VOL 6v 920-39 (1928)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT. V n CONSTANT)(GAS) (273 TO
1573 {), VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 TO 1273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (42 VALUES)+ GRAPH, APPARATUS
494 SMALLWOOD.J-C.
EQUATIONS FOR THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF GASES-
IND. ENS. CHEM. VOL 34, 863-64 (JUL 1942)
C.A. 369 4402-6
SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT) (GAS) (330 TO 2775 K)
'	 THEORETICAL - EOUATIONSr TABLE OF 'COEFFICIENTS. TABLE
(6 VALUES)
y
49.5 SM ITHrD-H-	 HARLOWrR.G-
THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR, NITROGEN AND ARGON,
BRIT. J- APPL. PHYSs VOL- 14. NO. 2. 162-06 (1963)
C-A, 61+ 8917-G
VELOCITY OF SOUND+ SPECIFIC HEAT RATIOS SPECIFI9 HEAT
(P = CONSTANT9 V = CONSTANT) (GAS) (273 AND 303 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (15 VALUES)t,APPARATUS
496 SMITHrP.W.
PRECISION MEASUREMENT OF THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR.
J.- ACOUST. SOC@ AM. VOL 25t NO- 1. 81-86 (JAN T9531
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (293 TO 295 K AND 862 TO 816 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)r APPARATUS
497 STATESCJtC.
SUR LES RELATIONS ENTRE L INDICE DE REFRACTION ET LA DENSITE DE
OUELQUES GAZ.**+RELATION BETWEEN THE INDEX OF REFRACTION AND THE
DENSITY FOR SEVERAL GASES.
BULL, SEC. SCI, ACAD. ROUMAINE V06 49 175-84 (1915)
G.A, 10. 3010-7
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (7 VALUES)o EQUATIONS
95
498 STEINER9K.
DIE MAXIMALE ENTHALPIE DER ATMOSPHARISCHEN LUFT****MAXIMUM
ENTHALPIES OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR.
KALTETECHNIK. VOL 109 12-3 (1958)
C.A. 529 11494-E
ENTHALPY (GAS) (293 TO 313 K)
CALCULATION - GRAPHS EQUATION
499 STEVENS9f.H.
UEBER SCHALLGESCHWINDIGKEIT IN LUFT BEI GEWOHNLICHER UND BLI
HOHER TEMPERATUR UND IN VERSCHIEOENEN DAMPFE)4. 00*VELOCIT Y aF
SOUND IN A IR AT ORDIN ARY AND HIGH TEMPERATURE AND IN VARIOUS_
VAPORS.
ANN. PHYS+ VOL 70 285-320 (1902)
VELOCITY OF SOUND ( GAS)C292 TO 294 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (15 VALUF,.S)9 EQUATI6NS
500 STEWART9E.S.
DISPERSION OF THE VELOCITY AND ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION OF SOUND IN
HYDROGEN.
PHYS. REV. VOL 699 NOS. 11-129 632-40 (JUN 1946)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 K AND 0.5 TO 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (3 VALUES)
501 ST£WART9J.L.
A VARIABLE PATH ULTRASONIC INTERFEROMETER FOP THE FOUR
MEGACYCLE REGION WITH SOME MEASUREMENT ON AfR9 CARBON DIOXIDES
AND HYDROGEN.
REV. SCI. INSTR. VOL 179 59-65 (1946)
VELOCITY OF` SOUND `('GAS) (273 K-AND 373 AND 7ST MM HG)°




A COMPENDIUM OF THE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS AT LOW TEMPERATURES
(PHASE II)
NATL, BUR. STANDARDSr CRYOGENIC ENG. LAB 9v WARD TECH. KEPT,
60-569 PART IV (1961) ASD CONTR. N0. D.O. 33(616)59-69 501 PP
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (SAT. LIQUID+ SAT, VAPOR)(90 TO 132 K)9
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS)(90 TO 360 K AND 1 TO 606 ATM)+
VELOCITY OF SOUNIP, (GAS) (50 TO 273 K AND 0.01 TO 1006 ATA),
COMPILATION - TABLES (230 VALUES)+ GRAPHS
DATA FROM REFERENCES 1129 2339 371
503 STOLIAROVSE.A.	 IPATEVoV.Vo	 TEODROVICH9U.P.
DETERMINATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY COEFFICIENTS OF COMPRESSED
(HYDROMEN9 NITROGEN+ AIRS METHANE AND CARBON DIOXIDE)
ZHUR, FIZ• KHIM, VOL 249 166-76 (1950) 9 (TRANS. IN FRENCH
AVAIL. FROM OTS9 NO. 61-19587)
C9A. 449 6215—G
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (284 TO 472 K AND 1 TO 40!0 KG{SQ CM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (31 VALUES)+ GRAPHS
96
SO4 STOPS9 D.W.
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE UPON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVI TY OF GASES.
NATURE VOL 164. 966-7 11949)
C.A. 449 3781-C
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (273 TO 1273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH• EQUATION• TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS
505 STUART9H.A.
USER DIE TEMPERATURASHANGIGKEIT DER DIELEKTRIZITATSKONSTANTEN
VON GASEN UND DAMPFEN. I• METHODE UND ERGESNISSE FUR KOHLENSAURE
UND LUFT.***RELATION BETWEEN THE TEMPERATURE AND THE DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT OF GASES AND VAPORS. I. METHOD AND RES ULTS IN CARBON
DIOXIDE A ND AIR.
Z. PHYS• VOL 479 457`78 (1928)
C.A. 229 1897-1
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS)(291 TO 456 K).
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (4 VALUES)• EQUATIONS9 APPARATUS
I
506 SU9G.J.
MODIFIED LAW OF CORRESPONDING STATES FOR REAL GASES.
IND. ENG, CHEM. VOL 389 NO, 89 803-6 (AUG 1946)





A GENERALIZED VAN DER WAALS EQUATION OF STATE FOR REAL GASES.
IND. ENG. CHEM.',VOL 389 NO. 99 800-02 (1946)
EQUATION OF STATE (GAS) (129 TO 473 K)
THEORETICAL - EQUATION9 TABLE
508 SURDIN.M.
CONTRIBUTION A L ETUDE DE L ETAT LIQUIDE. II• CONTRIBUTION.
TO THE EQUATION OF STATE FOR A LIQUID. II.
J. PHYS. RADIUM VOL S9 294-302 (1937)
SPECIFIC HEAT (V=CONSTANT)(LIQUID)(103 TO 79R K)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS# GRAPH
509 SUTHERLAND9B.P. MAASS90.
MEASUREMENT OF THE VISCOSITY OF GASES OVER A LARGE TEMPERATURE
RANGE.
CAN. J. RESEARCH VOL 6 # 428-43 (1932)
C.A. 269 3416-2
VISCOSITY (GAS) (79 TO 293 K AND 8 TO 76 CM NO)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (7 VA'LUES)9 GRAPH
510 SUTHERLAND9W.
THE VISCOSITY OF GASES AND MOLECULAR FORCE
PH IL. MAO. VOL 369 507-31 (1893)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (287 TO 1489 K)
CALCULATION - TABLES (14 VALUES)
97
511 SVEHLA9 R.A.
ESTIMATED VISCOSITIES AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF GASES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES.
NATL. AERONAUT. SPACE ADMIN. TECH. REPT. R-132 (1962) 1 40 P
ASTIA AD 272 963
C.A. 57 9 79-C
VISCOSITY9 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (106 TO 5000 K AND 1 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE (50 VALUES)9 EQUATIONS
512 SWANN9W9F.G.
THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF AIR AND CARBON DIOXIDE AT ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE@ BY THE CONTINUOUS ELECTRICAL METHOD• AT 20 DEGREES C
AND AT 100 DEGREES C.
PROC. ROY. SOC. SER. A VOL 829 147-9 (1910)
C_._A. 49 1919-9
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)1293 AND 373 K ANA 1 ATM).
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES
513 TALBOT9F.L•
THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF AIR AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES.
CATHOLIC UNIV. OF AMERICAS PH, D. THESIS 119281 2 6 PP.
DIELE CT R I C CONSTANT (GAS)(294 TO 297 K).
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (110 VALUES)@ APPARATUS
514 TANGL9K,
USER DIE DIELEKTR.IZITATSKONST ANTE EINIGER GASE BEI HOHEM DRUCK.**
THE DIELE CTRIC CONSTANTS OF GASES UNDER HIGH PRESSURE,
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 269 59-78 (1908)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (292 K AND 1 TO 106 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (30 VALUES °19 APPARATUS
515 TANGL9 Ke
UBER DIE DIELEKTRIZITATSKONST;ANTE DER LOFT BEI HOHEM DRUCK•
CONCERNING THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT CF AIR AT HIGH PRESSURES.
ANN, PHYSIK VOL 239 559-74 (1907)
C.A. 29 11-1
DIELECT R IC CONSTANT (GAS) (292 K AND 1 TO 100 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (30 VALUES)@ EQUATIONS. APPARATUS
516 TAUSZ9J•	 GORLACHER@H.
OBER DIE LICHTBRECHUNG IN WASSERSTOFF9 SAUERSTOFF9 ARGON UND
STICKSTOFF."*CONCER NING THE REFRACTIONS OF LIGHT IN HYDROGEN+
OXYGEN+ ARGON* AND NITROGEN.
Z• TECH. PHYSIK VOL 129 19-24 (1931)
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS) (286 TO 294 K AND 744 TO 755 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (16 VALUES)
517 TAUSZ9J9GORLACHER@H.
OMER DIE LICHTBRECHUNG IN WASSERSTOFF9 SAUERSTOFF9 ARGON UND
STICKSTOFF. II. THE REFRACTION OF LIGHT IN HYDROGEN@ OXYGEN+
ARGON AND NITROGEN. II.
Z. TECH. PHYSIK VOL * -129 123-25 (1931)








AN IMPROVED HOT WIRE CELL FOR ACCURATE MEASUREMENTS OF THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITIES OF GASES OVER A WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE.
J. CHEM. PHYS. VOL 14# 219-33 (1946)
THERM A L CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)187 TO 375 K AND 1 TO 12 CM HG_)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (47 VALUES) p GRAPH O APPARATUS
519 TEAGAN.W.P,	 SPRINGERoG.S.
PLANE LAYER TYPE APPARATUS FOR GAS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENTS.
REV. SCI. INSTR. VOL 38+ NO. 39 335-9 (MAR 1967)
C.A. 66+ 89131-9
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (297 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE+ EQUATIONSe APPARATUS
L
t
520 TELFAIR90 9 	PIELEMEIERrW.H.
AN IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR SUPERSONIC VELOCITY AND ABSORPTIUN
MEASUREMENTS,
REV. SCI. INSTRUMENTS VOL 139 122-6 (1942)
C.A. 369 3705-7
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE+ APPARATUS
521 TETZLAFF.W.
SORBE EL CALCULO DE TEMPERATURAS DE COMBUSTION MEDIANTE LOS
CALORES ESPECIFICOS MEDIOS DE GASES Y VAPORES, CALCULATION OF
COMBUSTION TEMP E RATURES THROUGH USE OF MEAN SPECIFIC HEAT _C AP-
ACITIES OF GASES AND VAPOR.
CIENCIA C ULT. (MARACAIBO) VOL. 29 N0. 5o 77-105 (1957)
C.A. 51+ 14350-1
SPECIFIC HEAT (P = CONSTANT) (GAS) (256 TO 3000 K)
CALCULATION - T ABLE 155 VALUES)1 GRAPH+ EQUATIONS
'2 THIESENOM.
FINE BESTIMMUNG DER SCHALLGESCHWINDIGKEI T IN LUFT VON 0 DEGREES.
***DETERMINATI ON OF THE VELOCITY OF 'SOUND IN AIR AT 0 DEGREES.
ANN. PH Y S, VOL 25+ 506-20 (1908)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE9 EQUATIONS APPARATUS
523 TILTONoL.W.
VARIATIONS IN REFRACTIVE INDEX OF CO(2) —FREE DRY AI,k AND A STAT -
ISTICAL CORREL A TI ON WITH SOL A R ACTIVITY.
J• RES. NAT. BUR. STD. VOL 139 111-24 (1934)
C.A. 28+ 6034-8
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(273 K AND 1 ATM)-;^
DISCUSSION - ONE TABULAR VALUE
^l	 r;
524 TITAN19%
THE VISCOSITY OF VAPOURS OF ORGANIC CO
BULL. CHEM. SOC. JAP. VOL 49 N0+ 119 2
VISCOSITY (GAS)(273 TO 373 K)








THE VISCOSITY OF VAPOURS OF ORGANIC COMPOUNt1S, RAOT III.
BULL. CHEM. SOC. JAPAN VOL Be 255 . 76 (1933)
C.A. 289 387-9
VISCOSITY (GAS) (293 TO 552 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (11 VALUES)+ APPARATUS. EQUATIONS
526 TODD,G.W.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR AND OTHER GASES,
PROC. ROY- SOC. (LONDON) VOL A839 19-39 (1909)
C.A. 59 623-3
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (327 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (3 VALUES)
527 TOMLINSON,H-
THE COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY OF AIR.
PHIL. TRANS. ROY- SOC. LONDON VOL 1770 767-89 (1886)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (283 TO 287 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (4 VALUES)1 EQUATIONS
528 TOW,P.S-
EVIDENCE OF VALIDITY OF AMAGATS LOW IN DETERMINING COMPRESS-
IBILITY FACTORS FOR GASEOUS MIXTURES UNDER LOW AND MODERATt
PRESSURES.
J. PHYS. CHEM. VOL 68, N0, 79 2021-23 (1964)
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR (GAS) (100 TO 300 K AND 1 TO 10O ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (9 VALUES)1 EQUATION
529 TRAUBow-
01E DIS PERSION DER LUFT IM ULTRAVIOLETTEN SpEKTRUM."*D'ISpERSION:
OF AIR IN THE ULTRAVIOLET.
ANN. PHYS. VOL 61+ 533-48 (1920)
INDEx OF REFRACTION (GAS)(273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (14 VALUES19 EQUATIONS
530 TRAUTZ,M.	 ADE4+H.
-.	
SPEKTROSKOPISCIIE BERECHNUNG DER MOLWARMEN VON LUFT, 029 N2e***
SPECTROSCOPIC CALCULATION OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR. OXYGEN
AND NITROGEN.
Z, PHYS. VOL 699 1-11 (1934)
C:A. 299 31-8
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)(199 TO 1473 K)




DIE REIBUNG. WARMELEITUNG UND DIFFUSION IN GASMISCHUNGEN. I , I-
DIE RFIBUNG VON H2-N2- UND H2-CO-GEMISCHEN,**'* VISCOSITY+ THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY AND DIFFUSION IN GAS MIXTURES. II, VISCOSITY OF
A2—N2 N\ND H2-CO MIXTURES.
ANN, PRYSIK VOL 29 733-6 (1929)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(195 TO 523 K)
EXPERIMENTAL — TABLES (15 VALUES)
53_2 TRAUTZ, M.	 BINKELE9 H.E.
OIE REIBUNG9 WARMELEITUNG UND DIFFUSION IN GASMISCHUNGEN. VIII.
DIE REIBUNG DES H29 HCo NE9 AR UND IHRER SINAREN GEMISCHE -°pa
VISCOSITY+ THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND DIFFUSION IN GAS MIXTORES.
V III. THE VISCOSITIES OF H29 HE9 NE9 AR AND THEIR BINARY MIXTURES
ANN. PHYSIK VOL Sr 561-80 (1930
VISCOSITY (GAS)(293 TO 523 K)
CALCULATED - TABLE (6 VALUES)
533 TRAUTZ.M.	 BLUM.H.
KRITIK DER ELEKTRISCHEN DIFFERENTIALMETHODE ZUR MESSUNG VON CV
AN GASEN V. NEUE MESSUNGENi CV VON KOHLENSAURE.Si**PEVIEW OF THE
ELECTRICAL DIFFERENTIAL METHOD FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF CV IN
GASES V. NEW MEASUREMENTS9 CV OF CARBON DIOXIRE.
ANN. PHYSIK. VOL- 169 N0. 59 362-76 (FEB 1933).
SPECIFIC HEAT (V = CONSTANT) (GAS) (?93 K ANO 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
53. 4 TRAUTZ.M,	 KAUFMANN9F,
KRITIK DER ELEKTRISCHEN DIFFERENTIALMETHODE ZUR MESSUNG VON CV
AN GASEN, IV. MESSUNGEN. DIE NURMIERUNG MIT ARGON. CRIYICISM
OF THE ELECTRICAL DIFFERENTIAL METHOD OF MEASURING CV WITH GASES.
IV. MEASUREMENTS* THE STANDARDIZATION WITH ARGON,
ANN. PHYSIK VOL, 5. 581-605 (19301
SPECIFIC HEAT (V = CONSTANT) (GAS) (Z93 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUES APPARATUS
535 TRAUTZ-M. LUDEWIGS9W-
DIE REIBUNG9 WARMELEITUNG UND DIFFUSION IN GASMISCHUNGEN. VI.
REIBUNGSBESTIMMUNG AN REI'NEN GASEN DURCH DIREKTE MESSUNG UND
UURCH SOLCHE AN IHREN GEMISCHEN. THE VISCOSITY9 HEAT CONDUCTIVITY
AND DIFFUSION IN GAS MIXTURES. VI . VISCOSITY DETERMINATI`UNS
OF-PURE GASES BY DIRECT MEASUREMENT AND BY MEANS OF MIXTURES.
ANN * PHYSIK VOL. 39 409-28 (1929)
C.A. 249 763-4
VISCOSITY (GAS) (287 TO 523 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (1T VALUES19 EQUATIONS
536 TRAUTZ9 M- AND MELSTER9 A.
DIE REIBUNG+ WARMELEITUNG UND DIFFUSION IN G ASMISCHUNGEN . XI.
DI'E REd8UNG VON H29 N29 CO9 C2H49 02 UND IHREN BINAREN GEM;ISCHEN.
VISCOSITY. 'THERMAL CONDUCTIV-TY AND DIFFUSION IN GAS MIXTURES.
THE VISCOSITY OF H2'9 N29 CO. C2H49 02 AND THEIR BINARY MI,)T,TU_RES.
ANN. PHYSIK (5) VOL 79 409-26 (1930)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(295 TO 550 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (19 VALUESI
NITROGEN—OXYGEN MIXTURES WITH NITROGEN CONCENTRATIONS OF
18.649 24.089 589939 59.209 AND 78.22 PERCENT
537 TRAUTZ9M.	 NARATH9A.
DIE INNERE REIBUNG VON GASGEMISCHEN.
THE VISCOSITY OF GAS MIXTURES.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 799 637-72 (1926)
VISCOSITY (GAS)(285 AND 286 K AND 747 TO 758 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)
101.
53.8 TRAUTZ.M,	 REICHLE9A,
RRITIK DER ELEKTRISCHEN DIFFERENTI ALMETHODE ZURMESSUNG VON CV
AN GASEN, VI. DIE SPEZIFISCHE WARME VON ARGON UND LOFT.
STUDY OF THE
	
ELECTRICAL DIFFERENTIAL METHOD OF MEASURI NG_ CV
OF GASES, VI. THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF ARGON AND AIR.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL. 229 N0. 69 513-24 (APR 1935)
CAA. 299 4227-7
SPECIFIC HEAT (V a CONSTANT) (GAS) (289 TO 291 K1




Dlf REISUNG9 WARMELEITUNG UND DIFFUSION IN GASMISCHUNGEN. XVI.
DIE REIBUNG VON 421 CH4 9 C2H69 C3H8 UND IHREN RINAREN GEMIS-
CHEN. THE VISCOSITY+ THERMAL COND UCTIVI TY 4ND DIFFUSION IN
GAS MIXTURES. XVI. THE VISCOSITY OF H29 CH4 9 C2H69 C3HB AND
THEIR BIN ARY MIXTURES.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 109 81 -S6 (1931)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (294 TO 523 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)+ EQUATION
540 TRAUTZ9M. STAUF9F.W.
UIE REISUNGs WARMELEITUNG UND DIFFUSION IN GASMISCHUNGEN.
I_II9 D I E REIBUNG VON H2-C2H4-GEMI SCHEN9 THE VISCOSITY.
1HERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND DIFFUSION IN G AS MIXTURES, III.
VISCOSITY OF H2-C2H4-MIXTURES9
ANN, PHYSIK VOL 29 737-42 (1929)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (195 TO 525 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (23 VALUES)
541 TRAUTZ9M. WEIZEL9W.
6ESTI-MMUNG,DER INNEREN REIBUNG DES SCHWEFELDIOXYD S UND SEINER
GEMISLHE MIT WASSERSTOFF. DETERMINATION OF VISCOSITY' OF SULFUR
DIOXIDE AND ITS MIXTURE WITH HYDROGEN•
ANN@ PHYSIK VOL 789 N0, 209 305-69 (1925)
C.A. 209 1007-1
VISCOSITY (GAS) (287 TO 473 K AND 747 TO 764 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL — TABLES (32 VALUES)r EQUATION
542 TRAUTZ9M,	 ZINK9R.
DIE REIBUNG• WARMELEITUNG UND DIFFUSION IN GASMIS CHUNGEN XII.
GASREIBUNG BEI HOBEREN TEMPERATUREN. ea oTHE VISCOSITY# CGNDUCTION
OF HEAT9 AND DIFFUSION OF GAS MIXTURES XII. THE VISCOSIT Y OF
GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES•
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 74 427'-52 (14'30)
C.A. 259 2034-3
VISCOSITY (GAS!)(289 TO 1098 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (28 VALUES)
543 TRAUTZvM.	 ZUNOEL9A.
UIE MESSUNG DER WARMELEITUNG IN GASEN. MEASUREMENT OF THE HEAT
CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL. 179`N0. 49 345=75 (JUN 1933)
C.A. 279 4454-2
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY . (GAS) (273 K AND 500 MM HG)






AN EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
LIQUID OXYGEN.
SOVIET PHYS, TECH. PHYS. VOL 1. 1791-7 (1959)
TRANSL. FROM ZH, TEKH. FEZ. VOL 269 1849-56 11956)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(103 TO 379 K)
„PERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)
545 TUCKER.W.S.
THE DETERMINATION OF VELOCITY OF SOUND BY THE EMPLOYMENT
OF CLOSED RESONATORS AND THE HOT-WIRE MICROPHONE.
PHIL. MAG- VOL 349 217-35 (1943)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (292 TO 377 K)i VISCOSITY (GAS) (293 TO
377 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (7 VALUES)
546 UEBINK.J.B.	 DE HAAS.W.J.
AN APPARATUS TO MEASURE THE SPEZ*_FIC THERMAL CONDUCTIVIT Y OF
GASES AT LOW TEMPLRATURES.
PHYSICA VOL lot 451-64 (1943) OR COMMONS. KAMERLINGH ONNE_S LAB,
UNIV. LEIDEN°N0. 266-C (1943)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(274 K)
EXPERIMENTAL ONE TABULAR VALUE. APPARATUS
547 ULSAMER+J.
DIE WARMELEITFAHIGKEIT DER LUFT UND ANDERER TECHNISCH WICHTIGER
GASE.*NOTHE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR AND OTHER TECHNICALLY
IMPORTANT GASES,
VOI Z. VOL 80. N0, 18,. 537-43 (MAY 19361
C.A. 3nr 4363-2
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(273 K)
REVIEW - TABLE ( 10 VALUES). EQUATIONS. APPARATUS. DATA FROM
198, 232 , 279, 478, 577
2948 VAN DYKE:.K.S.
THE COEFFICIENTS OF VISCOSITY AND -OF SLIP OF AI R AND CARBON
DIOXIDE BY THE ROTATING CYLINDE R METHOD,
PHYS, REV. VOL 219 NO. 3. 250-65 (MAR 19,23)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 AND 296 K)




MEASUREMENTS ON THE VELOCITY OF SOUND IN AIR UNDER PRESSURES
UP TO 20 ATM COMBINED WITH THERMAL DIFFUSION.
APPL. SCI• RESEARCH VOL A6 9 21-28 (1955)
C.A. Set 15153
-C
VELOCIT Y OF SOUND (GAS),(229 To 313 K AND 760 TO 9985 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (44 VALUES)+ GRAPHS
103
550 VAN ITTERBEEKtA.	 HELLEMANS.J+	 ZINK.H.
VISCOSITY OF A-029 A-N2 AND N2-02 MIXTURES IN THE LIQUID PHASE.
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF REFRIGERATION 12 TH, MADRID• SPAIN
IAUG 20 - SEPT 6.	 1967)	 COMMISSION 1 MEETINGS PAPER N0. 100+
'. 7 PP.
VISCOSITY	 (LIQUID)(64e8 TO 90.1 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH♦ TABLE	 (20 VALUES). EQUATIONS
• OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES WHERE THE CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN
ARE 20. 409	 500 600 AND 80 PERCENT -
551 VAN ITTERBEEK9A,	 KEESOM9W.H.
MEASUREMENTS ON THE VISCOSITY OF OXYGEN GAS AT LIQUID
OXYGEN TEMPERATURES.
PHYSICA VOL 20 97-101 	 (1935). OR COMMONS. KAMEPLINGH ONNES LAB.
UNIV.
	
LEIDEN NO.	 23ri A	 (1935)
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (288 K AND 762 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE{ APPARATUS
552 VAN ITTERBEEKrA.	 SPAEPENaJ.
MESURES SUR LA CGNSTANTE DIELECTRIQUE DE QUELQUES GAZ NON
POLAIRES H2 D2+ HEv 02ET L AIR ET CO ENTRE LA TEMPERATURE
ORDINATRE ET 20 DEGREES ABS,***MEASUREMENTS ON THE DIELECTRIC
CONSTANTS OF SOME NON-POLAR GASES (H2+ D20 HEr 02+ AND AIR) AND
CO BETWEEN THE ORDINARY TEMPERATURE AND 20 DEGREES K.
PHYSICA VOL 10+ NO. 39	 173-84 	(MAR 1943)
C.A. 39. 5442 -5
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT	 (GAS)	 (288 TO 290 K AND 711 TO 760 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL — TABLE (4 VALUES){ EQUATION. APPARATUS
55?+ VAN ITTERBEEKtA.	 VAN DAELtW.
_ MEASUREMENT=S ON THE VELOCITY OF SOUND -IN LIQUID OXYGEN AND
NITROGEN AND MIXTURES OF NITROGEN AND OXYGEN UNDER HIGH PRESSURES
BULL. IIR ANNEXE 1.956 -1+ 29a-306	 (PROC. OF MEETING OF COMM.	 It
DELFT. JUNE 1958)
N
VELOCITY OF	 )'	 ;*)D 	 (LIQUID)(7792 AND 8908 K AND 3.7 TO
74.3 KG/SQ Cmi-
EXPERIMENTAL — TABLE	 (28 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS
553 VAN ITTERBEEKtA;	 VANDONINCKrW•
VITESSE DE PROPAGATION JU SON DANS L AIR ET DANS LES MELANGES'
AZOTE-HYDROGENE AUX BASSES TEMPERATURES CALC UL DES CHALEURS
SPECIFIQUES * ***S'PEED OF PROPAGATION OF SOUND THROUGH THE AIR AND
THROUGH NITROGEN-HYDROGEN MIXTURES AT LOW TEMPERATURES.	 CALCUL-
ATION OF SPECIFIC HEAT,
ANN, PHY'S+ VOL 199 88-95	 (1944)
C.A. '389	 5121-2
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)	 (294 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE* APPARATUS
554 VAN ITTERBEEKtA.	 VAN PAEMEL909
COMPARAISON DU MOUVEMENT AMORTI D UN DISQUE HORIZONTAL -ET
D UN DISGUE VERTICAL DANS LES GAZo***COMPARI50N BETWEEN THE
DAMPING OF A HORIZONTAL AND A VERTICAL DISC IN GASES.
BULL, INST.	 INTERN. FROID ANNEXE 1 960-19 243 -5n 	 (JUN 19601,
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (291 X AND 100 TO 700 MM HG)





r555 VARGAFTIG#N.B, 	 OLESHUCK90,Mo
DEPENDENCE OF THE HEAT CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES ON TEMPERATURE.
IZV, USES. fEPLOTEKHN9	 INST. FELIKSA DZERZHI N SKOG O V OL 159 NO. 69
7-15	 (1946)
	 (IN RUSSIAN)
C * A,	 449	 7602-1
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 iGAS)	 (273 TO 1669 K ANn I TO 7S CM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES	 (20 VALUES)# GRAPHS, EOUATIONS• APPARATUS
556 VASILESC09VIRGILE
RECHERCHES EXPERIMENTALES SUR LA VISCOSITE DES GAZ AUX
TEMPERATURO ELEVEES9 0 **EXPEPIMENTAL RESEARCH ON THE VISCOSITY
OF GASES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES•
UNIVERSIT Y OF PARtS• PH&D,	 THESIS	 (1940)	 lip PP
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (273 TO	 1363 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES	 (36 VAL UES)• EQUATIONS * APPARATUS
557 VASILESCotV.
RECHERCHES EXPERIMENTALES SUR LA VISCOsITE DES GAZ AUX TEMPERA-
TURES ELEVEES. ***ExPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON THE VISCOSITIES OF
GASES AT H IGH TEMPERATURES,
ANN.
	 PHYSo	 (PARIS)	 VOL 209	 137-76	 (1945)
VISCOSITY	 (GAS)	 (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
5510.1` VASSERM AN$ A. As
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR UP TO iOOO DEGREES AND
iOOO BAR.
TEPLOENERGETIKA V OL*	 In' t NO.	 110 81-85	 (1963)C.A. 609 6273-E
P=V-T DATA # ENTHALPYs ENTROPY	 ( GAS-)	 (273 TO 1273 K AND I To
1000 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLES	 (900 VALUES)• EQUATIONS GRAPH
559 VASSERMANIA,A,
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR UP TO 1000 DEGREES C AND 1000
BARS*
PRODYNAMICS VOL 49 NO * 29	 179-90	 (APR 1966)	 TRAN SLo OF
TEPLOENERGEtIKAVOL 10, MO,	 lit 2-12	 (1963)
_NTHALPY• ENTRDPY9 SPECIFIC HEAT	 (P o CONSTANT@ VOCONSTANT).9
P 
V-T DATA	 (GAS)(273 TO 12T3 K AND I 70 ' 1006 BARS)
CALCULATION	 TABLES ( 1440 VALUES )v EQUATIONS9 GRAPHS
560 VASSERmANvA,A *	KAZAVCHINS^KIloYAoZ.
EQUATION OF STATE AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR.
INZH@ FlZa ZH* AKADa NAUK BELORUSSKo SSR VO L 39 81-4	 (1960)
(IN RUSSIAN)
' EQUATION OF STATES P-i V-T DATA	 (GAS)	 (118 TO 348 K AND
20 To 520 AMAGAT ) o CRITICAL TEMPERATURE •
 PRESSURE* AND OLNSITY




56 1 VASSERMANvA.A,	 RABINOVICH,V.A.
THE QUESTION OF THE CALCULATION OF V
INZH. FIZ. ZH. AKAD. NAUK BELORUSSK.
(1964) TRANSL BY FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY
OHI0 9 N0. FTD —MT-65-1829 TT-66-61580
DOC AD 634 806
ISCOSITY OF REAL GASES.
SSR VOL 79 NO., 4 9 44-SO
DIV • t WRIGHT-PATTER SON AFB9
(JAN 1966) PP 1-10
VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 TO 1273 K AND 10 TO 9869 ATM)
CALCULATION - EQUATIONS• TABLE (380 VALUES)
562 VASSERMANOA.A,	 RABINOVICHoV.A.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR AT 0 TO 1000 DEGREES C UNDER PRESSURE
OR TO 400 BARS.
TEPLOFIZ. SVOI;STVA VESHCHESTVv AKAD, NAUK UKR, SSR RESPUB•
MEZHVEDOM. SB. • 90-7 (1966) (IN RUSSIAN)
COA. 679 36940-D
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(273 TO 1213 K AND 1 TO 400 BARS)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (235 VALUES)v GRAPHS9 EQUATIONS
563 VINESP R.G.
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ORGANIC VAPOURS. THE INFLUENCL OF
MOLECULAR INTERACTION.
AUSTRALIAN J. CHEM, VOL 69 1-26 (1953)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(304 TO 382 K AND 30 TO 70 CM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - GRAPH. EQUATIONS APPARATUS
564 VINES9R.G*
MEASUREMENTS OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF GASES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES.
MASS, INST, OF TECHNOL,r CAMBRIDGE9 TECH. REPT. MIT-20-P
(SEP 19581 CONTR. NONR 1858(25)r NR-098-038 9 13 P
DDC- AD °205 694
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (400 TO 1000 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (4 VALUESIt GRAPHS APPARATUS
565 VINESrR.G.
MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF GASES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES.
J9 HEAT TRANSFER VOL 829 48-52 (F'ES 1960)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(511 TO 1173 K)




IDEAL CRITICAL VOLUME APPLIED TO .-LENNARG-JONES POTENTIAL ENERGY
PARAMETERS,
BRIT, CHEM. ENG, VOL 129 NO. 7+ 1103 (JUL 1967)
CRITICAL VOLUME+ POTENTIAL FUNCTION
THE-ORETICAL - EQUATIONS# TABLE
107
567 VDOEL9H.
USER DIE VISKOSITAT EINIGER GASE UND IHRE TEMPERATURABHANG I G-
KEIT BEI TIEFEN TEMPERATUREN. THE VISCOSITY OF CERTAIN GASES
AND THE VARIATION WITH TEMPERATURE AT LOW TEMPERATURES•
ANN, PHYSIK VOL 439 1235-72 (1914)
VISCOSITY (GAS) (273 K AND 750 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE• APPARATUS
568 VON ANGERER.E,	 LADENBURG9R.
E XPERIMENTELLE BEITRAGE ZUR AUSBREITUNG DES SCHALLES IN DER
FREIEN ATMOSPHARE, 0*4 EXPERIMENTAL VALUE FOR THE PROPAGATION
OF SOUND IN FREE AIR•
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 66+ 293-322 (1921)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
569 VON KARMAN GAS DYNAMICS FACILITY
MULLIER DIAGRAM FOR EQUILIBRIUM AIR.
ARNOLD ENG, DEVELOP, CE'NTER9 ARNOLD AF STATION.TENN• (MAR 19641
PARTHENON PRESS. NASHVILLE 9 TENN.
ENTHALPY9 ENTROPY. DENSITY (GAS) (30 TO 15000 K AND 3 TO
10000 ATM)
CALCULATION - MOLLIER DIAGRAM
570 VUKALOVICHrM.P.	 LEBEDvOoV.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF
IMPERFECT GASES. PART III. A STUDY OF THE THERMODYNAMIC
PROPERTIES OF DIATOMIC GASES.
PROC. CONF. THERMODYN. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FLUIDS9
LONDON. 19579 102-06 (PUBL. 1958)
EQUATION OF STATE* P-V-T DATA* SPECIFIC HEAT (V o CONSTANT*
P a CONSTANT), SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (GAS) (273 TO 873 K AND
5.6 TO 1216 KG /SQ CM)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS9 TABLES (216 VALUES)
571 VULKALOVICH9 M.P.*	 NOVIKOV. I.I.,	 LESED, D.V. AND 4 OTHERS
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF IMPERFECT
GASES,
PROC. CONF. THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FLUIDS*
LONDON ( 1 957)9 P. 91-110 (PUB 1958)
C.A. 53* 5793 -C
EQUATION OF STATE* INTERNAL ENERGY9 ENTHALPY. ENTROPY (GAS)
SPECIFIC HEAT ( POCONSTANT9 V=CONSTANT). SPECIFI C_ HEAT RATIO
(GAS)(273 TO 873 K AND 2 TO 1296 KG/SQ. CM .)
THEORETICAL - EQUATIONS9 TABLE (162 VALUES)
572 WAGSTAFF.J.E.P.
APPLICATION OF AN OPTICAL MANOMETER TO THE MEASUREMENT OF THE
VISCOSITY OF GASES.
PHIL. MAG+ VOL 459 84-8 (1923)
C.A, 179 1175-6
VISCOSITY (GAS)(291 K)





THE VAPOR PRESSURE OF DRY AIR AT LOW TEMPERATURES-
ADVANCES IN CRYOGENIC ENGINEERI NG VOL- 11. 372-8	 (PROC-
1965 CRYOGENIC ENG, CONF.) PLENUM PRESS9 INC., NEW YORK (1966)
C-A, 659 8039-A
VAPOR PRESSURE (SOLID)(34 TO 64 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (35 VALUES)9 APPARATUS
574 WALKER9G-W-
ON THE DE PENDENCE OF THE REFRACTIVE INDE X OF GASES ON TEMPERATURE
PHIL. TRANS- ROY- SOC- LONDON VOL 2019 435-55 t19031
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(273 TO 373 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (16 VALUES)+ GRAPHo EQUATIONS. APPARATUS
575 WATSON9H.E.	 RAO9G.G-	 RAMASWAMY9K.L-
THE DIELECTRIC COEFFICIENTS OF GASES. II- THE LOWER HYDRID E S OF
CARBON AND SILIC ON+ UXYGEN9 NITROGEN9 OXIDES OF NITROGEN AND
CARBON- AND FLUORIDES OF SILICON AND SULPHUR,
PROC- ROY- SOC- (LONDON) VOL A1439 558-88 (1934)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (293 TO 299 K AND 381 TO 477 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (6 VALUES)+ APPARATUS
576 WATSON9 W-	 CRAADOCK9 G.L.
SPECIFIC HEAT OF ROTARY-KILN GASES AT CONSTANT PRESSURE
CEMENT AND CEMENT MANUF- VOL 99 169-73 (1936)
C.A. 319 1177-9
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)(GAS)1273 TO 1 483 K ANn 1 ATM)
CALCULATION — TABLE 127 VALUES)
577 WEBER, S.,_
USER DIE WARMELEITFAHIGKEIT DER GASE. p* n THE HEAT CONDUCTIVITY
OF GASES.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 829 479-503 (19271
C.A. 219 2206 -7
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE. EQUATIONS@ APPARATUS
578 WEBERS S.
EXPERIWENTELLE UNTERSUCHUNGEN USER DIE WARMELEITFAHIGKEIT DER
BASE, I-*° p EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTION
OF GASES- to
ANN *
 PHYSIK VOL 54 9
 325-56 (1918)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS1(273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL -.ONE TABULAR VALUES EQUATIONS. APPARATUS
579 WHITEHURST9C9A-	 CHAPMAN9W-H.
RESEARCH INVESTIGATES THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NATURAL AIR AT
VERY LOW PRESSURES.
HEATING+ PIPING• AIR CONDITIONING VOL- 359 N0. 109 129-34(OCT 1963)
THERMAL - CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (276 'K AND 04001 TO 757 MM HG)




STUDY OF A PROPUL SION FLUID SYSTEM FOR AN AEROSPACE PLANE.
TNERMOOYNSMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES AND AIR.
GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR9 SAN DIEGO* CALIF.• KEPT. NO, ASO TR-61-
699 *
 PART II9 VOL 1 (DEC 1961) CONTR. AF 33(616)-7646 90 PP
DOC AD 846 970
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION (LIQUIO)(7 9 TO 132 K)9 VAPOR PRESSURE
(BUBBLE POINTS DEW POINT)(80 TO 130 K)9 ENTHALPY, DENSITY
(SAT. LIQUID* SAT, VAPOR) (85 TO 130 K AND 0 TO 30 ATM)$




THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE VISCOSI T Y OF AIR. -
PROC, ROY. SOC, SER. A VOL 110* 141-67 (1926)
C.A. 209 3601-5
VISCOSITY (GAS)(462 TO 1275 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (130 VALUES)t GRAPH* EQUATIONS
582 WILLIAMStF.A,
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE VISCOSITY OF AIR.
PROC• ROY. SOC. SER. A VOL 1139 233-7 (1926)
C p A. 219 204-2
VISCOSITY (GAS)(288 TO 1275 K)
REPLY TO CRITICISM BY RANKINE*ASO, IN PROC9 ROY, SOC, SER. At
VOL 1119 219-23 (1926)
583 WILLIAMSSV.C,
THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR AT LOW TEMPERATURES,
TRANS AM* - I-NST-, . -CHEMs ENGRS, VOL 39t 93^111 (-19431 --
ENTHALPY, ENTROPY (LIQUIDS GAS) (77 TO 2775 K A'NO 1 TO
220 ATM)9 VAPOR PRESSURES HEAT OF VAPORIZATION, ENTROPY OF
VAPORIZATION (LIQUID) (18 TO 131 K)
CALCULATION - TABLES (260 VALUES). GRAPHS
584 WILNER9T.	 BORELIUS9G.
MESSUNG DER WARMELEITFAHIGKEIT DES LUFTSTICKSTOFFS BIS SOO GRAD C
MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVIT Y OF AIR-NITROGEN UP TO
500 DEGREES C.
ANN, PHYSIK (5) VOL 49 316-22 11930)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS)(297 K AND 0.00033 TO 749 MM HG)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (10 VALUES)
584+ WILSON0, M.	 SILVERSERG9P.M.	 ZELLNERtM.G,
ARGON-OXYGEN-NITROGEN THREE COMPONENT SYSTEM. EXPERIMENTAL
VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUiM DATA*
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS INC99 ALLENTOWNt PA,t REPT,S NOt
	
APL-TDQ-64-64 (APR 1964)	 CONTR, NO. AF 33 (657) -87421 314 PP
VAPOR PRESSURE (LIQ U ID)o ENTHALPYt HEAT CAPACITY (SAT. LIQUID*
SAT. VAPOR-)( 77 TO 136 K AND 1 TO 26 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (2500 ,VALUES)r GRAPHS* EQUATIONS
MIXTURES WITH MOLE FRACTIONS OF NITROGEN AND OXYGEN FROM
0 TO 1+0 AND OF =4RGON FROM 0 TO 0,9 -
log
585 WINKELMANN9A.
USER DIE WARMELEITUNG DER GASE9** OTHE HEAT OF CONDUCTION OF
GASES.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 1569 497531 (1875)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (273 K AND 1 TO 756 MM HG1
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (180 VALUES)
506 WINTLF.94.J.
VELOCITY OF SOUND IN RELAXING GASES.
NATURE VOL 1849 N0, 47049 2007-8 (DEC 1959)
C.A. S49 13789-E
VELOLITV.OF SOUND (GAS)(303 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
5 87 WITKOWSKI9A.W.
SUR LA VITE$SE DU SON DANS LOAIR COMPRIME, THE VELOCITY OF
SOUND I•N COMPRESSED AIR.
ACAD, SCI. CRACOVIE BULL, VOL. 1f9 138-57 (1899)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (133 TO 273 K AND i TO 110 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (140 VALUES)9 EQUATIONS9 GRAPHS
SOB WITKOWSK I9 A.W.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR. II. SPECIFIC HEAT.
PHIL. MAG. VOL 429 1-37 (1896)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P 2 CONSTANT) (GAS) (129 TO 273K AND 10 TO
100 ATM)* P-V-T DATA (GAS) (128 TO 373 K AND 4 TO 125 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLES (200 VALUES)9 GRAPH. EQUATIONS
589 WITKOW9K I9 A.W'.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR.
PHIL. MAG. VOL 419 288 . 315 (1896)
P-V-T DATA (GAS) (128 TU 373 K AND 1 TO 130 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (200 VALUES)+ EQUATIONS
5 90 WITT939
USER DIE VERDAMPFUNGSWARME FLUSSIGER LUFTo O**ON THE LATENT HEAT
OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID AIR.
ARKIV. MAT. ASTRON. FYSIK VOL 79 NQ. 329 1-13 (1.9121
C.A. T9 568-9
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION ('LIQUID) (79 TO 89 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (21 V'ALUES)$ GRAPHS APPARATUS
591 WOSSER9R.	 MULLER9$.
DIE INNERE REIBUNG VON GASEN UND DAMPFEN UND 1HRE MESSUNG IM
HOPPLER-V SKOSIMETER. 4d• THE VISCOSITY OF GASES AND VAPOR S AND
THE ME A SUREMENT OF VISCOSITY WITH THE HOPPLER VISCnMETER•
KOLLOID-BEIH, VOL S29 165-216 (1941)
C.A. 359 3866-4
VISCOSITY (GAS)(293 AND 296 K)
COMPILATION - TABLES (13,VALUESI9 DATA FROM 20 9 279 510 1179
2409 2489 2'9 19 4429 4489 4499 568
iS92 WORTHING ► A.G.
SOME THERMOOVNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AIR AND OF CARBON DIOXIDE.
PHYS. REV. VOL 339 N09 49 217-67 (OCT 19111
C.A. be 172-5
JOULE-KELVIN EFFECT ► FREE-EXPANSION EFFECT (T94 AND 273 K AND
0 TO 130 ATM)
CALCULATION - TABLE (23 VALUES) ► EQUATIONS
S93 WROBLEWSKI• S.
UEBER OAS VERHAL TEN DER FLUSSIGEN ATMOSPHARISCHEN LOFT. THE
BEHAVIOR OF LIQUID ATMOSPHERIC AIR.
ANN. PHYSIK VOL 269 134-44 (1885)
A^POR PRESSURE (LIQUID) (73 TO 113 K AND 0.04 TO 31 ATM)
/EXPERIMENTAL - TABLES (115 VALUES)
5 94 WROBLEWSKI9S9
SUR LA DENSITE DE LAIR ATMOSPHERIQUE LIQUIDE ET DE SES
COMPOSENTS• ET SUR LE VOLUME ATOMIQUE DE L'AOXYGENE ET DE LAAZOTE.
THE DENSITY OF LIQUID ATMOSPHERIC AIR AND ITS COMPONENTS ► AND
THE AT041C'VOLUME OF OXYGEN AND NITROGEN.
COMPT. RENO. V OL- 1029 1010-12 (1886)
DENSITY (LIQUID)(127 K AND 45 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
ti
r
595 WROBLEWSKI ► S.
SUP LA TEMPERATURE DOEBULLITION DE LOOXYGENE9 nE LsAIR+ DE
LAAZOTE ET DE LAOXYDE DE CARBONE SOUS LA PRESSION ATMOSPHERIQUE9
THE BOILING TEMPERATURE 'OF OXYGEN♦ AIR9'NITRDGFN AND CARBON
MONOXIDE AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
COMPT. REND. VOL. 98 ►
 982-85 (1884)
NORMAL BOILING TEMPERATURE (81 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
596 WROBLEWSKI9S.
DIE ZUSAMMEND.RUCKBARKEIT DES WASSERSTOFFES,*** THE COMPRESS-
ABILITY OF HYDROGEN.
SITZBER9 AKAD. WISS. W'IEN, MATH. NATURW. KL. ABT- II At VOL 979
1321-79 (1808)
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
EXPERIMENTAL - TWO TABULAR VALUES
597 WULLNER*A9
UEBER DIE ABHANGIGKIET DER SPECIFISCHEN WARME nER GASE
BEI CONSTANTEM VOLUMEN VON nER TEMPERATUR UND DIE
KARMELEITUNGSFAHIGKEIT DER EASE-***ON THE DE PENDENCE OF THE
SPECIFIC MEAT OF GAS AT CONSTANT VOLUME UPON THE TF..MPERATURE
AND THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GAS.
ANN. PMYSIK. VOL 4 9
 321-40 (1878)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P o CONST.9 V m CONST.) (GAS) (273 K)




59 8 YUAN9S.C.	 MOKoY.l.
NEW LOOK AT HEAT CAPACITY PREDICTION. PART 29
HYDROCARBON PROCESS. VOL 479 NUo 79 153- 4 IJUL 1968)
SPECIFIC HEAT (P=CONSTANT)tIDEAL GAS)(200 TO 6000 K)
THEORETICAL - EQUATION• TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS
599 ZAHN9C9T.
THE ELECTRIC MOMENT OF GASEOUS MOLECULES OF HALOGEN HYDRIDLS9
PHYS. REV. VOL 249 400-17 (1924)
C9A 9 199 426-7
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE9 APPARATUS
600 ZAKHAROVoV.L.
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY OF HUMID AIR.
IZV. VYSSHIKH UCHEBNo ZAVEDENII ENERG99 N0, So 104 -10 (1902)
(IN RUSSIAN)
C.A. 579 14450-0
THERM AL CONDUCTIVITY (GAS) (293 TO 326 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (12 VALUESI9 GRAPHo EQUATIONS
601 ZARTMAN9I9F-
ULTRASONIC VELOCITIES AND ABSORPTION IN GASES AT LOW PRESSURES,
J9 ACOUST9 SOC9 AM * VOL 219 171-74 (1949)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 TO 308 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - TABLE (7 VALUES)
602 Z=IEMAN=o-C-M-
DIELECTRIC CONST ANTS OF VARIOUS GASES AT 9470 MC.
PHYS- REV- VOL 839 243 (19511
ALSO IN J+ APPL9 - PHYSo VOL 239 154 (1952)
C9A 9 469 6449-8
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (GAS) (273 K AND 1 ATM)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
603 ZOCH9I-B9
U8ER EIN NEUES VERFAHREN ZUR kESSUNG DER SCHALLGESCHWINGIGKEIT
IN GASEN * ***ON A NEW METHOD FOR MEASURING THE SOUND VELOCITY
IN GASES-
ANN, PHYSIK VOL 1289 491-511 (1866)
VELOCITY OF SOUND (GAS) (273 K)
EXPERIMENTAL - ONE TABULAR VALUE
604 ZWETSCHoA.
DIE A84ANGIGKEIT DES BRECHUNGSEXPONENTEN DER LUFT YOM DRUCK
UNTERHALB EINER ATMOSPHARE. pd*THE DEPENDENCE OF THE REFRACTIVE
LNDEX OF AIR UPON THE PRESSURE BELOW ONE ATMOSPHERE•
Z9 PHYSIK- VOL 190 398.413 (1923)
C.A. 189 781 -Z
INDEX OF REFRACTION (GAS)(273 K)













PRAPRIEfE4 nE L AIR A 4AUTE TE MPERATURE. 111. PRnNPIETES r-F
TRANSPORT. 00 * 01ROPERTIES OF AIH AT HIGH TEAP F RATUPFS. III•
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES.
ENTROPIEe NO, 10
. 61- 72 ( ;bA3
C.A. 67 • 6?8i)-W
2 CARNEVALEvE.H.	 CAREYeC.	 "ARSHALLfT.	 I/VAeSo
EXPE R IMENTAL DETERMI NATION OF GAS PROPERTIES AT HIrH TEMPERATURES
AND/OR PRESSURES.
PANAMETRICS, INC•t WALIHAM. ' l ASS.t REPT. NO. AEUC-TW-68-105
(JUN 1968) CONTR. AF 41)(600)-11 y 1 121 PP
DOC AD 570 IY2
3 ,DOAN+L.R,	 NICKEL,G.H.
A SUBROUTINE FOR THE EOLIATIO 11 OF STATE OF AIP•
AIR FORCE WFAPONS LAra.. KIRTI.AMU AFB+ No 4FX9e PEAT• Noe AFWL=
TM-63-2 (MAY 190) 18 PP
DDC AD 920 7nO l
4 GILbIOPt.F.R.
EQUILIbRTUM COMPOSITU)nl AND T-)ERMn r)YNAMIC PROPEPTIF, S OF AIR T,7	 j
249000 DEGREES K.
RAND CORP., SANTO Mfr l) ICA, 'C A LIF., RESEAWCH MEMO, Rrx71543 (Atl(i
1955) 67 PP
DDC AD 64 n52
5 GILMORLeF.R.
THERMAL kADIATION PHcVUMENA- VOLUME 1, T HE. EO(1TLI(44I)IM THFP''An—
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF HIGH TFM i+ERAT URE I,, I P.
LOCKHEED MISSILE S ANV SPACF CO,v PALO ALTO. CALIF•* LnCKHEEI)
PALO ALTO RF,S'EA4CH t. A B.+ REP T• NO• LMSC-3-27-67-1 — /uL-19 DA$4
1 971-1 (MAY 1467) 340 PP
DDC AD 654 054
6 HANSEN9 C.F,,;	 HEIMSe S.P.
A REVIEW OF THE THERAIDYNAMIC. TRANSPORT. AND CHEMTCAL REACTION
RATE PR .DPFRTIES OF HIGH-TEMP rRATURE AIR,
NATLe ADVISORY COMM. 4CRONA II T, TECH. NOTE 4359 (JU1 195E .1,,r 33 PP.
7 HI'LSENRAT 61 9 . 1. AND RICK€TTe C.-).
TABLES OF THEW AODYNAn1(: PROPERTIES OF ARGO'9 FREF AYR TO -159000 K.
AEOC—TN -5b—)2 (SEPT 19c,6)
'DDC AD 98 474
B HILSENR'4THeJ• 'K LIE TGI.A.
TABLES OF THERMOUYpA4IC PROPERTI =ES OF A ,IR TN CHFMIr,AL EOUILIRPIUM
INCLUnING SECONQ , ,iI Q I4t CORRFCTT'1NS FROM 1500 ^FGRFES K TO
159000 OEGdEES KG
NATIONAL 30REAU 'OF STANDARDS. WACHINGTOks n o Coo RF wT, N00 AfDC-
TR-63-161 (At)G ;1963) CONTRe 9893. AF40(600)5A-24 AND AF40(600)63-
136 203 PP






c ^ tom.: u:
9 HILSENRATH. .J.	 KLEI419M.
TABLES OF THERAODYNA ,ilC PROPERTIES OF AIN	 IN CHEMI rA I_ FQUILTF49IUM
INCL UDING SECOND VI H IAL CORRECTIONS FRmM )So0 DFURFES K To
159000 DEGREES K.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STnrr;)ARbS, 	 W ASHINGTON.	 ''t.	 C.. , RF N T.	 NO.-AF• DC-
TR-65-5R	 (MAP	 1965)	 CONTR.	 nln.	 4F40(600)59-249	 AF40(600)63-13h9
AF40(600)64-195 333 ^ 3
j..
10 FIILSENRATH9J. 	 KLE11,19M.
TABLE OF THF.RMOC.YNAMIC PROPE PTIES AND CHE H ICAL COMPOSITION OF
NITROGEN IN CHEMICAL ErJUILIB 9 IUM INCLUnINra SECOND %lI4IAL
CORRECTIONS FROM 1609 DEGRFE5 K TO 159no,o DEGRGFS K.
ARNOLD ENGINEERI14G OEVELOPHENT CENTERS ARNOLD AIR FORCE STATIOtI.
TENN±9
	
REPT. NO.	 AEDC-TR-66-F5	 (APR 190(6)	 309 PP
11 HILSENRATH.	 J. 	 K`LEIwo	 M.	 W OULLE Y ♦ )'(.4 TABLES OF THERMODYNA M IC PROPERTIES: OF AIR 	 rnICLUDINr. OISSOCIATION
AND IONIZATIOd FROM-153	 K -T U: 15900'0 K.
AEDC-TR-59-20
	
(DEC ) 9,0?) `.
U.S.	 DEPT. COMM.	 OFFICE TECH.	 SERV O PR PF;PT,	 1b19311	 (1959)	 148 P
'I DDC AD 229 '934
C.A. 5b9 21713-A
12 HOCHSTIM9 A.R.
EQUILIBRIUM COMPUSITtUNS9 THERMUOYNAMIC ANn NORMAL SgOCK PROPER-
s TIES OF AIR WITH ADDTTIVES 9	 V nl_.	 1.
GENERAL DYNAMICS/COAIVAIR9 7 PH-122	 ( ,DEC 196))	 CONTR. DA-04-495-
ORD-3112 AND -33839	 NROJ. r<IO.	 39-59+	 21.1 PP,
;t DDC AD 274 930
1=
13 HOCHSTIM9 A.R.
7MEORETICAL CALCULATIUMS OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPF.RTI ;ES OF AIR.












14 KING9F 9 F..	 P49TINGTO4;r..J9R.
MEASUREMENTS OF SOUNo-VELOCITI65 ITJ AIa 9 )YYGEN 9 AAO CARBON
DIOXIDE AT TE'4PERATIJRES FROM 9011 DEGREES 6 TO 1200 UEGREES C
'j WITH SNECIAL REFERENCE TO THE TEMPERATURE-CnEFFICIFNTS OF
MOLECULAR HEATS..,.i
PHIL• MAG. VOL 99	 NO.	 609	 102' -n 	(MAY )930)
'r C.A. 249 4436-2
15 KORO8KIN9I.	 HASTINGS 9S'M.
MOLI_IER CHART FOR AI R IN DI SSOCIATED EOUILTR-R I OM AT TEMPERATURES
l OF 2000 DEGREES.K TO 1;000 DEGREES K.
NAVAL ORDNANCE LAB;.,	 W'+ITE OAKS
	
AD.9 REPT. N0. 4446	 (MAY 1957)
DDC AD 135=454
16 LANDSHOFF9A.K.M.	 OWYANGOA9
MACHINE PROGRAM FOR R AP ID C. ALCOLATI GN OF EuUATION nF STATE OF AIR
•' LOCKHEED MISSILES ANG-SPACE CO.* 4;UNNYVALF9 CAI.I'F.9 REPT. NO.
DASA 1412 (J(IL 1963) 	 -e1 PP
DDC AD 483,.599 .
C.A• 629 9419-A
115
17 LEWIS.'C-H-	 NEEL• C.A.
SPECIFIC HEAT AND SPEED OF SOUND DATA FOR TMPERFECT ATR-
ARNOLD ENO, DEVELOPMENT CENTE o . TECH. DOCUMENTARY RFPT. NO.
AEDC-TOR-64-16 (MAY 1964) CO;JTH- NO- AF(6001-InOO
DDC AD 600 469
18 LOGAN@J,G...1R.	 TRFANORrC.E.
TABLES OF THERMODYNA M IC PROPERTIES OF AIR FROM 30on DEGREES K
TO 109000 DEGREES K AT IN 'TF RVALb OF 10n DEr,REES K.
CORNELL AEPONAUTICAL LA8.r INC.-• BUFFALO. W e Y. t RFPT. NO. wE-
1007-A-1 (,IAN 1957) 307 PP
19 NEWMAN9P.A.	 ALLISONrn-0.
DIRECT CALCULATION OF SPECIFTC HEATS AND PFLATEn THERMODYNAMIC
PROPERTIES OF ARSITNARY GAS MIXTURES WITH TA ,HULATEn RESULTS.
LANGLEY R ESEARCH CENTER, NATTUNAL AERONIAUTTCS AND S PACE AUMINIS-




TEMPERA 'CURARHANGIGKEiT DER-IPJNFREN REIHUNr, VON LUFT9 ARGON IWO
CHLORWASSERSTOFF. naaTHE VAPTATSOV OF THE VTSCOSTTY OF AIR-	 nR^30N
AND H'YDROGE'N CHI.O RTD F. WITH T'FMPERATURE,
PHYSIK•
	
Z-	 VOL 349	 2!44-92	 (1933)
C-A- 27. 3649-6
21 PREDVOOITELEV.A -S- 	STUPOCHFNMD•E.V.	 SAMIJILOV.E.Ve	 ET AL
TABLES OF ° THERMOUY <vA-iC FUT4CTI0NS OF A=IR FOP THE Tr,APERATURE
RANGE 6000-12+000.DEG4EES K AND PRESSURF RANGE 0.001-100-0 ATM#
INFOSEARCH LIMITEa-c,_i.()NDON9	 FNGLAND	 ( 195H)	 301	 PP
I
22 REED iv t
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1 20252 41 6959 81 54495 121 30688
2 19799 42 1009 82 33802 122 12788
3 14024 43 405 83 51037 123 14349
4 6912 44 -- 84 56296 124 34515
5 8676
45
45273 85 6424 125 45266
6 8716 46 54564 86 54007 126 36794
7 8719 47 14544 87 54008 127 26705
8 13781 48 925 88 43288 128 633
9 28649 1,9 54009 89 41536 129 43943
10 6912 50 54481 90 998 130 26610
11 5086 51 26808 91 999 131 54523
12 5093 52 26653 92 6o61 132 54730
13 35627 53 22253 93 6151 133 545o6
14 55222 54 26626 94 54038 134 7171
15 30928 55 6992 95 7062 135 19277
16 30133 56 10784 96 30354 136 795
17 5o687 57 25979 97 4902 137 5627
18 13045 ^a 54168 98 ,-	 7070 138 54-53-5
19 54477 59 11995 99 -- 139 9244
20 27094 6o 54478 100 27768 14o iog14
21 -- 61 45110 101 32164 141 25978
22 25721 62 5603 102 54006 142 6o99
23 14543 63 28110? 19279 143 1238
24 54438 64 9476 1(ra 4228o 144 54o47
25 13824 65 10880 0'6- 18950 145 54226
26 10658 66 lo749 "	
VtiJ,
985 145+ 48428
27 591 67 5608 107 983 146 55231
28 54593 68 26617 108 48451 147 56299
29 11005 69 27952 109 6622 148 12017
30 54479 70 ' 29390 110 54012 149 16093
31 6926 71 3624 111 6323 150 9X49
32 6927 72 6174 112 11281 151 37209
33 43270 73 4,1837 113 36882 152 56298
34 6929 71^ 14221 114 47125 153 25265
35 13848 75 14279 115 7127 154 14220
36 54492 76 ' 7023 1-16 54491 155 26607
37 54011 77 268o^ 117 6243 156 9250
38 41768 78 34450 118 54023 157 3100!
39 42364 79 49154 119 45369 158 27184







This cross-index of bibliography numbers with Cryogenic Data Center
accession numbers has been prepared as an aid to Cryogenics Division staff
members end others who might want to obtain specific articles from our files.





















161 35893 201 19639 241 57149 281 26897
162 6068 202 54028 242 55225 282 --
163 6106 203 35642 243 7324 283 7387
164 225 2o4 7262 244 8o1 284 55717'
165 5675 205 56297 245 6328 285 54004
166 789 2o6 54501 246 8704 286 16845
167 42075 207 5417'.- 247 54035 287 54483
168 4225 208 24946 248 11057 288 28655
169 23055 209 67 249 8695 289 54042
169+ 6263 210 5938 250 54010 290 32852
170 48300 23-1 43584 251 2677o 291 54493
171 48521 212 34473 252 5997 292 10579
172 26476 213 14578 253 641 293 11832
173 54227 214 7279 254 13017 294 5507
174 54005 215 11058 255 23628 295,- 6154
175 54482 216 44504 256 34521 25055
176 6029 217 54498 257 37,(6	 i ; 297 x,46
177 25264 218 54566 5C ._ `33= , ....	 298 5571.
178 54169 219 55226 259 < 5897 299 . 21857
179 28646 220 54562 26o 27471 300 28650
18o 35639 221 6798 261 57142 301 26641
181 55720 222 68o8 262 47579 302 6138
182 38568 223,- 327L5 263 18526 303 33792
183 564o1 224 5921 264 27521 3o4 44288
184 6011 225 27168 265 12018 305 26702
185 8660 226 219 266 5394 3o6 5495
186 25176 227 54597 267 5888 307 14541
187 28605 228 14739 268 464 308
188 4566i 229 8696 269 -- 309 54172
189 34510 230 25963 270 28641 310 5493
190 7250 231 36387 271 35336 311 19291
191 12673 232 56339 272 48670 312 56337
192 54299 233 453 273 26634 313 54521
193 35295 234 5959 274 6393 314 2664o
194 442 235 3284 275 275 315 56334
195 31683 236 8700 276 16301 316 28348
196 9435 237 25357 277 214 317 56338
197 54046 238 48897 278 17969 318 2924o
198 26630- 239 7320 279 59u 319 12245
















Bib.	 CDC Bib.	 CDC Bib.	 CDC Bib,	 CDC
No.	 Accession No.	 Accession No.	 Accession
I
No.	 Accession
No. No. No. No.
321 -- 361 43156 401 14793 441 27469
322 54048 362 6221 402 54043 442 1122
323 8397 363 55377 403 54510 443 2600i
324 54162 364 11959 4o4 5536 444 45735
325 16877 365 54484 405 54727 445 25732
326 22251 366 28166 4o6 44o44 446 6383
327 54509 367 54512 407 6114 447 54494
328 25237 368 6171 408 5458o 448 6269
329 31490 369 663 4o9 54567 449 53551
330 29585 370 489, 410 25911 450 553
331 24467 371 6077 411 55713
I
451 lo448
332 25312 372 23617 412 16099 452 17804
333 673:. 373 54499 413 5416o	 I 453 38574
334 229;57^ 374 16893 414 40786 454 10328
335 6613 375 17454 415 -- 455 9749
336 4o405 376 35302 416 -- 456 18002
337 6497 377 43751 417 55232 457 27935
338 10748 378 218 418 6049 458 41771
339 40787 379 41785 419 8703 459 8643
34u 24;918 380 19790 420 -- 46o 6o76
341 24332 381 47200 421 18o42 461 5736
-- 342 28168-, 382 54-505 422 -- !.62 2713
343 20337 383 665 423 7652 1463 54487
344 9486 384 43134 424 564`0-4'" ;464 39108
345 43261 385 25314 425 `''	 43639 465 6169
346 27514 386 45966 426 33122 466 6268
347 54165 387 50971' 427 ` ,---`.^ ,2 467 35646
348 -- 388 5542 428 54)p64 468 ',"ioa
349 207 389 55714 42F* 5525 469 ,%54159
350 25269 390 5459E 429 17997 470,, 8645
351 6385 -`391 io699 430 6705 4'71 6097
352 i	 -- 392 5432 431 48909 472 5726
353 32837 393 7594 432 9814 I	 473	 '' 8110
354 „	 1104 394 7989 433' '	 12539 414 8111
355 10436 395 54164 434 5749 475 41479
356 54013 396 14228 435 16889 476 55227
357 4403 397 33797 436 18015 477 ?3395
358 485 396` 40734 4.37 26687 477+ 17999
359 39327 399 6193 " 438 27121 478 26734
360 7528 400 26027 439 54039 479 19641
44o' 54o26 48o 8112:
Bib. CDC I	 Bib. CDC	 I
-	 ' No. Accession No.	 Accession
No. No.
481 16879 521 8710
482 i688o 522 54496
483 16885 523 54514
484 14990 524 56300
485 -- 525 26026
486 55711 526 io6o5
487 24368 "7 26011
488 29436 528 26919
fff
1+89 13378 529 54497
'I go 11825 530 55710
491 54594 531 618
492 26708 532 18000
t 493 6841 533 39339
494 10752 534 18837y
x 1 195 193o6 535 17962
r 496 27095 536 604
497 56336 537 26003
498 35649 538 19301
499 54503 539 26006r
p 500 35654 54o 26745
R 501 2274 541 26007
502 12704 542 615
503 :_1669 543 18843
5o4 16898 544 717
•_ 505.,: 54508 545 X816
5?y 6228 546 10739
507 6229 547 55224
508 27104 548 27954
509 26682 549 5758
510 36399; 550 47789
511 16317 551 5711
512 54518 55? 5710
4 513 56369 55,_2{ 31o6
514 711 55-3 6177
515 14542 554 12631
516 lo74o 555 32864
517 19292 556 ` 17730
518 1106i 557 421-c-
519 46400 558 22220





A	 ehe 1 a Mo. Ar,
561 ^^ 1 ,916
563 17, xv







































321	 -- 361	 43156 401	 147% 441	 27469
322	 54048 362	 6221 402	 54043 442	 3,122
323	 8397 363	 55377 403	 54510 443	 2600i
324	 54162 364	 11959 404	 5536 444	 45735
325	 16877 365	 54484 405	 54727 445	 25732
326	 22251 366	 28166 406	 44044 446	 6383
327	 54509 367	 54512 407	 6114 447	 54494
328	 25237 368	 6171 'a08	 54580 448	 6269
329	 31490 369	 663 4o9	 54567 449	 53551
330	 29585 370	 489; 410	 25911 450	 553
331	 24467 371	 6077 411	 55713 451	 10448
332	 25312 372	 23617 412	 16099 452	 '.	 17804
E" 333	 67?F'.,^ 373	 54499 413	 5416o 453	 38574
334	 22^0)7 ` 374	 16893 k14	 40786 454	 10328
335	 6613 375	 17454 415	 -- 455	 9749
336	40405 376	 35302 416	 -- 456	 18002
337	 6497 377	 40751 417	 55232 457	 27935
338	 10748 378	 218 418	 6o49 458	 41771
339	 40787 379	 41785 419	 8703 459	 8643
34c
	 2bd3l8 380	 z9790 42o	 -- 46o	 6076
'.j 341	 24332 381	 h'7200 421	 18042 461	 5736
34228168° 382	 54505 _ 422	 -- ^'62	 2793
343	 20337 383	 665 423	 7652 (063	 54487
g r
..	
E y 	 3	 1 344	 9486 384	 43134 424	 564164 \464	 39208
,
! 345	 43261 385	 25314 425	 43639 465	 6169
p	 a s 346	 27514 386	 45966 426	 33122 466	 8268
s	 +t	 ^i 347	 54165 387	 50971' 427 'L-54W-2 467	 35646
4	 x
348	 -- 388	 5542 428	 54964 468	 12021
469	 ,54159349	 207 389	 55714 428	 5525
c`3 350	 25269 390	 54596 429	 17997 470 . '	 8645
351	 i	 6385 391	 10699 430	 6705 471	 6097
"
352 392
	 5432 431	 48909-	 \
_	 472	 5726
353	 3RBST 393	 7594 432 	 98.4 ) 473	 8110
354	 1104 394	 7989 433	 12539 474	 8111
355
	
10436 395	 54164 434 '	 "749 471	 41+79
336	 54013 396	 14228 435 _	 16889- 476	 5$227
-
357	 4403 397	 33797 436	 18015 477	 P1395
358	 485 394°	 40734 437	 266$7 4 774•	 17999
a' 359
	
39327 399	 6193	 "` 38	 27421! I	 478	 26734

























481 16879 521 8710 561 43160 601	 7916
482 1688o 522 54496 562 56s35 602	 14226
483 16886 523 54514 563 17968 603	 4590
484 14990 524 56300 564 11461 604	 54511
485 -- 525 26o26 565 54489
486 55711 526 1o6o5 566 45562
487 24368 57 26011 567 5703
488 29436 528 26919 568 --
489 13378 529 54497 569 27378
490 11825 530 55710 570 --
491 54594 531 618 571 24298
492 26708 532 18000'' 572 54513
493 6841 533 39339 573 33664
494 10752 534 18837 574 54595
495 19306 535 17962 575 6044
496 27095 536 604 576 -^
497 ` 56336 537 26003 577 592
498 35649 538 19301 578 723
499 54503 539 -06006 579 19459
500 35654 540 2674; 58o 56343
501 2274 541 26007 581 54516
502 27^ 542 _ _ , ^, 582 54317
503 11669 543 18843 583 730
504 16898 544 ' 717 584 34445
505„ 54508 545 <816 585 6318
S 6228 546 10739 586 54480
507 6229 547 55224 587 24344
5o8 27104 548 27954 588 6503
509 266$2 549	 ,. 5758 589 16360
510 34399j, 550 47789 590 5692
511 16317 551 5711 591 374
512 54518 552 5710 592 54565
513 56369 55?+ 3106 593 16369
514 711 55^j 6177 594 19,184
515 14542 554' ].2631 595 19185
516 1o74o 555 32864 596 18106
517 19292 556	 - 17730 597 7907
518 11061 557 421,: x;.598 51908
519 4640o 558 "' 22220 599 664
520 559 56674 6o6 47296
560_ 37889
,.	
:.	 ". .`_. :. :''_vim•--'=.
.°.
